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1
Chapter 1
Introduction
“Death is a biological phenomenon but its causes as often as not are sociological.” 1

A frontier is an interaction between culture and landscape. Culture is a
construct of the human mind. Landscape is the world in which the human mind finds
itself. The frontier arises from a recursive process in which culture modifies
landscape and landscape transforms culture. A description of the process may
become a history of the interaction. The work that follows strives to be frontier
history.
In this story, medical science before 1850—before scientific medicine—will
become our metaphor for culture. Our metaphor for landscape will become the world
of epidemic disease, a mysterious wilderness of mortal danger. The confrontation of
medicine with epidemic disease is the frontier. The frontier, then, emerges as a place
of life and death, fear and grief and courage, and of passion. The history of this
frontier, dominated by entropy and complexity, is the biography of a living idea: the
relationship of the human body to the physical and moral world of American
adventurers and physicians, frontiersmen.
In much of the New World, the frontier lived for centuries. In California, the
American frontier existed for less than thirty years before the Gold Rush, the Civil
War, and the railroad transported its people into modernity. In those few decades, the
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California medical frontier traversed some of the most deadly divides of the
American epidemic badlands.
A word about voices and sources for this synthesis of paradigm change in
early nineteenth century medicine and the rapid frontier expansion that followed. As
the foremost medical historian in the fields our story will traverse, the Paris Clinical
School, malaria in North America, the origins of social medicine, and the great
anticontagionism debate that framed the era of the cholera pandemics, the work of
Erwin H. Ackerknecht is a guiding light. Equally integral to our synthesis is the
insight of Sherburne Friend Cook into the fate of native Alta Californians.
Ackerknecht and Cook were men of twentieth century medicine. Wherever possible,
voices from that earlier frontier of American medicine, Elisha Bartlett, Daniel Drake,
Josiah Nott, Victor Fourgeaud, Thomas Muldrup Logan, and Jacob Davis Babcock
Stillman, tell the tale.
Chapter 1, The Death Bed of Pericles, traces Doctor Elisha Bartlett’s
nineteenth century Hippocratic vision to the Athens of Thucydides to test modern
ideas about the ancient mystery of one of the earliest documented confrontations
between physician and pestilence. The onset of the Plague of Athens quickly
followed the opening campaigns of the Peloponnesian War. The frontier we see in
Thucydides bounds a horizon of time and language. The entropy of millennia stands
to illustrate the formidable challenge of modern epidemiology’s encounter with
complexity as we begin to learn the lay of this cruel land, where cities and
civilizations have died.

3
Bartlett and his contemporaries rebuild the Hippocratic foundation of
medicine with the new tools of the Paris School in Chapter 2, American Airs, Waters,
and Places. A new philosophical commitment to observation and the popular
Humboldtian connection of man and nature emerge from the eighteenth century era of
Enlightenment and Revolution to usurp the medieval medical mindset in the wake of
the deadly 1793 yellow fever epidemic in Benjamin Rush’s Philadelphia. Daniel
Drake and medical science, like everything else American, seek the frontier to the
west.
Chapter 3, The Bonaventura Epidemic, explores the central challenges of
transmission and differential diagnosis of epidemic disease in the catastrophic 1833
malaria outbreak in the Sacramento River Valley of California. Almost without
witnesses, the fever struck far beyond the American frontier, and beyond the
missions, but not beyond the reach of Hudson’s Bay Company trappers and the
Anopheles mosquito. The meticulous daily entries of John Work’s journal, the only
known primary source for the epidemic in progress, provide a startling corroboration
of the social linkages, deliberately fashioned or not, between pestilence and conflict.
A clear path for the Gold Rush was prepared. Would conscious genocide have done
the job so well?
The Medicine, Poetry, and Insanity of adventurous, rather fractious, American
physicians tell of their passion, and their compassion, to gain a freehold in Northern
California in Chapter 4. Conveyed across the Atlantic, like cholera, the best medical
journals of the day brought European notions of man and society to blend into the
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evolving American perspective of nature. The discovery of gold heaped frontier upon
frontier.
In 1850 California, the soul of the new social medicine descended into the hell
of the Sacramento cholera epidemic.
As Cholera Follows Man, public health becomes the urgent immediate aim of
the Humboldtian California physicians in Chapter 5. The medical management of
men, if not the management of medical men, seems more achievable than the medical
mastery of nature.
Our story comes full circle. A physician struggles to save his city.

5
Chapter 2
The Death Bed of Pericles

Some epidemics attack cities, and some epidemics attack civilizations. Soon
we will consider the frontier as a complex space where early nineteenth century
medicine confronts epidemic disease. First, to learn the lay of the land, let us
consider the frontier as an entropic time where modern medicine interacts with
ancient epidemic disease. Our metaphor, then, embraces the nearest culture and the
most distant landscape. The reality upon which it stands is the Plague of Athens.
Late in his fifty-one years of dignified life and work to serve his community
and bring philosophical modernity to American medicine, Doctor Elisha Bartlett
spoke in 1852 of his vision of Hippocrates:
It is the house of Pericles that we enter, and we stand by the death bed of the
great and venerable Archon. Everything … indicates the pervading presence
… of stately elegance and of high … many-sided luxury, culture, and
refinement… the walls are covered with … the legendary and historic glories
of Greece…. Jason in his good ship Argo, … convoyed by … Hera and
Apollo, … brings back the golden fleece from Colchis… Raised and resting,
in solemn and august serenity upon its last pillow, lies that head of Olympian
grandeur; … by common consent, the most eminent citizen… his far-seeing
sagacity—his firmness and moderation, … his moral courage and
independence, and his high public probity had triumphed over … his declining
sun….
The Plague had visited Athens… the young physician of Cos … was
summoned from his island home in the Aegean, to stay if he could the march
of the destroying angel, and to succor with his skill those who had fallen
under the shadow of his wings. 1

1
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The Plague of Athens is the canonical epidemic of human history, massively
lethal and profoundly mysterious. The mystery of that distant disease has been as
difficult to penetrate with the medical knowledge of our century as the mysterious
relationship of the human body to the world around it was for Elisha Bartlett’s new
empirical science in the early nineteenth. “A doctor thinks in the concepts available
in his time,” remarked medical historian Henry Sigerist, “The theory of the four
humors was just as true in antiquity as physico-chemical theories are today.”2
Modern medicine views the Plague of Athens through a cloud of uncertainty not
unlike the shadow that obscured the portrait of nature for early nineteenth century
medicine. We know the causes of the Plague of Justinian in 542 and the Black Death
in 1348 and the Great Plague of Philadelphia in 1793 with a very high degree of
certainty. We know the cause of the Plague of Athens in 430 B.C. with an equal
degree of uncertainty. Our uncertainty about the Plague of Athens exists not because
we have no witness, rather it is because we have the best possible witness,
Thucydides, Athenian historian of the Peloponnesian War. Virtually all scholars of
the Plague of Athens accept the veracity of Thucydides’ description of the epidemic.
Classical scholar D.L. Page called it “a lucid, systematic, and detailed narrative
expressed with a high degree of technical accuracy.”3 It is the only description of the
Plague of Athens we have, but it is far more than that, because we trust Thucydides.
We have no doubt he saw what he said, and what he did not say, he did not see. “The
evidence, both negative and positive, should be sufficient for identification,” said

2

Henry Sigerst, Medicine and Human Welfare, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1941), 108-109.
D.L. Page, “Thucydides’ Description of the Great Plague at Athens.” The Classical Quarterly, New
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Page. 4 We somehow instinctively trust Thucydides because he emulated the method
of his contemporary, Hippocrates. The Hippocratic method made “use of the mind
and senses as diagnostic instruments,” as the eminent medical historian Fielding H.
Garrison described it. Hippocrates’ “transparent honesty and his elevated conception
of the dignity of the physician’s calling” made him “the greatest of all physicians.”5
Our dubious consultation on the Plague of Athens is not with Thucydides, it is among
us. Our questions of consistency in time and completeness in space arise not from the
words of Thucydides but from the entropy that obscures his voice more than two
millennia distant. There is the neighborhood of his words; it is likely their meaning
shifted, even in the fifth century. Thucydides may have had no words for this
catastrophically new epidemic: the experience of it may have shaped Hippocratic
terminology. And there is the domain of his words; they are literally everything we
know about the Plague of Athens. The description of the epidemic by Thucydides
presents a formidable challenge to modern diagnosis, not unlike the challenge
epidemic disease itself presented to Elisha Bartlett and his contemporaries.
Thucydides adorned his description of the epidemic at Athens with a somber
pun on the oracle, as piquant in English as in Greek, drawn from the uncanny
similarities of sound, spelling, and meaning of the words and their translations, limos,
λιµοσ, “dearth,” or “famine,” and loimos, λοιµοσ, “death,” or “pestilence.”6
A Dorian war will come, and with it pestilence.

4
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In Athens, pestilence erupted almost immediately after the Peloponnesian War
began. Although the Spartans devastated the Attica countryside in the opening days
of the war, Athenian maritime supply lanes were clear, so famine does not seem to
have been a factor in the outbreak. The plague appeared first at Piraeus, the port of
Athens. Due to the devastation, the walled zone between Athens and Piraeus was
crowded with refugees.
The nature of the epidemic disease that struck Athens, and of its description
by Thucydides, has been the subject of clinical and classical debate for centuries.
Regarding the source of what has always been known as the Plague of Athens,
Thucydides wrote,
It first began … in the parts of Ethiopia above Egypt, and thence descended
into Egypt and Libya … Suddenly falling upon Athens, it first attacked the
population in the Piraeus … and afterwards appeared in the upper city, when
the deaths became much more frequent. 7
A clinical assessment of the Plague of Athens, along medically modern lines
of empiricism and observation, appeared among Bartlett’s contemporaries. In a paper
read by their President, Sir Henry Halford, before the members of the Royal College
of Physicians in London on February 27, 1832, John Ireland, D.D., Dean of
Westminster, compared the description given by Thucydides to “the modern Plague.”
8

Ireland supposed that Thucydides deferred to Hippocrates for an explanation of the

cause of the disease, so that Thucydides’ account was “practical only, and confined to
what he saw and experienced.” Ireland observed that “the plague had the
melancholy distinction of being witnessed by both these celebrated persons.” Ireland
7
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noted such descriptive features as the upper respiratory onset descending to the
bilious gastro-enteric crisis, the livid skin with a kind of body rash, a surprising lack
of prostration, and the inner sense of burning but the absence of external fever. It was
this last symptom that produced “the chief desire … to plunge into cold water.”
Ireland also remarked on the “strangeness and virulence of the disease, …while it
raged, … that the birds and beasts … would not approach or touch the unburied
corpses, or perished if they tasted them.” Ireland set the debate in an empirical
framework, “A review of the symptoms of this ancient plague will naturally lead to
the question whether it is to be classed with the disease now commonly known as
‘The Plague,’ or whether it is distinguished … by … an essential or characteristic
difference.”
Ireland took for examples of his modern Plague the “Plague of the Levant”
and the 1630 outbreak at Milan. The former is known today as the Plague of
Justinian in 542 A.D., well documented by its contemporary witness Procopius.
Observing that one of the characteristic symptoms of the modern Plague, severe
prostration, was not seen at Athens, Ireland listed other important differences, which
in their priority give an impression of their medical importance to an early nineteenth
century diagnosis. First, that the virulence of the modern Plague “does not appear to
have been so far exhausted as to leave the patient secure of life under the relapse,” but
Thucydides expressly asserted that “though some relapses took place … these were
invariably without danger to the patient.” Next, that there was no abatement of the
ancient disorder in summer, but “it is well known that the action of the modern

8

John Ireland, The Plague of Athens Compared with the Plague of the Levant, and the Plague of Milan
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Plague is arrested, not only by extreme cold but by extreme heat, and that in the
height of summer it ceases.” Then Ireland arrived at one of the debate’s most
significant points of contention, “that the Athenian disease tended to produce small
pustules over the whole body,” but “one of the distinctive properties of the modern
Plague is to produce bubos [sic], not only in the arm-pits but in the groins, and
perhaps this may be regarded as its truest feature.” The bubo discovered in the first
victim, dead in four days, was the harbinger of the Plague in Milan as the city was
overrun by the German army in 1629, and “from this event the sickness spread … in
the spring of the following year, first seizing the poor inhabitants (the more exposed
to it from a previous year of scarcity), and finally making its way to the rich.” Ireland
also drew attention to another social element present in both epidemics, the “peculiar
circumstance” that both the Athenians and the Milanese, “labouring under the same
common delusion,” attributed their affliction to deliberate poisoning by their enemies.
Ireland extended his consideration of the modern Plague in his sequel paper,
“The Plague of Marseilles in the Year 1720,” this time apparently read by him, given
at the Royal College of Physicians on May 26, 1834. 9 Evidently arriving by merchant
ship “at Marseilles from the coast of the Levant,” the advance of the Plague was
briefly hindered by the physicians and the officials of Provence by their standard
precautions of burial in quicklime, the burning of clothes, and the removal of patients
to quarantined infirmaries. The citizens of Marseilles, recalled Ireland, “ever
suspicious and violent, began to indulge their animosity against the physicians and
surgeons, whom they openly insulted, and accused of causing false alarms injurious
to the town.” Authorities “prudentially softened” their pronouncements, but
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continued to treat the malady as “real plague.” Soon, “the undoubted marks of bubos
[sic] … fell with particular violence on the poor and crowded population of the old
part of town” and quickly “the contagion reached all classes.” Ireland’s clinical
description of the epidemic in Marseilles and his comparison to Justinian’s Plague
and 1630 Milan certainly demonstrated that each was an instance of the bubonic
plague. Ireland’s curiosity turned to the secondary symptoms reported by those who
treated the victims of the Plague of Marseilles. “The internal heat, without any undue
warmth on the skin, the raging thirst, and the small pustules, are recorded marks of
the Plague of Athens,” he mused, “while the glass lustre [sic] of the eye, the red or
livid hue of the face, and the bubos [sic] of the armpits, appear in the Plague of Milan
in 1630.”
Ireland added another point to the Plague of Athens debate: did the stronger
disease suppress—check or suspend—other formidable but secondary maladies,
“controlling all other malignant influence”? Thucydides had written that all diseases
turned into this. 10 “In such cases the master malady is sure to exhibit its fatal
supremacy,” Ireland conjectured. “It is the larger serpent which has swallowed up
the rest.” In his 1832 paper read by Halford, Ireland set forth his own conclusion,
“From these circumstances, … the Plague of Athens had more resemblance to the
pestilential fevers … of modern Europe than to the common Plague.”
Thucydides’ geographic source for the pestilence was in rough alignment with
modern epidemiology’s acceptance of a possible early Central African colony of
Asiatic Plague, yet few twentieth century scholars supported the identification of the

9
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Plague of Athens with Plague. 11 Procopius unambiguously described the Plague of
Justinian in 542 A.D. as bubonic plague. Other writers of the first millennium
assigned Egypt as the plague’s source and distinguished it (using the terms de
bubonibus, inquinaria, and glandula) from the other known epidemic diseases,
smallpox (variola) and dysentery (dysinteria). 12 Medieval Islamic chroniclers also
attributed the source of the sixth century Arabian plague epidemic to Ethiopia, carried
abroad by armies. 13
In 1957 E. Watson Williams suggested modestly that the Plague of Athens
was indeed the real thing. 14 Williams listed the shocking newness of the disease to
the Athenians, its African origin, and Thucydides’ language, first about how the
disease “’settled on the private parts, and the extremities,’” and second about how the
disease attacked birds and animals. Of the latter, Williams stated, “Bubonic plague is
the only known disease of which this has always been a striking feature.” To show
how the ancient plague afflicted the groin, Williams also cited a passage from
Epidemics by Hippocrates that “records an epidemic which smote Thasos near
Lemnos.” But Williams did not complete the connection to Thucydides, who
tentatively mentioned Lemnos when he wrote of the plague among the Athenians, “It
was said that it had broken out in many places previously in the neighborhood of
Lemnos and elsewhere; but a pestilence of such extent and mortality was nowhere

11
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remembered.”15 Williams admitted, “Thucydides, it is true, does not mention
buboes.”
A year later Edna M. Hooker advanced a vigorous philological defense of
Williams’ suggestion when she asked, “But are we so sure that he does not?”16
Hooker’s defense in detail was arranged around the contextual application of the
word, elkos, ελκοσ, meaning sore or ulcer. Hooker claimed ελκοσ could have
carried a colloquial meaning of bubo, contrasted with the explicit term, bouboe,
βονβων , which was not used as early as Thucydides in the plague context. “In the
fifth century,” Hooker explained of the latter term, “it is used in the original sense of
‘groin’ and only later was transferred to a swelling in the groin and thence to similar
swellings in other parts of the body, ultimately coming to be specialized in the sense
of a plague bubo.” Hooker conceded, “Even Procopius seems conscious of the
oddness of applying the term to buboes elsewhere than in the groin.”
J.F.D. Shrewsbury broke new ground when his proposal, that the cause of the
Plague of Athens was measles, appeared in the Bulletin of the History of Medicine in
1950. Referring to the Jowett translation, Shrewsbury focused on “the most difficult
part … to interpret” in Thucydides’ description of the disease, the significance and
meaning of the skin irruption “’of a livid colour inclining to red, and breaking out in
pustules and ulcers.’” Unlike Hooker, who was willing to push the term all the way
to bubo, Shrewsbury preferred an interpretation of “pustule” that “’signified any
eruption of the skin accompanied with prominence,’” and not necessarily “as it is
with us, a prominence of the cuticle filled with pus.” Shrewsbury rejected typhus
15
16
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fever, a malady that produced a reddish rash, mainly because “we need some
historical evidence … that the Athenians were familiar with the black rat.” He
demanded the same evidence that a body louse infestation was present in Athens,
before Thucydides’ equivocal description of the rash could be taken as typhus fever.
Likewise, only if Thucydides had been as clear as Procopius that the disease was
bubonic plague would Shrewsbury have overlooked the absence of any mention of
the black rat in the former, as scholars had done in the latter. Shrewsbury declined to
call the disease smallpox because there was no rapid prostration, nor the virulence
seen even in populations previously exposed, such as in England, “with an average
case fatality rate in the 18th century of one in three.” The case fatality rate given by
Thucydides, for the Hagnon expedition and the military adventure at Potidaea, was
about 25%. His objection to bubonic plague and smallpox was also based in part on
Thucydides’ account that the victims wanted “to throw themselves into cold water.”17
There was no such behavior documented with either (presumably owing to the
extreme prostration), but Shrewsbury found a modern parallel in reports of the
catastrophic 1875 outbreak of measles in Fiji. For Shrewsbury, this event
exemplified “the extraordinary degree of malignancy that a communicable disease
may exhibit when it is introduced to a ‘virgin’ society.” Shrewsbury implied that the
clinical symptoms of a communicable disease could change over time, thus requiring
a special diagnostic methodology:
If the ‘Plague of Athens” belongs in this category, it is useless to try to
identify it by comparison with the exanthemata with which we a familiar
today, and with which most societies have had previous contacts. In order to

17
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identify it, we must compare it with recorded epidemics of communicable
diseases that have ravaged ‘virgin’ societies in historical times. 18
In 1953, D.L. Page published a paper in The Classical Quarterly strongly
supporting Shrewsbury, unabashedly declaring that “the similarity between
Thucydides’ description of the Plague and an average modern description of measles
is, as a simple matter of fact, close.” 19 Page argued that in order to preserve an
accurate record of the new disease for future pathologists, Thucydides quite
consciously appropriated Hippocratic language in his description. Page began with
the premise that it was “certain that a number of medical treatises were in circulation
in Thucydides’ lifetime, and a more or less standard vocabulary had been or was
being established.” Page illustrated this vocabulary at length in nouns, adjectives,
and verbs, and compared Thucydides’ usage to that of the doctors of the fifth and
fourth centuries B.C. Page calculated that “77 out of 94 terms considered”
conformed to this usage, and indeed, that “some of Thucydides’ terms are seldom,
and a few never, found elsewhere except in medical and similar scientific treatises.”
Page showed that Thucydides was aware of this vocabulary when, for example, he
discussed “discharges of bile of every kind named by physicians.”20 Page reiterated
Shrewsbury’s objections to the leading candidates for the Plague of Athens. He
shared Shrewsbury’s objections to smallpox. Regarding bubonic plague, since

18
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Thucydides “brings no rat,” the learned Page was adamant, “One needs only to
compare Procopius’ account of the epidemic at Constantinople in A.D. 542 (Persica
2.22), in which bubonic plague is unmistakably described, to see the absolute
impossibility of reconciling Thucydides’ description with this disease.” Page
reinforced his opinion by adding another paragraph with one sentence, “Those
varieties of the Plague known as pneumonic and septicaemic are, if possible, still less
compatible with Thucydides’ account.” Page was distinctly open-minded about
typhus fever, for which “the case for identification is obviously strong,” especially if
one was prepared to broaden the interpretation of the livid skin rash. To typhus there
were two “serious obstacles.” One was the fact that beyond the portrayal of late stage
memory loss, the “mental disorders … highly characteristic of typhus fever” were not
found in Thucydides. The other was, again, the rat, also not found in Thucydides, and
a chief point of Shrewsbury’s rejection. At the time of Page’s writing, as he himself
admits in a footnote, it was “not quite certain that the rat is the sole permanent
reservoir of epidemic typhus,” but even if it was not, “the Athenians were not a dirty
people.”
Exactly one year later a brief reply to Page by W.P. MacArthur appeared in
The Classical Quarterly. 21 MacArthur addressed himself first to Page’s reliance on
Shrewsbury’s opinion:
Now, whether or not the Athenians were familiar with the black rat, it must be
clearly stated that epidemic typhus is transmitted by infected feces of the louse
of man and does not originate from the black rat; nor are rats concerned in its
transmission. It must not be confused with the distinct disease known as
murine typhus which originates from rodents, but is not epidemic.

17
MacArthur then turned to Page, his footnote, and his fastidious Athenians. “I have
seen outbreaks of epidemic typhus in localities where the black rat had been unknown
for two centuries,” he said, “I must leave it to [Professor Page] to assess the evidence
of Aristophanes that lice were among the stalest jokes of Athenian comedy.”22
MacArthur reminded his readers of the “First War” and “the crowded dug-outs in
France.” Regarding the Fijian attraction to water as particularly characteristic of
measles, MacArthur quoted Sir Philip Manson-Bahr that “it is the common practice
of these people to take to water when they feel feverish from any cause.” MacArthur
quoted a diarist of the Fiji episode to the effect that the fever-stricken sought
waterholes, creeks, or the sea, and they all “’speedily developed dysentery or
pneumonia, and died miserably.’” MacArthur asserted that “the main symptoms of
typhus are … recognizable in Thucydides’ description.” He recounted a substantial
list of epidemic typhus episodes from recent centuries in which this was the case.
MacArthur also more convincingly made the connection in favor of typhus as the
Plague of Athens that Williams failed to make for plague when he claimed the
“Hippocratic Collection contains an unmistakable description of louse-borne
relapsing fever in Thasos.” He was less effective in his attempt to connect the serious
neurological effects of epidemic typhus to Thucydides’ secondary symptoms of
blindness, convulsions, and memory loss. MacArthur attended to the theory of

21
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smallpox in a footnote. Reviewing the terrible effects of the disease at maximum
intensity, he remarked, “It is incredible that Thucydides who noticed even small
blisters (common in some outbreaks of typhus especially in summer) could have
failed to notice these ghastly cases.” MacArthur concluded his literate medical note
by firmly placing the Plague of Athens in its historical context:
In Europe typhus has broken out with unfailing regularity in time of war,
especially in stationary armies or crowded cities, because these are the
conditions in which lice multiply and spread rapidly. The population of Attica
was crowded into houses, huts, and temples within the city (Thuc. 2.52): there
was everything requisite for the concentration of infection that raises typhus to
its highest pitch of virulence. If in these conditions the Athenians escaped
typhus, their experience must be unparalleled in the history of war in Europe.
The “recent revival of interest in the Athenian Plague” set P. Salway and W.
Dell on an entirely different tack as they re-examined the evidence in 1955. 23 Salway
and Dell questioned whether Thucydides “might mistake another form of widespread
and sudden illness for an infectious disease.” Since Thucydides qualified his
Ethiopian identification of the origin of the plague by ωσ λεγεται, “it is said,” they
claimed that the path of plague to Athens was not proved even to Thucydides. “If it
was infectious,” Salway and Dell wondered, “it is strange that the other cities of the
Athenian Empire did not suffer.” They implicated the revived debate itself as
evidence that the “outstanding difficulty” was that “the known infectious diseases
will not fit the symptoms.” Then what did? “Poisoning on a large scale is the most
obvious,” answered Salway and Dell, since “it was in fact suspected that the Spartans
had poisoned the cisterns.” They ruled out water because men on the Hagnon
expedition to Potidaea had been affected, but this left food as a possible source of
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poisoning, polluted grain from Athens. “The staple item in the Athenian diet was
flour,” they asserted, and presumably large expeditions carried some amount of flour
on board. Salway and Dell named ergot, “the sclerotium of the parasitical fungus
claviceps purpurea,” as the toxin which could have been present in products made
from Athenian grain, “the cause of the fungus … in flour is neglected crops and
careless milling.” As in proposals involving bubonic plague, to conform to their
theory Salway and Dell pushed the description of Thucydides as far as it would go, so
that the symptoms of ergot poisoning would “show a remarkable similarity to those
mentioned by Thucydides.” They listed several instances where they saw such
similarities. For example, ergotism sometimes presented a skin eruption of “large
purple spots.” Medieval ergotic episodes included cases of victims attempting to cast
themselves into water. To include the well-known neurological effects of ergotism,
they insisted that Thucydides “mentions features which certainly indicate
considerable mental disturbance which cannot be far off delirium.” Salway and Dell
boldly concluded that “ergotism is more satisfactory than any of the other theories”
even as they freely admitted it did not fit the facts—“despite some discrepancies
between the symptoms of the Plague and those of ergotism”—and that it violated the
principle of Occam’s Razor—“despite the greater ease of assuming an infectious
disease.”
Robert J. Littman and M.L. Littman, M.D., stressed the intention behind
Thucydides’ words in their closely argued 1969 article advocating smallpox as the
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Plague of Athens. 24 “As a historian and a layman Thucydides emphasized symptoms
that a modern medical writer would not,” they criticized, “For instance, his
description of the rash is inadequate.” Littman and Littman offered the ironic
observation that in “his attempt to provide a complete description Thucydides gives
all symptoms equal importance.” Following C.N. Cochrane’s 1929 theory that
Thucydides had adapted Hippocratic doctrine to his compositional style, canonically
mapping Hippocrates’ Epidemics to his description of the Plague of Athens, Littman
and Littman explained that the aim of Thucydides was prognosis rather than diagnosis
when he wrote, “I shall simply set down its nature, and explain the symptoms by
which perhaps it may be recognized … if it should ever break out again.”25 They
used this orientation of purpose to account for the absence of any mention of pock
marks in Thucydides’ description, an otherwise unexplainable gap, if smallpox it was.
Littman and Littman discussed Shrewsbury’s notion of disease mutability, to void it
for their proposal, yet strengthen it for others, “As diseases adapt to new hosts under
changing environments over the passage of years the symptomatology may change.
This is especially true of typhus and typhus-like fevers, but less so of smallpox.” The
nature of an epidemic was to confuse and confound its presentation. “In epidemics
more than one form of the disease will appear simultaneously,” here was their answer
to John Ireland’s serpent conjecture, “Secondary infections such as pneumonia are
common, and often become part of the complex of symptoms of the primary disease
itself.” To make their point that “Thucydides’ description of the rash becomes the
key to the identification of the Athenian plague,” Littman and Littman maintained a
24
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consistent focus on symptoms. The compulsion to plunge into water so significant to
Shrewsbury, Page, and MacArthur, “is not a symptom of the disease.” The resulting
characteristic pock marks “are not a symptom of the disease.” Littman and Littman
relied heavily on what they accepted as the “precise meaning of the medical terms in
Thucydides’ description” given by Page’s work, which they admired, as it “upset the
assumptions made by previous writers.” Littman and Littman unequivocally asserted
that “the fully developed rashes of smallpox, typhus, and measles are characteristic
and enable differentiation.” Their article included photographic figures of each.
Contrary to Shrewsbury’s preferred reading, Page’s translation of the terms used by
Thucydides for skin eruption implied vesiculation seen only in smallpox: “measles
and typhus rashes cannot be described as blisters and sores.”
A.J. Holladay and J.F.C. Poole reconsidered the nature of the Athenian Plague
and the Hippocratic influence on Thucydides in 1979. 26 “Anyone who has made a
serious attempt to read the relevant literature,” they commiserated, “has reached the
point at which it is as difficult to know where to look next as to know when to stop.”
They focused first on the semantic and genetic evolution of disease. Holladay and
Poole defined the “real purpose” of the name of any disease as a “convenient short
expression whereby one medical practitioner can convey to another” a message of
much greater length and technical detail. Outside of this context, the “professional
code-words may be uninformative or positively misleading.” They recorded the
relatively recent established “fact that bacteria and viruses can evolve by mutation
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and selection.” They doubted the stability of bacteria and viruses, their properties and
the disease they cause, over long periods.
Holladay and Poole went well beyond the notion of disease mutability
accepted by Litman and Littman in 1969 when they conjectured, “Natural selection
should operate to favour the development of strains of steadily decreasing virulence.”
Conversely, the inherited variation in susceptibility in the host species should foster
the development of steadily increasing resistance. Holladay and Poole’s critique of
disease history was thus genuinely post-modern, because they treated the evolution of
the medical description of disease in the same terms as the evolution of the genetic
code of disease. The disease and its description composed a complex object of
genetic and semantic content. The multi-dimensional object in space was represented
by a label evolving in time: “Since the name of a disease is a code-word for a lengthy
message whose detailed content is changing continuously … it is not possible to talk
about ‘the same disease’ when discussing events separated in time by twenty-four
centuries.”
Nevertheless, Holladay and Poole proceeded to give their extensive objections
to each of the leading diseases proposed for the cause of the Plague of Athens. They
rejected the arguments of Williams and Hooker for bubonic plague, including its
pneumonic variation, basically because that is not what Thucydides described.
However, recalling MacArthur to touch upon the question of rats in Athens, Holladay
and Poole left open a scenario to be exploited by subsequent epidemiological
analysis, “It would … be quite unreasonable to argue that there was no possible
animal reservoir of infection.” The diagnosis of typhus fever needed “particularly
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careful examination,” said Holladay and Poole, because it was “widely accepted …
among classical scholars.” Following MacArthur, they distinguished epidemic
typhus from endemic (murine) typhus, and “dismiss the rat as a red herring.” But
they found with Littman and Littman that the rash, with blisters, was not
characteristic of typhus, and that “the clouding of the mind that gives the disease its
name” was not in Thucydides. Holladay and Poole refused to consider typhoid fever
because Athens had no common water supply to explain the rapidity of the initial
outbreak. Although they expended several paragraphs on its refutation, Holladay and
Poole did not take the theory of ergot poisoning seriously. Holladay and Poole
acknowledged that the suggestion of smallpox appeared to have the most support as
of their writing, “but psephology has little to contribute to the solution of this
problem.”27 Against smallpox, they offered several objections: the discrepancy in the
symptom of gangrene in the extremities; the liability of animals, particularly birds
and dogs; the absence of total immunity; and finally, the case mortality of smallpox,
but in the other direction. Unlike Shrewsbury, Holladay and Poole cited nineteenth
century outbreaks to deem a rate of 26 per cent “among men of military age …
impossibly high.” If, as their critique of disease history prescribed, “the pathogenic
micro-organisms responsible for the Athenian Plague have descendants that are with
us at the present day,” Holladay and Poole averred, “measles is a plausible
candidate.” By an “intriguing coincidence” nineteenth century American studies had
found that the propagation of measles required a city of 300,000 inhabitants, “not …
an impossible estimate of the number of people gathered within the Long Walls of
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Athens at the time the Plague broke out.” Even so, they stuck to their logic. To call
the ancestor of modern measles, if it existed, and was the Plague of Athens,
“measles,” was “unacceptable.” Pursuing their logic, they asked, “If the Plague of
Athens has evolved into something much milder … why choose measles? Why not
… something even less like the Plague of Athens?” They remarked that the
description in the Hippocratic corpus of the disease in Thasos, swellings below the
ears and pain in the testes, “sounds very like mumps.”
Facing Ireland’s serpent, Holladay and Poole used Thucydides’ description of
life-saving immunity in survivors to incisively rule out the possibility that the Plague
of Athens was an outbreak of simultaneous multiple infections, for “recovery from
any one of them would have conferred no protection against the others.” Holladay
and Poole summarized their argument in “four formal possibilities”:
(i)

The Plague of Athens was indeed some disease that exists today, or a
mixture of two or more such diseases….

(ii)

The Plague of Athens still exists in some remote part of the world,
unknown to the medical profession….

(iii)

The Plague of Athens is now extinct….

(iv)

The Plague of Athens has so changed in its clinical manifestations
during the past twenty-four centuries that the modern descendant
cannot be recognized in Thucydides’ account.

“The truth,” suggested Holladay and Poole, “almost certainly lies in possibility (iii) or
(iv).” They concluded,
If the principal fruit of previous work on Thucydides’ account of the Plague of
Athens seems to be a confusing mass of doubt and contradiction, no one
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should suppose that the inability of the medical profession in the past to reach
a consensus of opinion on the identity of the Plague casts doubt on
Thucydides’ capabilities as an observer and interpreter of passing events.

Throughout the 1980s and later, the “self-indulgent parlour game for classical
scholars and medical historians”28 continued to generate new disease candidates for
the Plague of Athens. The game, played by the rules of clinical differential diagnosis,
was to find a disease to pin on Thucydides’ tale. In addition to what has been
discussed here, the confusing mass gathered up dengue, scarlet fever, shigellosis,
scurvy, meningococcal disease, influenza, Marburg and Ebola fevers, toxic shock
syndrome, leptospirosis, tularaemia, Rift Valley fever, and, the darling of the abovequoted players, anthrax. These imaginative alternatives enlarged the debate, but did
nothing to resolve it.
There was yet another problem posed by Thucydides, not yet fully engaged by
the clinical and classical debate over the cause of the Plague of Athens, centered as it
was on the presentation and interpretation of symptoms. The problem was perhaps as
much unattended as unresolved. For Thucydides had reported that in 427 B.C., the
fifth year of war and at least two years after the death of Pericles,
The winter following, the plague a second time attacked the Athenians; for
although it had never entirely left them, still there had been a notable
abatement in its ravages. The second visit lasted no less than a year, the first
having lasted two; and nothing distressed the Athenians and reduced their
power more than this. 29
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described a ‘virgin soil’ epidemic.” The change of base was to present an
“epidemiologic picture” of the Plague of Athens, rather than continue the game of
“dissection” of its “ostensible clinical features.” Littman and Morens explained that
their systematic strategy “de-emphasized reliance on clinical symptoms in favor of
the disease epidemiology because pre-modern descriptions … will always retain a
high degree of uncertainty.” They argued that the “epidemiologic aspects of the
Athenian disease strictly limit possible modes of transmission and thus possible
causes.” Their approach adopted the standard epidemiological schema of person (the
description of Thucydides), place (the environment of Athens), and time (successive
epidemic waves over a four year span) to attempt to determine the mode of
transmission, in order to exclude diseases inconsistent with that mode, and to
determine the best fit, given the textual and medical challenges of Thucydides’
description, among the remaining candidate diseases. Littman and Morens fabricated
a conceptual framework that compared a mathematical model of the Athenian
epidemic with models of suspected diseases, and of known diseases in “wellcharacterized premodern populations.” From the observations by Thucydides, which
Littman seemed to find even more problematic than in 1969, they constructed a set of
general inferences to compare “three possible modes of transmission”: commonsource, person-to-person (enteric, inoculation, and respiratory), and “’reservoirassociated.’” They defined the term reservoir to mean “an animal, insect, or
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environmental source in which an infected agent is maintained when not infecting
humans.”30
At the outset, Littman and Morens expressed their opinion that there was
“little empiric or theoretical reason to suspect extinction in any human disease, except
by … eradication.” They also preemptively beheaded Ireland’s serpent. “A basic
tenet of epidemiology is that unknown epidemics are rarely caused by two diseases.”
This was to say cause rather than present; Littman in 1969 had granted the potential
of such infections as pneumonia to join forces with epidemic disease. In the case of
the Plague of Athens, they disposed of “two or more diseases because of the
difficulties in explaining a remarkably concordant time course, because Thucydides
himself and the Athenians in general apparently believed it was one disease, because
it was confined to the Athenians, and because its reappearance over a five year period
seemed to be associated with the same features.” Perhaps, but as is often seen in
preemption, some of their reasons are overstated. We know what Athenians in
general believed at that time only from Thucydides. Moreover, Thucydides said the
epidemic struck “most of the King’s [of Persia, i.e., the Middle East] country” and
“next to Athens, at the most populous of the other cities [within the Athenian
sphere].”31
For the mode of common-source acquisition, Littman and Morens found no
suitable food borne or waterborne disease, ruling out cholera, dysentery, ergotism,
shigellosis, scurvy, and typhoid fever. In person-to-person transmission, they quickly
ruled out enteric (fecal-oral) and inoculation (venereal and non-venereal) diseases,
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because the former were manifestly without a common source, and the latter, in any
case, “could not possibly spread through tens of thousands of people in a few weeks
… even assuming multiple introductions from returning navies.”32 These two
exclusions immediately ruled out, again, cholera, dysentery, shigellosis, and typhoid
fever, and also syphilis. Littman and Morens found several features of the Athenian
epidemic, its explosive spread, ubiquity in the population, upper respiratory onset,
and association with crowding, consistent with aerosol/respiratory person-to-person
transmission. The difficulty with explosive progression was the resulting rapid
decline of susceptible persons. “Respiratory disease epidemics in distinct and
crowded populations thus normally peak and end quickly.” It was still “necessary to
explain both its persistence over long periods of time and its apparently imperfect
transmissibility to other persons with whom the Athenians undoubtedly came into
contact during the epidemic years.”33
To undertake this explanation, Littman and Morens introduced a set of
mathematical models, taking estimates of Athenian population, susceptibility,
incubation (serial generation), and degree of crowding (probability of contact
between any two individuals adequate to cause infection), to predict the time the
modeled disease would take to die out. On the chart of each model, the x-axis gives
the days after epidemic onset and the y-axis gives a logarithmic scale of number of
cases. The first model chart exhibited the theoretical epidemic curves of a respiratory
disease of 12 day serial generation time (similar to smallpox) in the Hagnon
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expedition, a closed population of 4,000 hoplites, the only situation where
Thucydides provided numbers. Each curve represented a different adequate contact
number of 10, 20, 30, and 40 per 12 days. The curves for 20 and 30 adequate
contacts peak slightly above 1,000 cases, and die out at about 60 and 50 days,
respectively, consistent with Thucydides’ numbers of 1,050 deaths out of 4,000
troops in about forty days. 34 Littman and Morens acknowledged that this model was
illustrative only, since “we have no reliable information concerning different
epidemic conditions in Athens versus the Potidean camps.” Littman and Morens’
other two charts exhibited the chief epidemiological challenge of the Plague of
Athens as described by Thucydides. One chart showed that in an assumed Athenian
population of 100,000 persons, with an adequate contact number of 10 (quite
conservative in conditions of heavy crowding), both smallpox and measles die out in
less than 120 days (Figure 1). The other chart showed that for an adequate contact
number of five—not very crowded—smallpox still dies out in less than 150 days. For
two adequate contacts—not at all crowded—in the 12-day serial generation time,
smallpox die out still came in less than 350 days. “This theoretical extreme,”
conceded Littman and Morens, “we believe to be all but impossible.” Their model
corroborated the history of smallpox epidemics in virgin and circumscribed
populations around the world: deadly and brief, “virtually all of these epidemics came
and went in a matter of months.” Despite an obvious reluctance to completely accept
the results of their own model, “Smallpox is the most difficult of the respiratory
diseases to exclude,” the “crucial paradox” in any respiratory transmission model was
how a respiratory disease “explosive enough to devastate a hoplite expedition in six
34
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weeks … can also be sufficiently indolent to linger” at Athens for more than two
years. The logical mechanism for such indolence, and wave like behavior in the
epidemic, was the movement of the agricultural refugee population to and from the
Athenian contada. Only respiratory diseases somehow capable of significant
persistence, said Littman and Morens, or “simultaneously explosive in crowded
populations and … indolent … in dispersed rural populations, should remain under
evaluation.” Littman and Morens concluded that, by itself, the person-to-person
model of respiratory disease “does not adequately explain the Athenian epidemic.”35
As Littman and Morens turned to the third mode of transmission, reservoirassociated acquisition, they reviewed how they had arrived at this point:
The fact that the Athenian epidemic began explosively and lingered and
resurfaced in a closed population over the course of two to five years without
disappearing, and perhaps without greatly affecting others outside the city,
suggests an extra-human mechanism for persistence of the agent responsible
for the disease.

The reservoir-associated mode potentially accounted for two complementary criteria
in the description by Thucydides, the perception of contagion within Athens and the
failure to infect the besieging Spartans. Of the principal vector borne diseases,
“malaria, plague, and typhus, have … repeatedly been associated with sudden
explosive epidemics.” Malaria, which was familiar to Hippocrates, Littman and
Morens excluded for its seasonal and clinical incompatibility with the account of
Thucydides. Although “consistent with the epidemiology of the Athenian epidemic,”
plague was not consistent with the clinical picture: there were still no buboes in
Thucydides. Reiterating the uncertainty of Thucydides’ language for the rash,
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Littman and Morens allowed that “Typhus, the classic explosive epidemic disease
associated with wars, is consistent with the description of Thucydides,” They
recalled MacArthur’s claim that “vesiculobullous lesions” were not uncommon in
some epidemics. Littman and Morens at last articulated what their own
epidemiological methodology seemed to insist: “Examination of data from many
typhus epidemics associated with wars and refugee situations suggests that the
Athenian epidemic was typical of typhus in many other respects.”36
Littman and Morens summarized their epidemiologic evaluation of the Plague
of Athens. The cause of the epidemic was either a vector borne “reservoir disease,”
or a respiratory disease associated with an “unusual means of persistence,” such as an
“adaptation to indolent transmission among dispersed rural populations.” Typhus
fever was the best fit for the former, and smallpox the best fit for the latter. 37
In several later opportunities to assess the Plague of Athens, the American
classicist Robert J. Littman has reaffirmed his 1992 finding, preferring smallpox and
admitting typhus. 38 In 1994, an excavation at the ancient Athenian cemetery of
Kerameikos unearthed a mass burial of about 150 individuals. The remains were
dated to the era of the Peloponnesian War. “If scientific analysis … is successful,”
said Littman, “we just might find the answer to a question that has perplexed medical
historians for more than 2 millennia.” Manolis Papagrigorakis of Athens University’s
School of Dentistry coordinated the molecular biological investigation. 39 The dental
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pulp of the skeletons was tested for ancient DNA. Three skeletons were reported to
yield microbial DNA that matched Salmonella enterica serovar Typhi, the bacteria
responsible for typhoid fever. Given the history of the debate over the Plague of
Athens, it is not surprising that the Greek research failed to achieve classical or
clinical consensus. In his 2009 survey of the state of play in the Plague of Athens
game, Littman repeated his 1992 epidemiological typhus-reservoir indolent-smallpox
position, then reviewed the chippy exchange of medical articles generated by the
Athens discovery. 40 The Papagrigorakis claim for typhoid fever, said Littman, “is
premature.” The unconvinced Littman recounted the technical difficulties:
We know from Hippocrates that typhoid was … endemic in the Greek world.
The presence of an endemic disease does not … indicate that it was the cause
of death. A second problem is that the sampling was extremely small: 3
skeletons. A third difficulty is that the analysis of Papgrigorakis has been
challenged. Shapiro, et al., argued that Papagrigorakis reported a 7%
divergence between their sequences and S. enterica serovar Typhi and
therefore by simple phylogenetic analysis the ancient sequence falls outside
both S. enterica and S. typhimurium. Therefore, the obtained sequences do
not allow an identification of typhoid in these skeletons … Shapiro, et al.,
further suggested that the sequence might have come from soil surrounding
the burial and that the analysis is therefore compromised. (Shapiro B,
Rambaut A, Gilbert TP. “No proof that typhoid caused the Plague of Athens,”
Int J Infect Dis, 2006; 10: 334-335.)

Littman acknowledged that Papagrigorakis had responded that the soil, as a control,
had introduced no contamination. Littman went no farther, “DNA analysis of the
skeletal materials is an intriguing start.”
Professor Littman’s typhus reservoir scenario received a powerful public
endorsement from the clinical diagnostic community in the late 1990s, at the
University of Maryland School of Medicine and the Veterans Affairs Maryland
40
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Health Care System’s fifth annual “Historical Clinico-Pathologic Conference.”41 On
that occasion, as tradition dictated, a distinguished clinician, David T. Durack, M.D.,
consulting professor of medicine at Duke University, was presented with the case of
an historical figure as an “anonymous (and often dead) patient” and asked to diagnose
the illness. Professor Littman outlined three approaches to substantiate Dr. Durack’s
best fit: clinical, epidemiological, and “a paleo-archaeologic approach.” In this forum
Littman again restated his 1992 conclusion, and noted the recent discovery at
Kerameikos.

Dr. Durack diagnosed the disease, “epidemic louse-borne typhus

fever,” in the patient, “Pericles of Athens.”
The debate about the Plague of Athens lives on, far from settled by the claim
of paleopathological evidence. Clinical diagnosis tends to favor some archaic form of
“virgin-soil” measles or smallpox. Epidemiological analysis favors smallpox or a
typhus-reservoir scenario. Neither of the two principal medical views decisively
prevails.
As new ideas shifted the diagnostic scene of the Plague of Athens from the
clinical to the epidemiological, so they shifted the scientific nature of epidemic
disease from the rational to the empirical. “Healing, in early nineteenth-century
America,” Charles Rosenberg commented in Explaining Epidemics, was “physically
and emotionally embedded in a precise, emotionally resonant context.” As the body
interacted with its environment, so did the mind with the body, linking morality to
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health, “The realm of causation in medicine was not distinguishable from the realm of
meaning in society generally.”42 I call this interwoven point of view human ecology.
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Figure 1. Littman Morens model for three epidemic diseases.
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Chapter 3
American Airs, Waters, And Places

Smallpox and three powerful fevers missing from the roster of the Plague of
Athens took their turns upon new landscapes as Europeans sailed with the sun to seize
the face of the Earth. “For some unknown reason,” said the great chronicler of the era
of modern medicine, Richard Harrison Shryock, “relatively few infections were
indigenous to America.”1 Carried by explorers and conquerors, warships,
merchantmen, and slavers, malaria, yellow fever, and finally cholera, found a fertile
febrile home in the New World. Malaria arrived early in the Americas and stayed
late. Until the early nineteenth century cholera remained an endemic disease of the
lower Bengal wetlands. Yellow fever followed the slave trade to the West Indies and
America.
Epidemics are often found near the great bends in the course of human events.
“It is striking,” Henry Sigerist observed, “that the historical period we call the Middle
Ages begins and ends with the only two great pandemics of plague that Europe has
experienced.”2
Historian Donald J. D’Elia characterized the state of medical science in the
revolutionary age of the late eighteenth century: “Medicine in America was an
eclectic affair … flavored with a good deal of native colonial theorizing.”3 The
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severest epidemic to ever besiege a North American city arrived at that moment,
when yellow fever struck Benjamin Rush’s Philadelphia in 1793.
Like the Plague of Athens, the epidemic that struck Philadelphia in the hot dry
summer of 1793 germinated in conflict. The preponderance of immunological,
entomological, and historical evidence indicates yellow fever was carried from Africa
to the New World in the 1640s when Dutch slavers brought their cargo to the English
colony at Barbados. The unemployment resulting from the introduction of slave
labor spurred the seventeenth century version of white flight, distorting mercantilist
boundaries, as many of the English immigrants “turned to buccaneering and helped to
spread the epidemic beyond the usual channels of legitimate commerce.”4 By the end
of the decade, yellow fever reached St. Kitts, Guadeloupe, and Cuba. By the end of
the seventeenth century, yellow fever spread throughout the Caribbean and produced
“the epidemiological characteristics of a newly introduced disease among a
previously unexposed population.” Moreover, in the eighteenth century, “yellow
fever was not endemic in the West Indies.” William Currie of Philadelphia, who
documented the disease in A Sketch of the Rise and Progress of the Yellow Fever,
wrote in 1800 that yellow fever was seldom seen in the West Indies except in
wartime. The disease tended to die out. The succession of wars among nations
contending for Atlantic supremacy before the American Revolution and the
importation of African people to the Caribbean Islands maintained a steady stream of
re-infection. The dynamic and unregulated Caribbean environment of sailors and
immigrants, slavers, freebooters, and merchantmen, in the years immediately
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following American independence “provided an ideal setting for yellow fever.” The
Atlantic system supported an “active reservoir of yellow fever” that was in constant
commercial communication with American seaports. In February, 1793, British
maritime traffic brought yellow fever from an English abolitionist colony in the
Bissagos Islands off West Africa to Granada. The disease quickly moved along the
Caribbean human network to reach St. Dominique, called Santo Domingo by the
Americans, now Haiti. Refugees from the slave rebellion there arrived in
Philadelphia in July.
The internal features of a city besieged by epidemic disease, lost in the
entropy of two millennia, can remain visible after only two centuries. Philadelphia in
the summer of 1793 was a crowded metropolis of about 50,000 people, facing the
Delaware River to the east and backed by the Schuylkill River in the west, a five
square mile region bounded by the two rivers never more than a mile apart. The two
thousand French refugees from Santo Domingo were bunched in a few blocks around
Front and Walnut Streets. 5 In the first week of August, there appeared one block
away “an unusual concentration of sickness and deaths around Richard Denny’s
lodginghouse in North Water Street.”6 Denny’s was a popular gathering spot for
sailors, discovered by the new arrivals from Santo Domingo. When several of
Benjamin Rush’s patients in the same vicinity showed the same symptoms and died,
he publicly diagnosed yellow fever and attributed the source to a damaged shipment
of coffee, decaying on Ball’s Wharf at the Delaware River below Water Street (Map
5
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1). “Challenging Rush, some doctors argued that the outbreak was just a violent case
of the fall fevers.” There were even rumors that blacks or French saboteurs had
poisoned the city’s wells. 7 But as J.H. Powell discerned in his 1949 Bring Out Your
Dead, “Common fevers … could arise locally; but for a pestilence as terrible as
yellow fever some new element was needed. The refugees were this new element …
they told of fever in the islands.”8 The classical clinical symptoms of the disease, the
onset of fever, jaundice and gastro-intestinal hemorrhage a few days later, and finally
nausea and vomiting frequently ending in death, were described by Rush in a letter
written during the epidemic to his wife Julia, “’Livid spots on the body, a bleeding at
the nose, from the gums and from the bowels, and a vomiting of black matter in some
instances close the scenes of life.’”9
Benjamin Rush confronted yellow fever with three essential beliefs, all wrong.
He believed the disease was of local origin in miasmatic effluvia, that it was a
manifestation of the one fever from which all fevers were derived, and that he knew
how to cure it. Rush had been trained in the medical tradition of solidism that
emanated from Edinburg. One critic characterized the Edinburg tradition as a system
erected upon “’half-truths and unverifiable hypotheses.’”10 In the solidist model
advocated by Rush’s British classmate John Brown, health and disease were
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determined by “the tension and relaxation of the solid parts of the body.”11 Guided
by its leading light, William Cullen, to formulate a “system” in the Edinburg
tradition, Rush’s medical opinions were in his own account unsettled by the
“republican ferment” in his mind. Rush, “pacing the floor of his study, distressed
with the lack of order in his medical thinking,” sought a unifying, simplifying,
principle upon which to found an American medical system. D’Elia visualized
Rush’s etiological epiphany and its therapeutic consequence,
All disease was of the nature of fever, he concluded, and there was only one
fever; hence, disease was febrile and had its origin in the distension of the
arteries and blood vessels. Rush’s therapeutics were most logically aimed at
reducing tension by the debilitating use of purging and blood-letting. And he
followed this logic ruthlessly during the epidemic of 1793, when he purged
many a constitution and opened many a vein.

“Rush,” opined D’Elia, “forced a revolutionary simplicity upon pathology.”
Pathology, uncooperative, forced an ugly death upon many Philadelphians.
Dissension among the city’s doctors about the nature of the epidemic, if
epidemic it was, alarmed public officials and frightened the citizenry. Hoping to gain
some reassuring semblance of consensus, Philadelphia Mayor Matthew Clarkson
requested information from the Fellows of the College of Physicians of the American
Philosophical Society about any possible cures. J.H. Powell asserted that this was
“the first time in American history any organized medical society had been appealed
to by a government.”12 The Fellows promptly responded in late August with an
eleven-point document, published by all the major newspapers, designed to help the
public deal with the outbreak. Among their recommendations were to stop tolling the
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bells for the dead, mark infected houses, quickly bury the dead, and establish a
hospital, which was soon done by the Guardians of the Poor at a vacant mansion
called Bush Hill. Under the supervision of Stephen Girard, a critic of Rush, with the
help of former French medical officer and Santo Domingan Dr. Jean Deveze, Bush
Hill became the center of curative practices contrary to Rush’s. “The French doctors
who suddenly turned up in Philadelphia” were “shrewd, cautious physicians,” noted
Powell, and they “unquestionably saved lives. Rush unquestionably spent them.”13
In the full flower of their republican duty in the young democracy, and the genuine
belief—or earnest claim—that it was beneficial to do so, the newspapers published
the cures prescribed by citizens. “Publication of unsolicited but well-intentioned
proposals demonstrated a willingness on the part of newspaper editors to provide
citizens with a forum to engage in public debate,” wrote Pennsylvania historian Mark
Smith, “These letters show citizens struggling to discover a cure, as they lamented the
fact that their doctors were so divided.”14 Many Philadelphians believed the
diagnostic discord among respected medical men caused a fear that enhanced the
lethality of the epidemic. Smith recorded the widely disseminated words of one
anonymous correspondent, “’No circumstance has added more distress to the present
calamity than the disagreement of the physicians about the disease.’”15
Fear derived from the doctors’ dissension fed the city’s political divisions,
which had been sharpened in the spring by the debate over President Washington’s
Impartiality Proclamation. That some statement of American policy should be issued
in regard to the recent execution of French King Louis XVI, Washington’s cabinet
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agreed; they did not agree on who should issue the statement. Alexander Hamilton
and the Federalist faction argued for the president, Thomas Jefferson and his
Democrat-Republicans argued for Congress. Washington issued the Impartiality
Proclamation on April 22, 1793, and the quarrel over presidential power raged on,
until relieved of its importance by the terrifying visitation of the mysterious
pestilence. The Philadelphia medical community’s dispute over the origin of the
epidemic provided an opportunity to renew the political bickering and revealed the
partisan divide among the town’s “citizen-doctors, moral, political, and social
leaders.”16 On one side of this divide was founding fellow of the College of
Physicians Benjamin Rush, no friend of Hamilton, and his colleagues Dr. Michael
Leib, founder of the Philadelphia Democratic Society, and Dr. James Hutchinson,
Secretary of the College and Physician of the Port, consulted by Pennsylvania
Governor Thomas Mifflin on the progress of the disease. These Jeffersonian
Democrat-Republicans held that local miasmatic effluvia, from such sources as
nearby swamps and the unsanitary docks, were responsible for the outbreak of fever.
On the other side of the divide was a somewhat more non-partisan group who held
that the fever was imported. The “leading importationists” numbered Dr. William
Currie, Dr. Isaac Cathrall, who first noticed the North Water Street cluster of deaths,
Dr. Adam Kuhn, a member of the American Philosophical Society since its founding
twenty-five years earlier, and “Philadelphia’s one confessed Federalist physician, Dr.
Edward Stevens, a future diplomat and close boyhood friend of Hamilton.”17
Ironically, after the epidemic killed James Hutchinson, the Kuhn majority in the
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College of Physicians passed a firm importationist resolution. Among twenty-four
prominent Philadelphia physicians who expressed an opinion, fourteen favored a
domestic origin and ten advocated importation. “Like the physicians,” Martin
Pernick wrote in 1972, “the political leaders of Philadelphia split by party over the
cause of the fever.” The newspapers took sides, too. It is somewhat perplexing that
any civic leader visibly took a view that so maligned Philadelphia’s salubrity. “With
few exceptions the Republicans backed a domestic source of the fever,” explained
Pernick, “while Federalists largely blamed importation.” The medical debate was
suffused, if not supplanted, by the political terms of U.S.-Caribbean social and
economic dynamics. “The party leaders … moved rapidly to exploit the many
political implications they discovered in the medical controversy,” Pernick outlined
the connection,
Federalists used the importation doctrine to back demands for the quarantine
or exclusion of the radical French, and for limitations on trade with the French
islands, while Republican merchants saw importationism as a cover for plans
to wreck their lucrative trade with the West Indies.

“At the height,” said Powell, “Rush estimated there were six thousand persons
ill of the fever at once, with only three physicians able to be about.” Tens of
thousands of Philadelphia’s residents, politicians and physicians and their families
among them, left town. By the end of August, 1793, “Business processes collapsed
unexpectedly.” In the last four days of August, twenty-two persons died, then
twenty-four, then twenty, and on Saturday, August 31, seventeen. For September,
Powell deduced that “over fourteen hundred deaths had been recorded.” Friday,
October 11, saw one hundred and nineteen people die. “This was the height of the
17
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plague,” Powell meditated, “the height of demoralization, the height of disaster. The
city was no human thing at all, but a place of quivering stench and filth, a place ruled
by unreason.” It is possible that 5,000 people died in these three months, a case
fatality rate approaching that of the Plague of Athens. At last, on Sunday, October
27, only 13 people died. It was over. “It turned cold that night, and Monday …
began with a light frost.”18
At about this stage of the Philadelphia fever fracas, the emotional resonance
Charles Rosenberg had construed in early nineteenth century American healing
emerged to shore up the precarious “cultural unity which sustained late-eighteenthcentury American intellectual life.”19 Even if medicine could produce no cause,
society demanded meaning. The epidemic left the medical deadlock unresolved, but
the people of Philadelphia wanted specific actions to prevent its return. No one
course of action was politically possible, but two were. “Considering the state of
medical knowledge in 1793,” Pernick reckoned, “the imposition of a political
settlement may well have been the best result that could have been expected.” The
elected authorities of Pennsylvania implemented both quarantine protocols and
sanitary reforms.
In 1810, Daniel Drake provided a concise survey of the environment of
Cincinnati that clearly conveyed the miasmatic view of the late Rush era. 20 Drake
deemed Cincinnati not “naturally obnoxious to many sources of marsh miasmata.”
He found that the “river beach opposite the town, is narrow, and neither it, nor the
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bank exhibits much decomposable matter.” Although the bottom annually flooded
during the spring rains, because it “might easily be drained,” Drake ranked it with
artificial causes. “The artificial sources of miasmata,” Drake warned, “are not more
numerous than the natural, but they are much more operative.” But the natural risk
was not zero, “It is to the inundated interval lands … that we are to look for the most
prolific sources of vegetable miasmata.” Twenty-five years old at the beginning of a
long and productive career (Drake died in 1852), Drake gave deference of place to the
ideas of the still living Rush,
Observing and reflecting men, who have been accustomed to trace the
acknowledged connection between the endemic fevers and the spontaneous
decomposition of animal and vegetable matter, would not hesitate to
pronounce, a priori—that our principal febrile diseases, and more especially
the typhous affections that have … scourged us for twelve month past, as most
probably owing to the exhalations here spoken of.
The production of miasmata was a function of “those states of the atmosphere, which
were capable of affecting the progress of putrefaction.” Drake attributed the
formation of natural miasma to solar heat, and its persistence to the vagaries of the
wind. “The more completely the rays of the sun are intercepted, the lower will be the
temperature of the earth’s surface, and less the quantity of noxious gas evolved.”
Consequently, the cover of trees was a defense to be built and managed by man,
planting an intervening forest “considered in the light of a rampart against a perpetual
enemy, and preserved in the most sacred manner.” Drake briefly noted that “the
constant use of fresh beef … in the summer and autumn” had not been noticed as a
cause of disease. He speculated, however, since “the animal fibre received into the
20
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alimentary canal may be chemically decomposed, and produce a disease of the
dysenteric kind,” that “where a large number of people have suddenly had dysentery”
it may have been “induced by eating fresh beef.” Returning to artificial causes, Drake
reported “the flood of emigration” since 1805 stimulated a threefold increase in the
number of brickyards. To the “accumulation of filth in those pits which were first
dug,” Drake estimated a non-linear tenfold increase in the “quantity of exhalation in
1809.” Drake may have harbored doubts, and knew there was more work to be done,
for he determined “to proceed cautiously, and avoid all possibility of error in our
conclusions, it will be well to take some additional views.”
When Doctor John Bell prepared to give his summer course of lectures at the
Medical Institute of Philadelphia, he turned his attention to the etiology of disease.
The words of Rush still reverberated in the halls of medical academe in the early
1820s. Beware of the “seducing views” of Montesquieu and Cabanis on the influence
of climate on character, Bell took only Hippocrates as his guide “to learn the precise
effects of localities on the human frame.”21 Bell was an antecedent of Elisha Bartlett
and a “follower of Drake”22 , a feisty polemicist who spent his later career in the
medical institutions of the Ohio River Valley. Bell examined the role of geography
and meteorology in the cause and course of disease. “The assumed origin of miasm
… is far from being proved by the facts,” he wrote in 1826, “The study of medical
geography … greatly facilitates the necessary classification of localities, in which
epidemics … prevail.” Bell first considered a global list of endemic foci, “We shall
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find that the banks of the Ganges, the Nile, the Amazon, the Mississippi, the Danube,
and the Po … exhibit nearly the same grand outlines of endemial disease.” Then Bell
“found that the same fevers … usually treated of as endemial, do not infrequently
become epidemical; … their conversion … was not … to be explained by … more
miasm than usual, but by great irregularities in the seasons and abnormal vicissitudes
in the weather.” Bell produced a solid logical argument that worked against both the
miasmatic and unitary theories of disease. “If miasm be the sole, remote, or essential
cause of remittent and intermittent fevers,” he argued, “we ought only to meet with
them under such circumstances as are … required for the formation and extrication of
this miasm.” With reference to yellow fever and Rush’s assertion of a common
origin of all disease, Bell suggested “the general sameness of causes of fever and
dysentery” as an example. “But how can there be general sameness,” he asked, “if a
… miasm or endemic irritation be essential to the production of the former, and not
necessary to that of the latter.” Bell concluded that “the features of fevers are so
distinctive and so characteristic as to force our belief in a specific cause.”23
Bell sensed the “beat of nature” within the “potent influence of the seasons on
man, in health as in disease.” At the circadian scale of the sick patient, he noted the
terms used to describe the recurrence of intermittent fevers, as quotidian, for one day,
tertian, for alternate days, and quartan for every fourth day. “The quotidian variety is
infinitely more common in the spring than in the autumn,” Bell observed, enlarging
his view of the calendar of ills, “while the quartan is almost exclusively an autumnal
disease.” At the scale of annual visitations of fever, the year stepped from vernal to
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autumnal equinox, marking the epoch of each summer and winter solstice. The
appearance of periodic phenomena suggested the medical value of numerical data to
Bell,
I would solicit the members of the profession, in the various parts of the
United States, to keep up a register of the sick under their care, the duration of
the disease, the times of well marked critical perturbations, and of the
termination in death. By this means, in a few years such a mass of testimony
might be documented, as to settle forever the question of sol-lunar influence,
and the extent of periodicity of diseases in general. 24
“In season and situation,” Bell advised, “we may find the causes of epidemical
diseases.”25
Bell also recognized the role of individual health to fend off a fever, or
manage its progress, for “the patient may recover without the aid of medicines, either
by a crisis which terminates the disease … or by the disease beginning to diminish …
and going off itself, without any marked crisis.”26 Renowned clinician and medical
biographer William Osler saw this recognition of the power of artful patience in
Elisha Bartlett’s therapeutic approach. Osler drew upon Bartlett’s 1848 An Inquiry
into the Degree of Uncertainty of Medicine, and into the Nature and Extent of its
Power over Disease to show how Bartlett classified cases of pneumonia into “those
which terminate naturally and spontaneously, quite independent of any active medical
treatment,” then those who “will terminate fatally notwithstanding any assistance
which art may furnish,” and finally, those in the balance, for whom “the issue
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depends on the treatment of the disease.” Osler records that Bartlett concluded the
section with “the triumphs of preventative medicine.”27
Elisha Bartlett, wrote medical historian Erwin Ackerknecht in 1950, was “an
apostle of the observation of facts.”28 Bartlett’s 1844 An Essay on the Philosophy of
Medical Science was “the only systematic formulation of the philosophical approach
of the great Paris clinical school,” declared Ackerknecht unequivocally, “a
phenomenon of the first order in the history of medicine.” In the doctrinaire field of
American medicine in the early nineteenth century, Bartlett had to still deal with
“fossils,” Ackerknecht said, “Hippocrates is the only one of the ancients who had no
general theory of disease.” To Bartlett, Hippocrates was a “doctrineless observer.”
The leaders of the Paris School “preferred to make their point by ‘works’ and not by
arguments.” Bartlett “studied in Paris in the 1820s and belongs to that brilliant group,
mostly students of Louis, that brought about a new era in American medicine.” Their
“American pupil … returned to a country where he was condemned to the position of
itinerant teacher and practitioner.”
The Paris School laid down two cornerstones of modern medicine: first, the
causal shift from symptom to lesion; second, “the appreciation of disease, not as an
independent unit, but as a change of function.”29 Bartlett brought these ideas home to
assert the empirical primacy of the identification of specific disease in diagnosis and
treatment and especially in anatomical pathology. As a teacher, drawing a distinction
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between medical and physical science, Bartlett lectured that the influences of
“’medical doctrines, hypothetical explanations, or interpretations … upon medical
science have been more inauspicious and malign, than the influence of hypotheses on
physical science. Their effects have been bad, and only bad.’” In the context of the
legitimate working conjectures of physical science, Bartlett conceded their usefulness
“as convenient means of expressing the relations and connexions of certain
phenomena.” As “one of the finest modern instances,” Bartlett cited “Dr. Henry
Holland’s remarks ‘on the hypothesis of insect life, as a cause of disease.’”30
As he considered Bartlett’s work, Ackerknecht expanded upon a point of the
French view John Bell had perhaps overlooked. Observation was the “great
message” of Cabanis, “a natural consequence of the … ‘sensualism’ of Condillac, a
form of medical empiricism.” Bartlett, said Ackerknect, “had a lifelong acquaintance
with the writings of Cabanis,” and was personally devoted to Louis, the renowned
proponent of the numerical method. Osler noted that Bartlett and his wife dined with
Louis during an 1845 visit to Europe. 31 Ackerknecht, who in 1966 would write
Medicine at the Paris Hospital 1794-1848, the most authoritative account in English
of the Paris School, concluded that entirely due to Bartlett’s Essay it was possible “to
study in toto the philosophy that formed the basis of one of the most progressive
movements in medicine, its strengths—and its limitations.”32 For the American
physicians who studied in Paris, young men like Elisha Bartlett, Oliver Wendell
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Holmes, and the future Californian Thomas Muldrup Logan, “the French practice of
medicine would become the model for the development of American medicine.”33
At the core of Bartlett’s 1844 An Essay on the Philosophy of Medical Science
was a series of propositions generally arranged as chapter headings, partitioned into a
physical science set and a medical science set, all directed by the principle of the
observation of facts, and its corollary, to avoid unsubstantiated theories and
misleading hypotheses. The thrust of the whole work was the medical imperative to
scientific empiricism. The scientific foundation of Bartlett’s medical philosophy was
his “Proposition Second”:
The facts, phenomena, and events, with their relationships classified and
arranged, constituting physical science, can be ascertained only in one way,
and that is by observation or experience. They cannot be deduced or inferred,
from any other facts, phenomena, events, or relationships, by any process of
reasoning, independent of observation, or experience. 34

To illustrate the independence of one fact from another under this process of
observation, Bartlett listed the variety of “carbonates of lime” such as marble, limestone, chalk, and marl, with respect to the example of the refractive optical properties
of Iceland spar. There was “no such connection between them,” Bartlett claimed, “to
enable us, independent of observation, to ascertain the existence of any one of them,
from the presence of any other… No one of these is contained, or included, in any of
the others, and is not, therefore, susceptible of being deduced from them.” Bartlett
then took an unselfconscious logical step that has brought criticism from later
philosophers. Failing to establish a meta-language to encapsulate his example,
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Bartlett himself called it a doctrine and drew a global inference, “And this doctrine is
universal in its application; it is true of all the properties, all the phenomena, all the
relationships, of all substances.”35 Scientific knowledge was first the assembly and
structure of independent facts and their relationships.
Bartlett’s propositions articulated the principles of the Paris “’school of
modern medical observation.’”36 One might even say he attempted to formalize
them. The second proposition established the priority of direct observation and
experience and denied the empirical validity of deduction. On the basis of scientific
knowledge in Bartlett’s era, the refusal to permit deduction annihilated etiology. The
independence of facts endowed them with an existential identity that blocked causal
backtracking. “Etiology … cannot be deduced from pathology,” Ackerknecht listed a
few of the hardships thus imposed, “Therapeutics … is not deducible from
pathology.” Ackerknecht found “no knowledge of even partial causes” in the Essay.
He was disappointed that Bartlett rejected what the latter termed the “universal mania
… for explanations and interpretations of all phenomena and their relationships.” As
he was in An Inquiry into the Degree of Uncertainty in Medicine, Bartlett was willing
set aside the “why, and how, and wherefore of the phenomena” as “perhaps wholly
unattainable.”37 Bartlett kicked away the ladder of causal chains, but he did not saw
off the limb of scientific law, from which disciplines could be spun. His “Proposition
Sixth” read in part,
All classification, or arrangement, depends upon, and consists in, the identity,
or similarity, amongst themselves of certain groups of phenomena, or
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relationships; and their dissimilarity to other groups of phenomena, or
relationships. 38
“I have said, again and again, not that science consists in phenomena and
relationships, merely,” Bartlett insisted, “but in these phenomena and their
relationships, classified and arranged.” Until the jumbled materials that constituted
science were compared and analyzed, divided into groups or placed into families,
they had “neither value nor significance.”39 Bartlett once again used the example of
marble. That marble objects possessed mass placed them in a class; that they were
compound substances placed them in another class; and their chemical constitution as
carbonates placed them in a third class. The classes themselves became independent
facts about marble, and could be arranged as such. Ackerknecht outlined how the
fundamental importance of the capability to classify the facts of medical science
interacted with the innovations of the Paris School, “The only legitimate
manipulations of facts are classification, and generalization on the basis of the
‘numerical method.’” Law as a generalization of facts, phenomena, or relationships,
could be approximated by “Louis’ numerical method … the statistics of averages,
corrected by the calculation of probabilities.”40
The scientific key to Bartlett’s medical philosophy was that knowledge could
grow. The process of observation created the fact of discovery:
The pure mathematics of Newton, La Grange, and La Place, contributed only
an instrument … enabled to measure and estimate … in all conceivable
conditions, and under all possible circumstances of difficulty and complexity.
With all its wonderful subtlety, with all its stupendous power, it could no
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more discover a new property, or relation, of an atom of matter, than it could
create the worlds, whose motions it so accurately measures… 41
Thus Bartlett produced empirical complexity from rational simplicity.
A contemporary memoirist had told that Rush set forth with “’heroic
fortitude’” to cure Philadelphia and likened him to Hippocrates standing before the
Plague of Athens. 42 Richard Shryock speculated that “the discovery of a ‘system’
that promised cures for all conditions must have thrilled a man who—in the tradition
of the Revolution in which he had participated—hoped to benefit all mankind.”43 A
twentieth century scholar of early American literature remarked that Rush’s “thought
is a startling amalgam of the daring and the reactionary.”44 Shryock gave an example
of the curious mix of the medieval and the modern in Rush’s medical methods. Rush
had mistaken effect for cause, taking the flushed skin (the capillaries’ distension) of
fever for the cause of the intestinal lesions of typhoid. “The doctor had the cart
before the horse here,” said Shryock, “but in any case, he had them linked neatly
together.” 45 Powell did not disagree, “Dr. Rush’s radiant charm is seductive … he
had no common sense.”46 At his death in 1813, Rush was the most honored
American physician. “Within a decade after Rush’s death,” Shryock continued, “the
French school had firmly established approaches to medicine which were the
antithesis of his own.”47
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Dr. Rush was the earliest and most distinguished writer of American medical
doctrine, Elisha Bartlett wrote in 1844, and of Rush’s favorite dogma, the unity of
disease, “it is not merely abstract, gratuitous, and unintelligible, but in direct and
manifest opposition to all common sense, to all true philosophy, and to all correct
observation.” Bartlett added, of Rush’s special doctrine of fever,
In the whole vast compass of medical literature, there cannot be found … a
greater amount and variety of utter nonsense and unqualified absurdity … not
merely of unsupported, but of unintelligible and preposterous assertions, than
are embodied in his exposition of his theory.
Bartlett warmed to his subject to offer an assessment of extraordinarily modern
insight, anticipating mathematician Alan Turing by one hundred years, “The theory is
not made up of any coherent and consistent materials, and it would be impossible to
analyze and examine it in less space than itself occupies.”48
Elisha Bartlett wrestled mightily with yellow fever in his culminating work,
The History, Diagnosis, and Treatment of the Fevers of the United States. 49 One
quarter of the 1856 fourth edition of Fevers, published sixteen months after Bartlett’s
death, was devoted to yellow fever. Bartlett’s own 1847 preface to the second edition
highlighted the effort he expended to update his “Systematic and Methodical
Treatise” with the most current knowledge of “The History of Periodical, and of
Yellow Fever.” Bartlett’s philosophical commitment to observation and empirically
obtained facts led him to treat at length the cause and mode of transmission of this
highly virulent epidemic disease. In some respects Bartlett’s study of yellow fever
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was in line with modern epidemiology’s schema of person, place, and time. “The
largest number of persons destroyed by yellow fever,” recounted Bartlett, “are
soldiers and sailors.” This fact also accounted for the higher mortality among males,
so Bartlett was careful to include Mathew Carey’s report from the 1793 epidemic in
Philadelphia that “’To the filles de joie, it has been very fatal.’” The social
implication was unmistakable, “’The wretched debilitated state of their constitutions
rendered them easy prey to this dreadful disorder, which … terminated their
miserable career.’” Bartlett also noted the report of the physicians of Barcelona in
1821 that “scarcely an individual escapes an attack of yellow fever who labors under
venereal or chronic disease.” Like almost all trained observers of his era, Bartlett
stated flatly, “The African race is less liable to yellow fever than the Caucasian.”
Bartlett fairly recited the words of Rush on the subject, who wrote of the Philadelphia
African Society’s valuable contribution to furnish nurses and attendants for the sick
and admitted his initial impression of negro immunity was incorrect, to confirm the
opinion, “’The disease was lighter in them than in white people.’” Bartlett
enumerated the salient facts of locality: first, that the disease is rarely seen beyond
twenty degrees south or forty degrees north latitude, and that this window is
somewhat displaced southward in America as compared to Europe; second, that
“yellow fever is much more frequent in the Western than in the Eastern hemisphere,”
and, significantly, more common in Europe and America than in Africa; third, that
“yellow fever is almost always confined to commercial seaports” and their
neighborhoods, and connecting navigable rivers; fourth, that the disease is often
circumscribed within “limited and well-defined portions … in the city in which it
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prevails.” Reporting that the disease was even known to infect one part of a ship over
another, Bartlett quoted a private letter from Doctor J.C. Nott of Mobile that
illustrated the latter’s thought process on the mode of transmission as he watched
“’yellow fever commence in a point in the town, and eat through it, square by square,
like worms in a cotton field.’” Bartlett recorded that in the cities of the United States
the onset of the disease usually came in July or August and continued until the first
frost.
The conundrum of its cause confused Bartlett’s analysis of yellow fever. It
seems possible that his own philosophical imperative for empirical facts unfiltered by
hypotheses, however well-founded in the natural context, drove him to include every
shred of evidence at his disposal. The coeval seasonality of periodic and yellow
fevers posed a real challenge to observation. The Philadelphia debate between
domestic origin and importation continued to muddle the picture of yellow fever’s
mode of transmission. Bartlett employed Ireland’s serpent to make Bell’s argument
against marsh miasmata as the cause of yellow fever. Bartlett followed his “well
settled” claim that yellow fever differed, “radically and essentially, from all the forms
of periodic or marsh fever” with the assertion that
The two diseases may prevail together, as marsh fevers and smallpox, or
typhus, may; but in very extensive regions, where periodical fevers in their
worst forms constitute the principal disease, yellow fever is never seen.
Again, in many yellow fever localities there is no evidence whatever of the
existence of marshes, or marsh miasma.
Bartlett cited “the frequent occurrence of the disease in ships at sea” to clinch
his argument. His logic was akin to Bell’s. He applied the same logic to decaying
animal or vegetable matter and filth to reject Dr. Rush’s attribution of the source of
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the Philadelphia epidemic to “damaged coffee, decaying on … the wharves of the
city.” Bartlett belabored what must have not been so obvious to his contemporaries
as it has become today, and concluded “if the disease was generated from this source,
it ought to occur with more regularity … since the alleged cause is always …
extensively present and active, in … yellow fever cities, and … others where the
disease is never seen.” Bartlett then pressed on to discuss the current contagion
debate in a long winded but curiously non-committal elaboration of the three
possibilities, (a) direct person-to-person transmission as absolute and unqualified
contagion, (b) direct and positive denial of (a), and (c) a “sort of middle ground”
where some combination of effects, separately insufficient, likened to conditions for
combustion, engendered the disease. None of the three, it seemed, provided the fact
Bartlett needed. The “essential etiological poisons” that gave rise to yellow fever,
like the other fevers, “are entirely unknown to us.” Recalling the “successive
hypotheses” of the origin, nature, and action of this particular poison, Bartlett
remarked, “The animalcular or cryptogamous hypothesis seems to me more plausible
and less refractory than the others.”50
Bartlett’s correspondent Josiah Nott of Mobile forcefully advocated the
“Insect Hypothesis” in the March, 1848 number of The New Orleans Medical and
Surgical Journal. As a lifelong resident of Gulf Coast cities, Nott was intimately
familiar with yellow fever. He had seen it in Mobile as recently as 1844. During the
New Orleans epidemic of 1839, he recalled, “Almost all the seaports of the Gulf were
visited by Yellow fever this season in severe form.” Echoing Thucydides, Nott
wrote, “This was one of those great Epidemics, in which the disease, shaking off
50
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complications, assumes its true and undisguised character, and usurping the field,
swallows up everything else in the shape of Fever.” Nott, too, saw Ireland’s serpent.
The 1839 epidemic came “robed in majesty and power—all febrile diseases disappear
before it, or are compelled to wear its livery.” Like Bartlett, Nott rejected the
miasmatic doctrine. Nott wrote that his observations of the natural history of the
disease led him to suppose “its specific cause to exist in some form of Insect Life.”
Nott referred to such allusions in the recent medical periodicals, and particularly Sir
Henry Holland’s “On the Hypothesis of Insect Life as a cause of Disease.” Nott
credited Holland’s idea as “a little stronger than … Hypothesis.” Repeating his
private letter’s description of yellow fever transmission, Nott focused on the disease
itself, “It was literally and truly a migrating disease, possessing an inherent power of
reproduction and progression irreconcilable with any known laws of gases,
emanations, vapors, or dews.” Nott gave his readers a prosaic simile, “Yellow Fever
… travelled from house to house for more than a month, as would a tax collector.”
Nott’s persuasive medical science drew upon the analogies he saw in nature. “The
fact that two diseases are always found in the same climates and localities no more
proves identity for them,” he wrote, “than similar circumstances would prove identity
for two plants or two animals.” Rejecting utterly Rush’s theory of fever, he saw
yellow fever as a thing in itself, and held likewise for the other intermittent, remittent,
bilious, and congestive fevers, “Fever should have its genus and species, like other
things in nature.” Nott went so far as to suggest that the different fevers might be
“most rationally explained by attributing them to various insect species.” 51
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For Nott, doctrine was not medical science, but “little more than a recital of
successive delusions.” Possibly defending Bartlett’s sense of “hypothesis” as a
barrier to the unbiased observation of facts, and referring to John Bell’s denial of
miasms, Nott took the generic Malaria—the “bad air” miasmatic hypothesis—as “the
received doctrine of the day.” Nott declared that it was “sound philosophy” to prefer
a substitute “better sustained by reason and analogies, and which conflicts with no
known law of nature, until a less objectionable one can be found.” In the loquacious
manner of his day, Nott spent many pages to dispute various “facts” concerning the
periodic and yellow fevers (some of which even Bartlett cited!), and to address the
varieties of the medical topography of America and the West Indies in order to cast
doubt on miasmatic effluvia in favor of animalcules, visible or microscopic, that crept
“upon or near the surface of the earth.” Having made these energetic arguments, Nott
discovered, “The Insect theory is perhaps as applicable to Periodic as Yellow
Fever.”52
The rejection of Rush’s simplifying concept of unitary fever implicitly
intensified the challenge to early differential diagnosis of disease at the onset of
symptoms. The challenge was semantic as well as clinical. In a scathing May, 1848
review53 of the 1847 edition of Bartlett’s The History, Diagnosis, and Treatment of
Fevers of the United States, the New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal—
apparently editor J. Harrison, M.D.—took the author to task for his “admirable
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attempt to theorize against theory” in a passage where Bartlett was quoted, italics in
the original,
There is no such individual disease … expressed by the term fever... There
are many separate diseases, to which this generic name is properly enough
applied, on account of certain general analogies, which exist between them…
The theory of one fever, then, must be wholly, or to a great extent,
inapplicable to the other. The elements which enter into the composition of
one problem are not to be found in the other, or they are present in different
proportions. The word fever, when used, as it commonly is, to designate a
disease, has no intelligible signification.
The reviewer, disputatiously, and somewhat disingenuously if we are to believe the
impact of Rush depicted by his contemporaries of the Edinburg tradition, rejoined,
If such be the philosophy of the nineteenth century we have been in profound
ignorance of it. We were unaware that any recent authors contended that fever
was an “individual disease”… We thought, in fact, that the word “Fever” was
used to designate a generalization—in other words, conditions of the system
which agree in certain things, but may differ widely in others.
According to William Stempsey54 , Bartlett’s An Essay on the Philosophy of Medical
Science was criticized for the fuzziness of its critique of the role of hypothesis, but his
phrase here, “designate a disease,” appears to intend to convey the meaning,
designate a specific disease. If so, it is difficult to see the disagreement between
reviewer and reviewed: each opposes the use of the term to denote a unitary disease
and endorses the underlying principle of the identification of a specific disease.
Continuing in this obstreperous vein, the reviewer noted that “With regard to Yellow
Fever, Dr. Bartlett tells us, that he knows nothing about it.” The passage that follows
makes it clear that the reviewer, if he is Harrison, has to his chagrin been quoted and
the correctness of his anatomical pathology criticized by Bartlett, who had cited Dr.
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John Harrison’s Remarks on the Yellow Fever of New Orleans. The Journal reviewer
indignantly countered,
We can only reply to Dr. Bartlett … and assure him that we have some
acquaintance with typhoid fever, and inform him … that in our opinion, any
person who could suppose yellow fever could be mistaken for typhoid, or vice
versa, knows as little about the one, as the Doctor confessedly does about the
other.
As so often happens when one is vehemently certain of something, reproof
was near at hand. Astute readers of the New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal
needed only to refer back to J.C. Nott’s March, 1848 article 55 to read that experienced
Southern physician’s assessment of the diagnostic challenge presented by American
fevers:
If a physician were called in the forming stage of a number of cases of Plague,
Small Pox, Yellow Fever, some forms of Typhus, and other disease arising
from Morbid Poisons … he would be much at a loss how to distinguish them
for two or three days; and in some of those in which the characteristic signs
are never developed (as Small Pox without eruption, etc.), a diagnosis never
could be made. It should not be wondered at then, that difficulty of diagnosis
should sometimes occur between Bilious and Yellow Fevers, which belong to
the same family, the same season and same locality.
For Benjamin Rush, diagnosis was a systematic deduction from rational
principle. For physicians like Bartlett and Nott, observed facts pointed to diagnosis.
In the absence of observation, diagnosis was not possible. Yet even in the presence
of observation, as Bartlett warned in his Essay, a hypothesis, and the temptation to
extend it by deduction or inference, made error possible, even probable.
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Season and locality were key attributes of medical topography, a term that
came to be loosely interchangeable with “medical geography and meteorology”
before 1850. Bartlett characterized yellow fever by its lifespan from late summer to
first frost and by the geographic variation of its incidence across tropical and
temperate latitudes. The nineteenth century view of human ecology without
bacteriology, the “distribution of human diseases as a function of environmental
conditions,” was largely rooted in the “new science of physical geography” associated
with the popular writings of Alexander von Humboldt. 56 Humboldt toured the
Americas at the turn of the eighteenth century and published his comprehensive
survey of natural science and explanation of how the world worked, Cosmos, in 1845.
An early proponent of the new medical geography was the German historian of
medicine, August Hirsch, whose massive three-volume Handbook of Geographical
and Historical Pathology was published in English by the Syndenham Society of
London in 1883-1886. Although Hirsch and his Handbook are often associated with
the Humboldtian view, the foremost modern authority on Humboldtian medicine,
Nicolaas Rupke, was careful to point out in 1996 that Hirsch “condemned any attempt
to refer the distribution of diseases to laws borrowed from physical geography”
because, Hirsch said, “’besides these influences the social conditions are an equally
important factor, not merely for the spread or curtailment of diseases, but for their
very origin.’”57
The translator into English of Hirsch’s tome was Charles Creighton.
Creighton demonstrated some of his own method of medical geography in an article
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that appeared in the October, 1884 number of The North American Review, entitled,
“The Origin of Yellow Fever.”58 Creighton explained that his attention had been
drawn by a description in Hirsch’s treatise to a theory of yellow fever penned by Dr.
Audouard in 1825. Audouard began to formulate his theory during the 1821 yellow
fever epidemic at Barcelona. Creighton nowhere gave the rest of Audouard’s name,
which was Mathieu Francois Maxime Audouard. He was a French military physician
with an interest in intermittent fevers. 59 “The secret of yellow fever,” Creighton
proclaimed, “is contained in the almost forgotten essays of Audouard.”60 Creighton
started his demonstration by figuratively coloring the places on a map of the world
where yellow fever had appeared to show that “they group themselves in a very
significant manner.” He observed that the spots of color were nearly all tiny points
on the American side of the Atlantic, seaports and their environs, “It is not all Cuba,
but Havana; not all Hayti, but Port au Prince; not Martinique, but Port Royal; not
South Carolina, but Charleston; and not Pennsylvania, but Philadelphia.” By what
Creighton knew of history, “all ports of debarkation in the slave-trade.” Creighton
asked the next logical question, “What is the meaning of this association between the
importation of slaves and yellow fever?” The answer was hidden by a regressive fact
he could not explain, “we have to observe that negroes on board slave-ships do not
appear to have suffered from yellow fever.” This fact seemed true, because the
Africans survived “the middle passage.” It was as if, like the immunity conferred by
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smallpox, they had already had yellow fever. Creighton cited a recent event as proof
of the “immunity of the pure-blood negro from yellow fever,” where,
At Vera Cruz in 1866, when the soldiers of the French Expedition were dying
of yellow fever by hundreds there was not even a single case of the sickness in
the regiment of five hundred black troops that the French had recruited in the
Soudan and Nubia.

Conceding that Audouard “gave hardly any heed to negro immunity,” Creighton
redrew Audouard’s sixty year old conclusion:
The poison of yellow fever, said Audouard, comes in the last resort from the
discharge of the sick negro; it is generated by the fermentation or putrefaction
of the dysenteric and other filth of slave-ships. The scourings of slave-ships
had been thrown out at the ports of debarkation to mix with the mud of creeks
… to fluctuate … with the sluggish ebb and flow of the tide, to ferment under
a tropical sun… All this poisonous filth has accumulated most in the very
quarters where negroes live, and it is in those amphibious quarters of towns in
the West Indies and along the shores of the Gulf of Mexico that yellow fever
lingers, and every now and then rises to an epidemic. But it hardly touches
the negro; it spares him in proportion to the purity of his racial characters. As
the noxious miasmata that gave rise to yellow fever have come from the negro
body, they cannot poison the negro again.

One may find it necessary suppress a century of exposure to modern science
and social justice to grasp Creighton’s central point about human ecology, that “the
noxious … miasmata … assigned as the cause of yellow fever, are not the natural
exhalations of the soil or water … it is the peculiar filth of the ‘middle passage.’”
Creighton saw the tidal flotsam and jetsam of the slavers, and their blood and bile
saturated timbers lost in the mud of harbors and shores, as the still toxic pollution
from “a traffic that brought … the far-reaching Nemesis … wrong-doing never fails
to bring.” Against this epidemic threat, to “efface the memory of wrongs that even
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the deep water of the sea refuses to hide,” he consoled his readers, “the ministers of
Nature are silently working to preserve both the physical and the moral order.”

The first volume of Daniel Drake’s A Systematic Treatise, Historical,
Etiological and Practical, on the Principal Disease of the Interior Valley of North
America, As They Appear in the Caucasian, African, Indian, and Esquimaux Varieties
of Its Population was published in 1850. The second volume appeared in 1854, after
Drake’s death. The entire work was huge, each volume ran well over eight hundred
pages. “The germ of this work,” Drake recounted in his preface to the first volume,
was his Notices Concerning Cincinnati forty years before. The greater part of the
interior valley of North America was no longer raw wilderness. In Drake’s day this
was the vast hydrological region dominated by the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers,
bounded to the east by the Appalachian range, and to the southeast by the Gulf Coast,
gently rising westward from the Mississippi Valley to cross “the desert” until met by
the Rocky Mountains, stretching north to the arctic. People and diseases were
moving in. Like Drake’s early pamphlet, Systematic Treatise considered the medical
topography and meteorology of the human habitat as the natural matrix in which man
and his diseases were embedded, “diseases which scarcely ever occur but in certain
climates, localities, or states of society … in different countries, ages, and races.”
Drake was thoroughly aware of the development of an American philosophy of
medical science in the intervening four decades. In his “long journeys of
observation,” Drake wrote, “for the purpose of collecting facts,” he “endeavored to
leave behind all opinions but the single one, that he who would observe correctly,
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must have no theories either to maintain or destroy.”61 In volume two, for instance,
Drake criticized “the increasing tendency” of physicians “throughout our Interior
Valley” to refer to “all cases of continued fever [with] abdominal symptoms … under
the head of typhoid fever.”62 The 1852 preface to the third edition of Bartlett’s
Fevers credits Dr. William Jenner of London as the first to distinguish continued
fever between typhoid and typhus forms. “The aim is,” complained Drake, “simply
to identify our fevers with those of Paris.” Paris meant Louis. Drake seized the
occasion to expressly compliment Bartlett,
This deference to a celebrated name, in a great European capital, by the
physicians of a newly settled country is natural ... but the writings of Louis
alone have not secured to him this respect; for they have not been generally
read by us. It is to our own Professor Bartlett, the finished, elegant, and
popular commentator of the French pathologist … that we should chiefly
ascribe the currency which his views have obtained among us. 63
Drake’s long journey through the interior valley brought him closer to the
facts he sought. He had traveled most of the way from miasm to contagion vivum.
Volume Two, “Febrile Diseases,” of Systematic Treatise devoted Part One to
“Autumnal Fever.” The introductory chapter rehearsed the geographical limits and
meteorological conditions of temperature and humidity in which the disease was
found. Drake ruled out water as the sole requirement to cause the fever because it
was “never epidemic” above the latitude of the southern parts of the Great Lakes,
although water was abundant there. Drake asserted that high temperature was “the
paramount influence.” Among the modes of operation of heat in the production of
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autumnal fever, Drake listed that it favored the decomposition of organic matter, and
the production of new compounds, and that it facilitated the “multiplication of minute
but visible animals, and cryptogamic plants, and may be presumed … to multiply the
microscopic—both animal and vegetable.”64
The next chapter presented “speculations of the efficient cause of autumnal
fever” in three sections. The first section addressed the “Meteoric Hypothesis.” Any
proof that weather caused disease was defeated by the logic of Bell and Bartlett.
Drake judged several cases in diverse localities where fever did or did not appear
under similar atmospheric conditions, “These facts seem to me conclusive in their
bearing against the meteoric hypothesis.” He reckoned to be “thrown upon the
alternative—a deleterious agent, diffused in the atmosphere.”65 Drake identified two
possibilities for this alternative and allocated a section to each. In the second section
he reviewed the “Malarial Hypothesis,” by which was denoted the idea of miasmatic
exhalations from the decomposition of organic matter. Drake, in his usual detailed
manner, considered the varieties of temperature and moisture required for animal and
vegetable decay on and below the surface of the soil. He acknowledged that a
correlation appeared to exist between these conditions and the presence of autumnal
fever, but that did not prove “the existence of malaria, or a gas, which is the efficient
cause of the Fever.” Drake again invoked the Bell-Bartlett logic, “there are sickly
and healthy seasons at the same place, and sometimes over large portions of our
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Valley, while the amount of organic matter remains unchanged.” He concluded in
this section that “the existence of a special gaseous agent … remains to be proved.”66
Drake entitled his third section, “Vegeto-Animalcular Hypothesis.” “I have
united two words,” he explained, “to express the hypothesis which ascribes autumnal
fever to living organic forms, too small to be seen with the naked eye; and which may
belong either to the vegetable or animal kingdom, or partake of the characters of
both.” Drake recalled that as editor of the Western Medical and Physical Journal he
had promulgated the animalcular hypothesis as the explanation for the spread of
cholera in 1832; he believed new discoveries made since rendered that explanation
even more probable. Drake offered a long set of insightful observations to support
the same explanation for autumnal fever. For example, he noted that the microscope
revealed a countless variety of organic forms surrounding and penetrating the bodies
of larger animals, and suggested the likelihood that they constituted families or orders
of the organic kingdom. He noted the existence of dangerous plant and animal
secretions; and he noted the correlation of aridity and absence of fever. Most
importantly, Drake observed that “autumnal fever often begins many days, and even
weeks or months, after an exposure to its remote cause … two weeks may elapse
before small-pox will appear.” Moreover, he observed “that autumnal fever prevails
very unequally in different years.” In the animal kingdom, he observed, “one summer
and autumn will be infested by insects far beyond another.” Drake drew upon his
experience, “It has often happened, that musquitoes have been absent from the banks
of the middle portion of the Ohio River, for a year, and in the next appeared in
immense numbers.” Drake even cited the common knowledge of his day: “We are
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familiar with the fact that many persons never sicken with autumnal fever, while
others around them will have repeated attacks.” This susceptibility was known to all,
“that certain visible insects prey on some individuals much more than others.” Drake
left no doubt about his own view. “The etiological history of autumnal fever,” he
stated flatly, “can be more successfully explained by the vegeto-animalcular
hypothesis, than the malarial.” Drake, however, was a modern scientist. “But both,”
he said, “in the present state of our knowledge, must stand as mere hypotheses.”67
Drake at last attended to a bit of semantic housecleaning. In order to discuss the
symptomology, pathology, and therapeutics of autumnal fever, he informed his
reader, if “I should, at any time, use the word malaria, it is merely to designate the
remote cause, whatever it may be.”68
The animalcular hypothesis in the 1840s was at a stage of scientific
knowledge—in a neighborhood of uncertainty—comparable to the hypothesis of
extraterrestrial life in the 2010s. We know life exists on at least one planet. We
know—believe via empirical evidence—there are many planets. We may or may not
believe life exists on any other planet. We do not know life exists on many planets.
They knew at least one disease, smallpox, originated in organic matter. They knew—
believed via empirical evidence—there were many diseases. They may or may not
have believed that any other disease had an organic origin. They did not know that
many diseases had an organic origin.
The publication of Drake’s Systematic Treatise demonstrated that medical
topography and meteorology had explanatory value in medical science independent of
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the miasmatic or animalcular hypotheses. The climatological perspective on
medicine was valid in either case: it stood as part of a viable framework for
nineteenth century human ecology without bacteriology.
The same May 1848 New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal that
reviewed Bartlett’s Fevers printed an abstract from England giving an account of a
reconnaissance of the Continent. The terrible pestilence out of India first seen in
1832 had returned. Cholera had reached Europe.
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Map 1. Philadelphia waterfront, 1793.
Source: J.H. Powell, Bring Out Your Dead.
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Figure 2. Elisha Bartlett
Source: www.jameslindlibrary.org/images/19th/bartlett/bartlett-portrait.jpg
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Figure 3. Daniel Drake
Source: masoncountyky.blogspot.com/2007/11/dr-daniel-drake-raised-in-maysville.html
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Chapter 4
The Bonaventura Epidemic

Malaria was known to the ancients long before it found its way to the great
central river valley of Alta California in 1832. The river first called the
Buenaventura, and sometimes the Rio Jesus Maria, then spelled Bonaventura by
Hudson’s Bay Company trappers, is now known as the Sacramento. 1
In their 1916 tribute to Ronald Ross, who first demonstrated the complex
transmission of malarial fever by mosquitoes and was awarded the second Nobel
Prize in Medicine in 1902 for his research, U.S. Army Surgeon General William
Gorgas and Fielding H. Garrison wrote that the symptoms of malarial fever were
“clearly described and attributed to the bites of certain insects” in the Susruta, a 1,400
year-old Sanskrit medical treatise. 2
In his On Noxious Emanations from Swamps, the early eighteenth century
papal physician Giovanni Maria Lancisi cited Varro, a first century B.C. Roman
expert on farming, who instructed his audience to notice “whether any localities are
marshy” because “minute animals are engendered, which the eyes cannot see and
which get into the body through the air by way of the mouth and nose, causing
troublesome diseases.” Lancisi also quoted the first century A.D. agriculturalist
Columella, who said, “Nor should a building be erected near a marsh nor a military
road adjoin it, because through heat it gives forth noxious poisons and engenders
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animals armed with dangerous stings, which fly at us in dense swarms.”3 Lancisi’s
1717 book discussed the medical topography of the Pontine Marshes, a part of the
Roman Campagna, which in ancient times had “supported a dense population,” but in
more recent centuries had been “desolate and all but forsaken.”4 Following the
themes of Airs, Waters, and Places by Hippocrates, Lancisi produced a preHumboldtian map of the area that showed its geography with towns, hills, forests,
coastlines, soil qualities, detailed drainage patterns of the many streams, and
superimposed, radial lines labeled with the eight cardinal winds. 5 While Lancisi
attributed the source of disease to miasmatic effluvia, he clearly associated the
effluvia with an organic origin connected to the Culices, or mosquitoes and other
insects that lived in swamps. 6 “Death inevitably surrounded” Medieval German
kings, wrote early anti-malarial advocate Anna Celli-Fraentzel in 1932, “whenever
they ventured to besiege Rome or to remain in the city during the summer months.”7
In the Middle Ages, she said, “the ‘air of Rome’ had a bad name in the whole of
Christendom.” Celli-Fraentzel found “the first positive account of the Roman fever”
in an eighth century English account by Alcuin, a York Catholic scholar who
accompanied his archbishop to Rome and met Charlemagne at Parma during his
travels; Alcuin contracted the intermittent fever in 798 at Rome, later in life calling it
his “’Roman comrade.’” Celli-Fraentzel pointedly recalled the 1907 theory of W.H.
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Jones, noticed also by Henry Sigerist in his Civilization and Disease, that malaria was
responsible for the fall of Rome and the collapse of Greek culture.
In his Epidemics8 , Hippocrates described in meteorological vernacular the
time and place of the disease Bartlett called periodic fever and Drake autumnal fever,
In Thasus, a little before and during the season of Arcturus, there
were frequent and great rains, with northerly winds. About the equinox,
and till the setting of the Pleiades, there were a few southerly rains….
After the Dog-days … the summer hot, great droughts, not in intervals,
but continued and severe….
Early in the spring, ardent fevers commenced and continued through
the summer until the equinox. Those … that were attacked immediately after
the commencement of the spring and summer, for the most part recovered,
and but few of them died. But when the autumn and the rains had set in, they
were of a fatal character, and the greater part then died.

Bartlett affirmed the observation of his iconic master, “Throughout the United
States, the great season for all the forms of periodical fever … extends from the
middle of summer to the close of autumn.”9
The “commencement of the disease is nearly always marked by a distinct
rigor or chill,” Bartlett wrote in Fevers, “The disease is … strongly marked by a
repetition or recurrence of certain symptoms or states of the system.” The increase in
symptoms to a peak was called the paroxysm, which was followed by a “general
diminution” of symptoms called the remission. 10 This periodicity of intermittent
fever was a primary diagnostic clue. Among the many cases recorded by
Hippocrates, several persons markedly presented the clinical symptoms and typical
course of the disease, to give just three examples:
8
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Philiscus, who lived by the Wall, took to bed on the first day of acute fever; he
sweated; towards night was uneasy … On the third day, early in the morning
and until noon, he appeared to be free from fever; towards evening, acute
fever, with sweating, thirst, tongue parched … On the fifth, about mid-day,
had a slight trickling of pure blood from the nose … night uncomfortable,
little sleep, talking incoherently; extremities altogether cold, and could not be
warmed; urine, black; slept a little towards day; loss of speech, cold sweats;
extremities livid; about the middle of the sixth day he died. The respiration …
like that of a person recollecting himself … and spleen was swelled upon in a
round tumor, the sweats cold throughout, the paroxysms on the even days.
Cleonactides, who was lodged above the Temple of Hercules, was seized with
a fever in an irregular form; was pained in the head and left side from the
commencement, and had other pains resembling those produced by fatigue;
paroxysms of the fevers inconstant and irregular; occasional sweats; the
paroxysms generally attacked on the critical days. About the twenty-fourth
was cold in the extremities of the hands, vomitings bilious, yellow, and
frequent, soon turning to a verdigris-green color; general relief. About the
thirtieth, began to have hemorrhage from both nostrils, and this continued in
an irregular manner until near the crisis; did not loathe food, and had no thirst
throughout, nor was troubled with insomnolency; urine thin, and not devoid of
color. When about the thirtieth day, passed reddish urine, having a copious red
sediment; was relieved, but afterwards the characters of the urine varied,
sometimes having sediment, and sometimes not. On the sixtieth, the sediment
in the urine copious, white, and smooth; all the symptoms ameliorated;
intermission of the fever; urine thin, and well colored. On the seventieth, fever
gone for ten days. On the eightieth had a rigor, was seized with acute fever,
sweated much; a red, smooth sediment in the urine; and a perfect crisis.
Herophon was seized with an acute fever… On the fifth, in the morning …
spleen swollen; distention of the hypochondrium… On the sixth, delirious; at
night, sweating, coldness; the delirium continued. On the seventh, he became
cold, thirsty, was disordered in mind; at night recovered his senses; slept. On
the eighth, was feverish; the spleen diminished in size … pain at first about
the groin, on the same side as the spleen … pains in both legs… On the ninth,
sweated; the crisis took place; fever remitted. On the fifth day afterwards,
fever relapsed, spleen immediately became swollen; acute fever; deafness
again. On the third day after the relapse, the spleen diminished; deafness less;
legs painful; sweated during the night; crisis took place on the seventeenth
day; had no disorder of the senses during the relapse.

Bartlett’s clinical expertise somewhat discounted delirium and deafness, and
concurred on the evidence of urine, with complete unanimity that the “degree of
10
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fullness … extending across the hypochondria, especially on the left side, in the
region of the spleen,” was “almost invariably present.”11
For Bartlett, the word for the “poison whose action upon the system gives rise
to the disease” was malaria. Its nature and composition were “wholly unknown to
us.” He declined to comment on the “alleged agency of animal and vegetable
decomposition” by noting that such processes were “constantly going on without
giving rise to periodic fever.” Tacitly acknowledging Nott and Drake, Bartlett
remarked, “The hypothesis of the animalcular or cryptogamic origin of this and of
some other endemic and epidemic diseases is an old one, which has been recently
revived, and advocated with great ingenuity and ability.” Unable to scientifically
prove what he and his unnamed colleagues clearly believed, Bartlett continued in the
same cautious prose,
It is only a hypothesis; but it may be safely said of it, I think, that it may be
made to correspond to the ascertained phenomena in connection with the
etiology of these diseases better than most other hypotheses, and that it is less
embarrassed by objections which cannot be met, and by difficulties which
cannot be overcome. 12
“The parasite’s long delay in establishing itself in a region naturally so
congenial to it,” St. Julien Ravenal Childs observed in his unique monograph Malaria
and Colonization in the Carolina Low Country 1526-1686, “emphasizes that
animalcule’s dependence on artificial conditions.”13 The artifice required was a
European sailing ship with an infected individual on board. “To colonization as a
cause of disease,” wrote Childs, perhaps extending the W.H. Jones theory, “some
11
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writers have given a weight quite equal to that which others have ascribed to malaria
as a factor in history.” Sigerist declared that Childs’ “most illuminating study”
demonstrated the “great part played by this disease in the colonization of America.”14
Childs began his study with two points about the medical geography of the Conquest
to show that from early in the sixteenth century “malaria may have played a more
prominent role in the New World than history has generally recognized.” First,
Childs noted, “In the Caribbean islands and coastal plain, Spanish colonization
appears to have given the signal for rapid disappearance of the aboriginal Indian
population.” This disappearance was “at one time attributed mainly to the cruelty of
the white conquerors. More recently, the introduction of smallpox [was] suggested as
an important contributing factor.” Childs contemplated the scenario where the
disease spread like wildfire, going ahead of the first European, and smallpox did not
stop if there were more susceptible hosts to infect. “Yet the Indians did not disappear
from the Mexico and Central American highlands.” Then Childs made an economic
comparison,
Spain’s dominions in Mexico and Peru prospered more than her older
possessions in the West Indies. The superior abundance of precious metals on
the mainland is the only explanation historians usually offer. They have
scarcely noticed the superior abundance of malaria in the islands. 15
Childs argued convincingly that malaria and the “destruction of South
Carolina’s reputation for salubrity”16 suppressed the Scottish appetite for migration to
Carolina in the period 1685-1693 even with powerful political incentives to emigrate
13
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arising from English turmoil and the Glorious Revolution. The two forces of
epidemic disease and economics continued to interact, “If it broke the boom of 16821684 … malaria merely hastened inevitable events. The boom rested on no sound
economic basis.” Childs stressed the “the influence of society on disease rather than
of disease on society.” As the epidemic finally subsided, “improved health conditions
had much to do with the returning prosperity indicated for the years 1694-1696.”
Rice cultivation in the Carolina low country expanded and “the usual concept of the
power of disease” was “controverted.” The medical frontier, “men being mortal,”
was ultimately trumped by the economic frontier, “society being immortal.” Perhaps
Childs stumbled upon a lawlike socioeconomic mechanism to drive epidemic disease
toward endemicity. “If disease is as likely to do good as harm, why should society
fear it?” he asked, “the rise of this peculiarly malarious industry in a region already
malarious seems to reveal a surprising feebleness in disease when pitted against
man’s economic desires.”17

Unlike Carolina, there was no malaria in Alta California when man’s
economic desire carried it there.
The journal of Hudson’s Bay Company chief trader and trapping expedition
leader John Work is the centerpiece to the epidemiology and historiography of the
California Native American epidemic in 1833. Work’s “Fur Brigade” was present at
the moment malaria struck the Sacramento River valley. Given the detailed
contemporary account the journal provides and the epidemiological parameters of
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malaria, the conclusion that Work’s “people” brought the disease to the aboriginal
people of the northern Alta California central valley river system is consistent with
both history and science. John Work’s journal is thus both a part of the historical
event and the primary source for historical evidence that supports the profound
inference that epidemic disease was a significant factor of California aboriginal
population collapse in the Nineteenth Century. Framing that evidence, the 1874 and
1908 recollections of J.J. Warner are the primary source for information about the
devastation the epidemic caused. In Work, the Indians are dying in 1833. In Warner,
the Indians are living in 1832 and dead in 1833.
Today there is very little direct physical evidence of what happened to the
California aboriginal population between the arrival of the Spanish in 1769 and the
nadir of its number, given by the U.S. Census of 1900 as 15,377. 18 Mission birth,
baptism, and burial records tells us much about the decrease of Ohlone-Costonoan,
Chumash and other native peoples of the Alta California coast from San Diego to San
Francisco Bay who came under the influence of the Spanish padres. Of the fate of the
native people of who lived on the northern coast and in the mountains and valleys of
the interior we have few witnesses. Of the cataclysm that befell the native people of
the Alta California central valley in 1833 we have the written accounts of only a
handful of observers, one of whom, Work, was almost certainly a contributing factor.
The first published account of a massively lethal epidemic among natives of
northern Alta California appears to be the 1874 report of J.J. Warner in Ben C.
Truman’s Los Angeles Daily Star, “The Indian Pestilence in 1833.” Warner repeated
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his story, consistent in its essentials, in print on several occasions, including in Frank
T. Gilbert’s 1879 History of San Joaquin County, California, and most notably in
1908 for the Historical Society of Southern California in “Reminiscences of Early
California from 1831 to 1846.” He had been a member of an American fur trapping
party led by Ewing Young. In the autumn of 1832 Warner saw a “number of Indians
… much greater than I had ever seen living upon the same area of country” living
along the banks of the Sacramento River from the San Joaquin to the Feather. From
the Feather River fork, the trappers made their way to the coast and up Jedediah
Smith’s 1828 route to Oregon, returning by way of Klamath Lake and the Pit River to
enter the Sacramento valley in “the latter part of the summer of 1833.” It was then,
Warner wrote,
We found the northern part of the valley strewed with the skeletons and
fragments of skeletons of Indians, under the shading trees, around springs and
the convenient watering places upon the banks of the river, and over the plain
where wolves and coyotes, waddling, … their hides distended with unnatural
fatness, had dragged and denuded them.
From the head of the valley to the American River but one living
Indian was seen, and he was the most perfect personification of solitude…
As the party traveled south, “the skeletons were of a fresher appearance,” and
the trappers were compelled by the stench of decaying corpses to camp on the plain,
away from the riverbank.
After crossing the Feather river those villages along the Sacramento, which in
the winter previous were each inhabited by hundreds of Indians were desolate
and the abodes of ruin. The same appalling proofs of this dire calamity were
constantly presented to us as we traveled up the San Joaquin … as we repassed through, along by, and around those silent and vacated villages which
some ten months before we had seen swarming with Indian life….
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Warner’s travelogue of rapid depopulation, the disposal of the dead
deteriorating from burial, to pyre, to the flight of the few survivors, “only to die by
the side of the springs … beneath the shade of the protecting trees,” gave the
impression that the trappers actually caught up with the pestilence:
From the head of the Sacramento valley until we reached King’s river, not
exceeding five live Indians were seen, and here we found encamped a village
of Indians, among whom the destroying angel was sating his greed … by a
ghastly carnage. During one night, more than a score of victims were added
to the hosts upon which he had been feeding. The wailing of that stricken
village … was incessant and most terrible.
Warner concluded his Star account with a medical deduction probably
fostered in the intervening years by common knowledge in the fur trade community
about the “fever and ague” in Oregon before 1833. “The sword of the destroyer was
a remittent fever with which the victims were first stricken down, to be finished by a
hot air bath followed by a plunge into a cold water one.”19
Two points of Warner’s story stand somewhat in contrast to other evidence of
the epidemic of 1833. Warner clearly stated that the decaying bodies were “fresher”
as the Young expedition proceeded south, and Warner reported the disease as far
south as “King’s” River. We shall return to these issues after we have examined the
other evidence.
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Warner’s observations immediately garnered the attention of “the father of
California ethnography,” Stephen Powers. 20 In his 1877 Tribes of California, the
journalist Powers noted such signs of the California Indians’ aboriginal good health
as their penchant for dancing and “their uniformly sweet breath and beautiful white
teeth.” He prefaced his summary of Warner’s “account of an appalling pestilence”
with the remark that if “an Indian can keep free from disease he lasts a long time; but
when diseases get hold of him he goes off pretty easy, for their medicines amount to
nothing.” Powers did not venture a guess regarding the specific nature of Warner’s
“remittent fever.” 21
Sherburne Friend Cook corroborated Powers’ assessment of aboriginal
general health in his 1943 study of the demographic reaction of California Indians
living beyond the Mission strip. Cook carefully qualified his corroboration to
“nonvenereal chronic and epidemic diseases … among the wild tribes prior to 1830.”
He quoted F.W. Beechey, who wrote in 1825 that the “’state of ill health [in the
missions] does not extend to the uncivilized Indians.’”22
Contemporary assessments of the overall health of native people in California
before 1830 indicate the presence of endemic disease. An eighteenth century Jesuit
missionary reported that syphilis was the most lethal malady among the coastal
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Native Americans. 23 In 1805, Surgeon-General Jose Benites wrote his Viceroy from
Monterey to report syphilis and respiratory ailments, probably tuberculosis, rampant
among the neophytes (Mission Indians) at all the missions he surveyed. On his list of
causes, Benites included “impure relations on an excessive scale, … the sick sleeping
with the healthy ones” and “the depraved use of a sweat-house.” The sweat bath, or
temescal, referred to above in Warner’s “sword of the destroyer” remark, was the
standard remedy for illness among the Indians of Oregon and California. European
observers deemed this natural therapy gravely inefficacious. “The natives,” Oregon
anthropologist Robert T. Boyd explained in 1975, “tried to allay the fever by
plunging into cool water, which only encouraged the development of pneumonia and
hastened death.”24
Jose Bandini wrote in his 1828 description of the California Indians, “that
which destroys and retards their propagation more than anything else is the venereal
disease with which most of them are so grievously afflicted.” Physiologist Cook
concurred in 1943 that “there can be no question that the presence of the malady
[syphilis] on a large scale must have increased susceptibility to other diseases and
may have adversely affected the birth rate.” Not to put too fine a point on the
evidence that syphilis—introduced by the Spanish—was endemic among them,
Powers wrote forty-nine years later in the full flower of the Victorian Age that “the
California Indians are a grossly licentious race.” Bandini saw no benefit to the
Indians in their sweat bath, but rather “because of their continual use of the temescal
23
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… [they] are weak and without vigor.” Bandini gave his population estimate of the
Mission strip as “twenty-one to twenty-two thousand Catholic Indians” distributed
according to the wealth of the mission. “There are also a good many gentiles [Nonmission] Indians living in the farms or ranchos annexed to each mission,” he added,
“the number of these is undetermined.”25
In 1925 San Francisco physician Edward W. Twitchell, M.D., published “The
California Pandemic of 1833” in the widely read substantial medical monthly,
California and Western Medicine. Twitchell’s primary source for the “year of the
plague” was “Colonel Warner.” With scientific and historical diligence Twitchell
cited a second primary source in the diary of Philip Leget Edwards, who in 1837
drove cattle north over the same devastated ground Warner had traversed southward.
Edwards also shared Warner’s companion and expedition leader of four years earlier,
Ewing Young.
Placing his discussion in the context of the California aboriginal population
question, Twitchell referred to the recently published population estimates of
biologist and naturalist C. Hart Merriam. Merriam founded his analysis on Mission
records and his conjecture that in 1834 “the 30,000 baptized Indians formed threefourths” of the Mission strip population. Merriam thus gave the figure of 40,000 for
the total native population of the Mission strip. Merriam reckoned the Mission strip
to constitute one-fifth of the habitable area of California, excluding the desert.
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Convinced by his travels that the remaining non-desert parts of the state were as
“surprisingly bountiful and the aboriginal population correspondingly large” as the
Mission strip, Merriam suggested a California Indian population figure of not less
than 200,000 at the end of the Mission period. He added a collective 10,000 souls for
the Modoc, Washoo, Paiute, and Shoshonean tribes of the eastern Sierra, and the
Mohave and Yuma of the lower Colorado borderland, arriving at a total of 210,000.
Merriam worked backward from this number to obtain a figure for 1769, taking into
account the “startlingly high” death rate reflected by the Mission records. “It would
seem a conservative estimate,” he wrote in 1905, “to assume that during the 65 years
of Mission rule the decrease had amounted to 10,000 persons.” Adding this to his
1834 estimate “gives for the whole state at the time of its discovery a probable
population of 260,000.” Working forward, Merriam used the authority of three
officials in Indian affairs to state the Indian population in 1850 as the mean of their
numbers, 88,750; Merriam then quoted Hittell’s 1856 native population estimate at
48,100. Conceding errors in the Federal Census data, Merriam nonetheless tracked
the aboriginal population decline from 31,338 in 1860 to the nadir previously stated
for 1900, 15,377; Twitchell updated his readers with the Federal census figure of
1920, giving 17,360. Merriam used his table of numbers thus constructed to deduce
“the shrinkage of the native population” over the period 1834 to 1849 “at the
appalling rate of more than 7,000 a year.” Interestingly, Merriam showed more
concern for the disposition of the neophytes liberated by secularization than the
gentiles killed by disease. He rejected the hypothesis that the Indians who left the
Missions assimilated into other populations, wild or mestizo; he concluded instead
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that they failed to cope with their new circumstances, and “the great bulk of Mission
Indians perished in their own territory.” Merriam recognized that this magnitude of
decrease was “almost incredible.” He rhetorically asked if additional contemporary
evidence existed, speculating that it would relate “to smallpox and other diseases, …
to cold-blooded massacres by both Spaniards and Americans, … and to the
destruction of life.” Twitchell devoted the last third of his essay to Merriam’s
question: “What was the disease that wiped out the Indian tribes?”26
Here Twitchell presented a puzzle as he enumerated the possibilities:
Warner calls it a malignant remittent fever. Edwards, an intermittent fever.
De Mofras heard it was a disease resembling cholera visited upon a syphilized
people. The fever of which Mr. Young's party [of 1832-33] suffered was not
a fatal one. His party was down, but not out. In Colonel Edward’s party one
or two were down, but they apparently did not die. The disease which
attacked the Indians killed.
Malaria is not to be thought of. It is never so fatal and never comes in such
waves. 27

Dr. Henry Harris, the foremost authority of his day on California medical
history, tacitly concurred in his 1932 discussion of that decade in the Mexican period:
26
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Cholera morbus, prevailing in Mexico in 1833 and anticipated that year in
California, led to considerable hygenic effort by the government.… At
Monterey, … a provisional public hospital was also ordered, but … as the
fears of an epidemic subsided—for fortunately the disease did not arrive—this
order was never carried out, as it does not appear in the fiscal account of that
time. With an epidemic of some unknown sort raging from 1829 to 1833,
killing many thousand Indians, the government seems not to have concerned
itself. It was very likely influenza, and the white men recovered. 28

Sherburne Cook, an iconoclastic Ph.D. in physiology, deferred to this
judgment in 1943:
Shortly after 1830, epidemic plagues did get into the interior with devastating
results. The first outstanding epidemic was … the so-called “pandemic of
1833.” Just what was the infection has never been determined. It certainly
was not smallpox, but was designated variously as “cholera,” “fever and
ague,” “remittent fever.” Dr. E.W. Twitchell, who has studied the visitation
from the standpoint of a physician, rules out malaria and smallpox and admits
the possibility of cholera and typhus. Nevertheless, he finally refuses to
commit himself definitely.
Cook was evidently ill at ease with this ambiguity. In a long, five-paragraph
footnote, he continued to muse,
Twitchell’s opinion may be subject to some revision. His arguments against
malaria and smallpox may be accepted. But his suggestion concerning typhus
and cholera is subject to some doubt…. Typhus … had been known to
inhabitants of Mexico since Cortes, as “matlazahuatl.” Its presence has not
been recorded in the missions, and if it appeared in the valley, the Californians
probably would have recognized it.
Cook rejected Twitchell’s argument for cholera because it was based on a
“common water supply,” demonstrably not the case in the Sacramento and San
Joaquin valleys. Moreover, to anticipate the evidence below in Work’s journal of
close contact with the aboriginal people and their habitat, cholera would have almost

Oregon at the end of 1832. We shall see another similar anomaly in the evidence, in the same time
frame, when we examine Work’s journal.
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certainly caused much higher mortality in the “Fur Brigade.” True to form, the
brilliant interdisciplinary thinker concluded,
The most likely solution seems to be some air-borne or contact infection with
a high fever and rapid course. Since we possess not a single account detailing
specific symptoms, any further attempt at diagnosis would be the purest
speculation. 29

Cook himself had earlier identified malaria as the cause of a 1742 epidemic in
Baja California. He had even remarked, “That disease would spread to the interior
was inherent in the entire situation. Indeed, it is remarkable that violent epidemics
did not occur much earlier than they did.”30 Why were fine scientific medical minds,
well informed on modern concepts of infection and fully immersed in the germ theory
paradigm of the twentieth century, so reluctant to accept so obvious a possibility as
malaria?
First, unlike the extensive European experience with malaria, the 1833 disease
killed native Californians. It is now understood that an unstable form of malaria
transmitted by the protozoan parasite Plasmodium falciparum, characterized in the
medical literature as “malignant tertian, estivo-autumnal” malaria, can cause “severe
seasonal or periodic epidemics” with “severe morbidity and mortality in all age
groups.”31 By 1900, the malady and its domain were well known to the American
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medical and geographical community. “During the nineteenth century malaria was
one of the most common diseases in North American and reached a peak of
endemicity in California about 1880.”32 Also, the terms “remittent fever” and “fever
and ague” were synonymous with malaria. However, Cook was correct when he said
no detailed description of the 1833 symptoms was yet available.
Second, the focus on California tended to overlook the connection in plain
sight with Oregon’s epidemic of 1830 and the well-documented efficacy of quinine
there. Oregon had not escaped the attention of the prominent ethnologist James
Mooney. Mooney recounted “an epidemic of fever, said to have been due to plowing
operations by the whites at Fort Vancouver, spread along the whole Columbia region
below the Dalles, the whole Willamette Valley, and … the coast and central region as
far south as California.” Philip Leget Edwards made the connection in 1837 when he
recorded in his diary that “This disease seems to have prevailed with like fatality from
the Bay of San Francisco to the Columbia River.” Edwards said that “intermittent
fever” had been unknown in the Columbia before 1829. Robert T. Boyd showed that
“fever and ague” arrived in the Pacific Northwest, almost certainly by sea from the
Far East, about September, 1830. In Oregon, “despite discernable parallel trends of
thought, three different diseases [had] been proposed as the most likely candidates for
fever and ague,” wrote Boyd, “the anthropologists … unaware of the research of the
doctors, judging by their bibliographies, and vice versa.” Boyd cited the research of
Oregonian Dr. Edward Hodgson, who found it “’difficult to avoid the decision that
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the illness was malaria.’” Hodgson, like so many contemporary observers including
the highly experienced Hudson’s Bay Company trapper-explorer Peter Skene Ogden,
accounted for the high Indian mortality with pneumonia induced by the temescal.
Another researcher noted by Boyd suggested the cold plunge caused shock in the
feverish bather. Mooney restored the connection that was always there. This
connection catalyzed a complete understanding of the 1833 California aboriginal
epidemic. Fort Vancouver was the home of the Hudson’s Bay Company and John
Work.33
Third, the California aboriginal ethnographic model did not support the
known mode of transmission of malaria. Cook provided the basic epidemiological
rationale:
Since avenues of infection were wide open for many years, the explanation of
the relative immunity of Indians in the field, as opposed to those of the
missions, must lie in the difference between the two environments. In the
mission the great masses of individuals were placed in close contact; in the
native habitat they were widely scattered.
An infected aboriginal carrier did not travel far enough, or in sufficient
numbers, to deliver the disease in epidemic proportions to his or her neighbors. “No
northern Californian would go far from his home,” explained anthropologist A.L.
Kroeber in 1925, speaking of the eastern Pomo, western Maidu, and intervening
Wintun, tribes that inhabited the Sacramento valley region in present day Napa,
Solano, Yolo, Sacramento, and Sutter counties. “Even within a man’s ken, half the
33
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villages were likely to be hostile or under suspicion.” Powers had noticed the
linguistic impact of the California aboriginal demographic fragmentation. Working
with the Nishi- nam, just south of the Maidu, he had discovered that “a vocabulary
taken down on Feather River will lose three-fourths of its words before it reaches the
Consumnes.” Ethnologist James Mooney outlined a practical shift of reference to
solve the residential border problem. While “throughout most of California tribal
organization was so loose, and the bands so many, … that it is almost impossible to
differentiate by tribes,” the solution was to “deal with linguistic stocks or territorial
groups.” Kroeber advanced the term tribelet to denote the typical small linguistic or
territorial village community. As archaeologist Richard F. Heizer made clear in
1966, both facets of social boundary synthesis were usually necessary, since some
tribes or bands spilled over natural boundaries. Heizer pointed to water drainage
patterns as the best general guide to physical lines of tribal demarcation. The
ethnographic picture of California tribelets grouped together and superimposed on the
state map formed a corresponding topography of linguistic stocks. Indeed, as
Kroeber showed, roughly the same composition nicely illustrated the impact of
California aboriginal population decline (Map 2). 34
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From the Columbia basin, Sherburne Cook observed in 1955, “the malaria
took a long jump, in both space and time” to the Sacramento valley. Cook
elaborated:
With regard to the spatial aspect no infective Anopheles mosquitoes were to
be found in the intervening region. For the temporal aspect it is clear either
that human carriers had to proceed from the Columbia to the Sacramento
basin or that new malarial subjects had to enter California from the Rocky
Mountain and Great Basin territory.

Cook already ruled out human carriers from the Mission strip; the disease was
evidently not present on the California coast at that time, and expeditions from there
were little more than punitive incursions hunting neophyte horse thieves, rarely
making contact with the “gentile” aboriginal population of the interior. Cook’s
medical training as a physiologist took him directly to the central epidemiological
question, stated without a question mark: “Did enough persons of American and
Canadian affiliation enter California from 1829 to 1833 to create a high probability of
contaminating the Sacramento Valley mosquito pool with the malaria organism.”
Cook did not hesitate: “The answer must be in the affirmative.”35
Cook had spent the years since his 1943 deference to Twitchell’s “mysterious
pestilence of 1833” working in his academic field, physiology, and also his chosen
avocation, Indian anthropology and archaeology, much of it in Mexico. What
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development now encouraged Cook to return to this question, and to speak with such
confidence about the California aboriginal epidemic? 36
Seven figures of western exploration and the fur trade stand as potential
candidates for Cook’s human messengers of malaria. First among the candidates is
Jedediah Smith. Both of Smith’s California expeditions preceded the arrival of
malaria on the Pacific Coast in 1830, with no record of the disease among them.
Smith explored northward along the San Joaquin and Sacramento river valleys,
bending west near present Crescent City to enter Oregon, where the Umpqua
Massacre occurred in the Summer of 1828. Smith was on his way out of Oregon by
the Spring of 1829. Peter Skene Ogden led a Hudson’s Bay Company fur trapping
expedition northward through the central valley in 1829-1830 after a long
circumnavigation of the Sierras, but this was also before “fever and ague” appeared
on the Columbia; Ogden’s journals of this arduous trek were lost on his return
crossing of The Dalles. Another Hudson’s Bay Company man, Alexander McLeod,
following the Pit River route, trapped the upper Sacramento before Ogden arrived,
but he too lost his portage—and his job—on the return leg. The California expedition
of Joseph Reddeford Walker crossed the Sierras in early September 1833 above
Yosemite, descending to the San Joaquin valley between the Merced and Tuolumne
rivers. The Walker party followed the San Joaquin River to its mouth at the
Sacramento River, and then proceeded west to the region of the San Pablo and San
Francisco bays, at last turning south to winter near Monterey and San Juan Batista.
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The relatively detailed and extensive narrative of the Walker expedition by Zenas
Leonard noted no encounter with disease among the Indians. In 1834 Walker exited
California through the south pass named for him, above the Kern River valley. 37
While Walker was in the vicinity of Suisun Bay, he encountered George
Yount, the first European settler in the Napa Valley, apparently bound east to trap in
the mountains. This meeting can be dated exactly, because members of both groups
recorded their joint observation of the spectacular meteor shower of November 12,
1833. Yount’s “memoir” of his central valley peregrinations in late 1833 as
published by Charles L. Camp, while not geographically precise or stylistically
refined, contained this corroboration of Warner’s report of the devastation caused by
pestilence.
On ascending the rivers San Joaquin and Sacramento (in the year 1833) a
most heartrending and melancholy scene presented itself—Within the
preceding year, a disease had prevailed…. No where upon the face of the
globe was it more fatal than among the natives of California—On the two
rivers above named, and also on the Yuba, Feather and American and Merced
and Tuolomny [sic] rivers previously to the year of Yount’s arrival, a
population swarmed probably more dense than in any other portion of
America—But they fell before the awful pestilence like grass before the
mower, and disappeared like dew before a midday sun—Whole tribes were
exterminated…. They resorted to their charms and flocked to their sweat
houses, and there, in groups of several hundreds, would dance frantic around a
blazing fire … the malady would seize them, and they would fall down in the
agonies of death, till the sweat house could contain no more—First they
would bury the dead then they resorted to the practice of burning the bodies in
heaps of several hundreds, and at last, in dispair [sic], they would flee from
them to the mountains, where many sickened and died; while a remnant who
survived wandered desolate and forlorn to bemoan their deceased
companions—The bodies of untold thousands lay whitening the plains and
fertile vallies [sic] in some instances in scattered groupes [sic], and in other
37
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cases, might be seen in heaps of the dead…. So impregnated was the
atmosphere with the effluvia of decomposing and putrid human bodies, that it
was almost impossible to navigate the rivers, Deserted and desolate villages
stood tenantless all over the vallies—
Only a very small remnant of the natives survived and when Yount
first ascended the rivers all was silent at the house of death—
Yount, although possessed of many skills and much experience, was
apparently illiterate. His “memoir,” not a strictly chronological narrative, set down in
Yount’s later years by Episcopalian minister Orange Clark, refers to Yount
throughout in the third person. Yount’s attribution of the pestilence to cholera was
not entirely illogical, because the disease had been deemed a threat to the Pacific
Coast by Monterey, as Henry Harris had recorded. Cholera had broken out from its
endemic home in India and traveled to Europe and America in 1832. 38
J.J. Warner with Ewing Young’s expedition was in the central valley of
northern Alta California in 1832. The dense aboriginal communities Warner saw
along the banks of the Sacramento River would be gone by the winter of the next
year. Ewing Young approached the Sacramento valley from the south but turned
west to the coast at the Feather River, and entered Oregon via Smith’s route late in
the year. Warner reported “a large party of the Hudson Bay Company’s trappers
from Fort Vancouver” on the Sacramento River in the autumn of 1832. 39
John Work’s “Fur Brigade to the Bonaventura” entered California above the
Pit River in October 1832. Work had departed Fort Vancouver in August with
38
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several cases of “fever and ague” among his trappers and their entourage, and the
expedition passed through other infected Oregon villages on their way south. The
“Fur Brigade” was virtually a mobile village, large by California aboriginal standards,
without question a human reservoir of malaria. On January 22, 1833, Work gave his
complement—another Hudson’s Bay Company party under Michel Laframboise had
joined Work’s people in California—to be 46 men, 34 women, an amazing 60
children, and 23 Indians, a total of 163 persons. Seeking beaver pelts, they traversed
the river valley and coastal range of northern Alta California for nearly a year. In the
fall of 1832 and the summer of 1833, this mounted, armed, and infected, European
village passed through almost every Indian habitat in the vicinity of the Sacramento
River north of the mouth of the Stanislaus (Map 3).
Three criteria guide the consideration of these candidates as an answer to
Cook’s question: (1) the presence of malaria in the human reservoir; (2) the duration
of the malaria infection in the human host; (3) the range of flight of the insect vector
of malaria, the Anopheles mosquito. The duration of the human infection by
Plasmodium falciparum, the protozoan source of tertian, estivo-autumnal malaria, the
most virulent form of the disease, is “seldom more than one year.” There was no
evidence of malaria on the Pacific coast of northern Alta California before its 1830
arrival in Oregon, so Smith, McLeod, and Ogden are ruled out by criteria (1) and (2).
Walker did not enter California from the Pacific Northwest in 1833, and no malady of
“fever and ague” among his companions or the Indians they encountered was
recorded by his clerk Leonard. Similarly, there is no such record in Yount’s
39
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memoirs, until the result of the disease was observed in late 1833. Thus Walker and
Yount are ruled out by criterion (1). As discussed in note 9, Warner and the Young
expedition did not experience the sickness itself until they reached Oregon in late
1832; upon their return to California in 1833, they observed the devastation of an
epidemic that had preceded them. Therefore, there is reason to believe that the
malaria infection was present in the Young expedition as they descended the
Bonaventura. However, as Warner recounted, almost all the Indians were already
dead, so any survivors would likewise already be infected. The 1837 diary of
Edwards provides some evidence that malaria became endemic in northern Alta
California after 1833, at least for a time. So Warner and Young, probably infected,
were in the right place but at the wrong time. Also, Warner did not mention
mosquitoes in 1874 or 1908. Work returned to the Sacramento near the mouth of the
Mokelumne in the summer of 1833, soon to be sorely afflicted by hordes of
mosquitoes. Only the fur trapping expedition of John Work, also infected, arrived at
the right place at the right time to meet criterion (3). 40
John Work’s journal of the expedition of 1832 and 1833, edited and annotated
by Alice Bay Maloney, first appeared in the pages California Historical Society
Quarterly under the title “Fur Brigade to the Bonaventura.” Work’s journal is the
critical primary source for what we know about the epidemic among the Alta
California Indians. In June 1943, Alice Bay Maloney published a short biography,
“John Work of the Hudson’s Bay Company, Leader of the California Brigade of
1832-33.” Her “Fur Brigade to the Bonaventura, John Work’s California Expedition

spring and summer 1833.
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of 1832-33 for the Hudson’s Bay Company,” followed in five successive issues of the
California Historical Society Quarterly.
The record of European-Indian interactions in Work’s journal establishes that
communities, groups, or individuals from each side were almost always within the
Anopheline flying range of “several miles.”41 Indian horse stealing ventures and
other dicey episodes of trapper-aboriginal relations show that the Indians kept close to
Work’s people for most of their time in California. Given the effective range of both
sides’ weapons, the constant violence is evidence of the frequent intimate contact of
the trappers and the Indians. Only three months out of the fifteen chronicled daily by
Work, and none in the last six months, lack an entry that refers to some form of
violent interaction with native people. Work’s journal is infused by the constant
threat of violence. Chart 3, construction described below, accentuates this point with
surprising clarity.
Within a month of entering California, on November 24, 1832, Work
observed what appeared to be an inter-tribal slave raid. On December 31, 1832, one
of Laframboise’s men fought with Indian robbers. On March 7, 1833, a "large camp
of Indians” was observed on Willow Creek, where “nearly all the men were gone to
war to the Northward." The intensity of the Fur Brigade’s encounters with Indians
grew throughout the spring of 1833. On May 21, ten of Work's trappers were "met by
an immense number of Indians all armed with bows and spears with their faces
blackened and war caps of feathers on their heads and raised such a hideous war yell,
and had such a hostile appearance … that the men … retreated, while the Indians
40
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were endeavoring to surround them." On the night before June 25, seven horses were
“stolen by Indians.” Work “gave the men orders to shoot every Indian they find
approaching the camp or the horses in the night." The horse-thieving led to a serious
escalation of the violence in July, 1833. Work wrote on July 10, "Notwithstanding
our wish to pass through the country peacably, we will be obliged to go to war with
these daring scoundrels." The boldness and numbers of the Indians increased. On
July 24, Work made the decision to return home. "The Indians are becoming
troublesome and we are very short of ammunition." July 25 saw another Indian
fight, with casualties. "There might be about 80 to 90 Indians. These wounds even
when slight are often very dangerous as the arrows are frequently poisoned." The
next day, the Fur Brigade counter-attacked. Work recorded on July 26 a village of
"near forty huts burnt, some of the Indians killed and several wounded and 21 horses
taken--among them are 4 of those … stolen from us." With this bit of revenge taken,
direct action by Work’s people against the Indians ended.
Indian horse stealing and exchanges of ball over powder with arrows rose to a
crescendo as the malarial curtain fell on the Sacramento valley. In August, the
mosquitoes would claim the victory over the villages.
Work’s journal gives a full description of the intermittent fever that followed
him and his heavily infected “people” from Fort Vancouver to French Camp and
back.42 There is no doubt the party embarked on August 17, 1832, with the infection.
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The journal entry for August 21, 1832, logged their crossing at The Dalles, adding,
“There are a great many Indians here at present, some few of them have the ague.
Our sick men are recovering very slowly.” Ireland’s serpent was among them; the
entry for August 28 showed that the malady was often compound, “Several of the
men … taken ill. Some with the fever and some with a cold which is very prevalent
about the place and seems to be infectious.” In the first fifty-seven days of the
journal, fever among Work’s people is mentioned in 27 entries (47% of the entries).
From July 31, 1833, to the end of the journal on October 31, 1833, a period of 92
days, fever among the people is mentioned in 67 entries (73% of the entries). From
October 12, 1832, to July 31, 1833, there is no unambiguous mention of “the fever.”
Around April 10, 1833, near the Napa River in “stormy cold weather” there is a ten
day spell of “the ague” (shakes) and “a very severe cold among the people that is
nearly as bad.” On April 14, Work noted, “I am attacked myself with a very severe
cold.” The weather, the season, and its isolated incidence, indicate this sickness was
exactly what Work said it was, a bad cold going around. Sherburne Cook agreed,
hazarding his guess that “the April flurry was caused by a nonmalarial organism.”43
There is a more problematic entry on December 2, 1832, a rare entry where sickness
is present among Indians but not the whites. The late autumn weather, “showery …
heavy rain,” in northern Butte County near Pine Creek was not at all conducive to
malaria. Work had crossed the linguistic boundary between Yana and Maidu. His
keen eye, good ear, native savvy, and natural intelligence very evident, Work wrote in
part,
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Passed several camps of Indians—there are also some encamped not far from
us and have wears [weirs] constructed in the small river for catching fish. The
natives here seem to speak a different language from those farther up the river
but like them are mostly naked except a small piece of skin about their
shoulders—those near us are collecting wood for their winter houses and carry
immense loads on their heads. There appears to be some sickness resembling
an ague prevailing among them.
Does this entry refer to the epidemic disease that will appear among the
California Indians in the coming summer? Can it be the harbinger of what Warner
would find? Most likely, they have the shakes from some lesser seasonal ailment; at
worst, they are ill from some additional, albeit potentially epidemic germ44 brought to
them from the north by a native traveler. Later, when the disease struck the Fur
Brigade again, Work gave this description of its symptoms on August 13, 1833:
“Some of the sick are a little better but four others have fallen ill, it appears to be a
kind of fever, the patients are attacked with pain in all their bones and a violent
headache … there are also two people ill with the ague.” On August 27, 1833 Work
reported himself taken ill, “I have been for some days unwell myself with a violent
head ache and pains in all my bones.”
Although the malady became very severe in August, “making in all 72 ill” by
August 24, it is difficult to assess how many fatalities it directly caused among
Work’s people. Hippocratic symptoms definitely appeared. A very young and
sickly boy died on August 20 “not of the fever.” On August 25 an “Old Caiause
Indian called the Berdach … lost all heart shortly after he was taken ill and refused
any kind of sustenance, and could not resist.” Trapper C. Groslui “was taken ill” on
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September 7, yet by September 12, possibly self-medicating in the native way, he had
“nearly recovered, but exerted himself too much with his horses and imprudently
went into the water, he has … relapsed again and is worse than at first, during last
night and today he has bled profusely at the mouth and nose.” By September 14, “C.
Groslui is too weak to be moved” and on September 17 he died “suddenly.” Another
trapper, P. Bernie, “so weak that he had to be tied on his horse,” died on September
26 “during the first watch last night.” On October 1, Work wrote that the wife of
trapper A. Longtain, “bleeding at the nose and mouth that could scarcely be stopped,”
was so ill that she was “not expected to live over a few hours.” Nine days later, hellbent for home and gaining altitude, Work was able to record that “Some of the sick
particularly the children, are getting a good deal better,” but, sadly, a “boy of Jos.
Rocquebin’s, 16 months old died of the fever last night.”
To attempt to construct a clearer picture of what happened in and around the
Fur Brigade in 1832 and 1833, and perhaps to gain a better sense of Work’s
perspective of events and the shape of the evidence he provides, I compiled a brief list
of possibly relevant factors and their number of occurrences in Work’s journal
entries. The goal of this analysis is historiographical visibility, not statistical validity:
I wanted to see what Work was writing about, how much, and when. Seven specific
factors are selected. Two are meteorological, (1) Warm, and (2) Wet. One pertains
to the incidence of sickness among the whites, (3) People Fever. Each mention of a
direct or proximate Indian encounter, (4) Indian Contact. One factor pertains to the
observation of sickness among the Indians, (5) Indian Fever. One factor counts the
mention of mosquitoes, (6) Mosquitos. The last factor, (7) Violence, captures every
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episode that portrayed actual violence or carried the potential for violence, such as
horse stealing attempts. Table 1 exhibits the raw count by entry of these factors in
John Work’s journal, from August 17, 1832 to October 31, 1833.
Chart 1 exhibits the two factors of weather, “Warm” and “Wet,” and the factor
of “Mosquitos” as the vector of transmission of malaria. The appearance of
mosquitoes is highly correlated to the warmest months of the year. The development
of the malaria parasite in the mosquito, and its ability to transmit the infection, is
dependent on atmospheric temperature and humidity, in turn influenced by
seasonality and altitude. “Development of the plasmodium is inhibited or prevented
by a temperature of 60 degrees F. or less.” Two malaria parasites, “prevalent in hot,
moist lowlands,” were possible in the “mountainous tropical” environment of the
California central valley. Plasmodium vivax appears in the spring; P. falciparum
appears in the late summer and early autumn. Optimum temperature for P. vivax is
77 degrees F., for P. falciparum 86 degrees F. Work’s journal entries for June
through August 1833 contain a reference to the high heat almost every day. Since P.
vivax thrives in more temperate, higher altitudes, where P. falciparum “generally
disappears,” the evidence of Krober’s map and the eyewitness accounts militate for
the deadlier P. falciparum as the choice for Alta California in the late summer of
1833.45
The onslaught of mosquitoes began on June 1, 1833. On June 6, near present
day Stockton and the Mokolumne River, Work wrote, “we crossed the river below a
large Indian camp … much annoyed during the heat of the day by sandflies and now
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by swarms of Musquitoes which are like to devour us.” From June 1 to August 23,
1833, 72 days, mosquitoes are mentioned in 23 entries, some such phrase as “we are
like to be devoured” often included (32% of the entries).
Chart 2 exhibits the factors of “Mosquitos” as the vector of transmission of
malaria and the two factors of infection, “People Fever” and “Indian Fever.” In 1833,
the recrudescence of malaria among the Europeans and the onset of the epidemic
among the Indians, observed by Work as he desperately turned for home, is clearly
correlated with the rapidly increasing presence of mosquitoes, delayed by the
respective intrinsic (human blood) and extrinsic (Anopheline gut) incubation periods.
The incubation period in man for “malignant tertian” malaria is 9-15 days, average
about 12 days. Generally, the Anopheline “extrinsic period of incubation requires 8
to 21 days,” with P. falciparum given as “seven to ten days.” Malaria, endemic in
Work’s mobile village, was transmitted by a vast number of mosquitoes within a few
weeks to the aboriginal villages along Work’s path of retreat up the Sacramento. 46
In August, the Indian villages felt the full force of the epidemic as more and
more of Work’s people suffered relapses. On August 1, 1833, Work noted, “A great
many of the Indians are sick some of them with the fever.” By August 6, he had
ordered his people to avoid the Indian villages. That day he wrote,
Some sickness prevails among the Indians on feather river. The villages
which were so populous and swarming with inhabitants when we passed that
way in Jany or Febry last now seem almost deserted and have a desolate
appearance. It is not starvation .... We are unable to learn the malady or its
cause.
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Maloney annotated the last sentence, citing Twitchell, “Work here notes the
depopulation of the lower Feather River Indian villages, caused by a pestilence which
afflicted the natives throughout the whole interior valley.” It appears that the rapid
social impact of the epidemic on the Indians—the abandonment of their villages if not
its lethality—confused Work; he did not recognize the sickness as his own. Work’s
last eyewitness testimony to the California aboriginal epidemic is dated August 14,
1833 and reads in part:
The heat was as great as ever, a sort of haze in the atmosphere and not a
breath of wind.—Proceeded on our journey and made another very long days
march, indeed we could not find water to make it shorter except along side of
an Indian village and the villages we by all means avoid on account of the
sickness prevailing among them. The natives along here seem even more
wretched than those on feather river, the villages seem almost wholly
depopulated.—The unhappy wretches are found in ones or twos in little
thickets of bushes, and the men found two one of whom was dead and the
other nearly so. The bodies of others were found partly devoured by the
wolves.… Here there is the materials for a fishing wear [weir] collected and
prepared but probably the poor wretches were unable to construct it.

Work’s final entry regarding the Indian sickness confirms the veracity of J.J.
Warner as a witness to the details of the devastation. Work found himself at the core
of a stunning human catastrophe.
An alternate explanation for the emergence, if not the extent, of the epidemic
derived from Warner’s account, however unlikely, may still seem possible. Warner’s
placement of the epidemic as far south as Kings River, written forty years after the
fact, seems not to be confirmed by any other passing observer in 1833, particularly
Zenas Leonard, who came quite near that vicinity with Walker. But Warner’s
observation that the corpses appeared “fresher” in a southerly direction along the
banks of the Sacramento must be taken seriously. In this context, Work’s December
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2, 1832 entry, noted above, of “some sickness resembling an ague prevailing among”
the northern Maidu assumes a different significance. This southbound scenario
would require that the indubitable late summer 1833 malaria outbreak was localized
to the mobile neighborhood of Work’s people, and the sickness observed by Work in
December 1832 was cholera, typhus, or influenza, or an extremely improbable—
owing to the season—dual track of malaria. 47 Flu-like symptoms did occur among
the Fur Brigade in April 1833, but never cholera. Cholera required a common water
supply, but also would have been too deadly to mistake. This isolated Indian
epidemic would have progressed southward, parallel to Work’s track in roughly the
same timeframe. By the evidence we have in Work’s journal, this putative lethal
disease failed to deter the native Californians’ vigorous program of horse stealing and
harassment, even as the devastation slowly advanced southward throughout the first
half of 1833. Work did not remark upon it during his prolonged loiter at the Buttes
(Map 3) as he waited for the vast flood of the spring rains to recede. This
hypothetical disease finally crossed Work’s path at the Feather River when he turned
for home in August. If it existed at all, given the season, this alternate epidemic
would most probably have been influenza, its effects renewed and enhanced by
malaria in the late summer.
“A preoccupation with disease … has fostered a simplistic view of Native
American population dynamics,” wrote anthropologist Russell Thornton in 1997. In
the footsteps of Merriam, Thornton demonstrated that modest rates of decline over a
few decades could easily achieve the demographic outcome of a season’s catastrophic
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epidemic or a chauvinist politician’s nasty brutish and short career’s worth of vicious
genocide. “A more appropriate focus,” scolded Thornton, is colonialism. 48
Wherever the extraction of wealth is at the cost of another culture, violence
dominates human interactions. On the Bonaventura were all the consequences of
colonization, the pathos and compassion of conquest and catastrophe, and the irony of
innocent ignorance. Indians, suspicious even of their own kind, hostile to the next
village, crept into the poisonous camp of their mortal enemy to steal. John Work’s
avowed intention was to punish perceived Indian transgressions; he was low on
ammunition, but full of malaria parasites. The health effects of colonization, a triple
combination of the Mission system, the “Fur Brigade” epidemic of 1833, and the
unrestrained violence to come in the Gold Rush era, resulted in the demographic
collapse of California Native American people. Decades before the determined
conflict between Native American culture and European westward expansion
remorselessly drove down the number of bison to starve the Plains Indians into
submission, the incidental infection of Hudson’s Bay Company trappers in countless
Anopheles mosquitoes swept many thousands of northern Alta California Indians into
oblivion.
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Map 2. Aboriginal Alta California.
The geography of demographic catastrophe. Kroeber’s map of Indian population
decrease follows linguistic stock boundaries.
Source: A.L. Kroeber, Handbook of the Indians of California, Figure 72, 887.
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Map 3. Trail of the Fur Brigade.
The progress of John Work’s Fur Brigade in Northern Alta California.
Map source: www.geology.com
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Chart 1. Journal entries by weather and vector.

Chart 2. Journal entries by vector and infection.
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Chapter 5
Medicine, Poetry, And Insanity

The confrontation with the uncertain cause and communicability of epidemic
disease did not exhaust the medical arsenal of the early nineteenth century American
physician. “The popular geography of health,” suggested Conevery Bolton Valencius
at the turn of the twenty-first century, “was integrated with a cosmology of the body
in which balance and management were governing principles.”1 Valencius found that
the nineteenth century American concerned with health attempted to maintain a
“delicate matrix of interaction” between the forces working on the human body and
the natural world. These manifold forces were amplified on the frontier, asserted
J.B.DeC.M. Saunders, where before 1848 agrarianism dominated the “vision of the
future American Empire,” with “social and political theory guiding Western
expansion.”2 Valencius quoted an 1843 review of the influence of climate on
endemic disease in the United States in Daniel Drake’s Western Journal of Medicine
of Medicine and Surgery:
From the days of Hippocrates, the records of medical philosophy demonstrate
that the phenomena of life … that the moral, intellectual, and physical
capacities of man are subject to the influence of those causes, the aggregate of
which constitutes climate. 3
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“With the same intensity,” as Valencius put it, “with which they scrutinized bowel
movements or symptoms of fever, Americans of the early nineteenth century
observed specific aspects of the natural world.” Valencius argued that since “both
body and environment were in thrall to similar forces,” the “categorical differences
between natural world and individual self” were “blurred.” In the context of the
development of agriculture on the frontier, “cultivation cured wilderness.”4
But cultivation did not cure disease right away. The force of frontier
expansion felt the opposite force of fever. “The reputation of the West for
unhealthfulness,” R. Carlyle Buley wrote in 1934, “was the one important factor to be
weighed in the balance against the powerful appeals of fortune and freedom.”5 Often
the best land with good, well-watered soil promised the most sickness. Valencius
quoted an 1816 letter from a St. Louis settler to a Kentucky friend that reported
“nearby bottomland was ‘one of the most desirable places a farmer could wish—
but—Fever and ague is prevalent in it.’”6 Buley quoted an Edwardsville, Illinois
farmer in 1819, “’The principal objection I have to this country is its unhealthiness
the months of Aug. & Sept. are generally very sickly.’” Buley recited the typical
symptoms of the intermittent fever, lassitude, cold sensations increasing until the
teeth chattered, later “raging heat with racking head pains and aching back,” and
finally “copious sweating and a return to normality.”7 Folks would say, “He ain’t
sick, he’s only got the ager.” Under frontier conditions, Erwin Ackerknecht noted,
“just at its height malaria was so common that by many it was no longer regarded as a
4
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disease at all and therefore, of course, not recorded as such.”8 This often led to
confused diagnoses as well as inaccurate record keeping, especially later when
typhoid tended to dominate in settled places yet to possess basic water and sewage
infrastructure.
“This is a classic example,” said Ackerknecht, “of how an objectively
dangerous and burdensome bodily condition can subjectively, by social convention,
even lose the character of a disease.”9 People treated the experience of fever and
ague as a commonplace of frontier life:
“’And on every day there, as sure as day would break,
Their neighbor “Ager” came that way, inviting them to shake.’”10

Ackerknecht saw “an important spiritual factor” in this pragmatic frontier acceptance.
“The disregard for human life” on the frontier, he said, “also made for disregard of
malaria. By the better element pioneering was regarded as a kind of crusade.”11
Medical treatment, said Buley, was “domestic and primitive.” Therapeutic
medicine, no more efficacious than that practiced by Rush, lagged rather far behind
the first bold steps of early nineteenth century medical philosophy and anatomical
physiology, or even the tentative empirical suppositions of clinical pathology.
Pioneers usually treated themselves with folk remedies and Indian lore, “The
frontiersman, self reliant and proud, and often poor, was reluctant to call for the
doctor until after all home remedies had failed.” The panoply of these remedies for
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everything from eruptive fevers (measles, scarlet fever, or, God forbid, smallpox) to
dyspepsia and dysentery included sheep dung tea (“nanny tea”), an external
application of cayenne peppers, and an internal dose of “good old spiritous liquor.”
The curative thrusts of the doctor, finally summoned, were hardly easier on the
suffering patient’s constitution than the folk remedies, or the illness. Buley conjured
the figure of “the country doctor, who practiced his profession in fair weather and
foul” on his pioneer circuit:
Wolves and wildcats might keep him company on the solitary night journeys
… but his nerves were steady and weird cries were not so dangerous as
overhanging branches, hidden holes, or swollen streams… Tireless, fearless,
often gruff, yet sympathetic, the doctor maintained a personal relationship
with his people more intimate and vital than did minister or lawyer, and
though frequently short of learning, intolerant of rivals, and given to petty
quarrels, he was usually abundantly possessed of those qualities which made
his humanity triumph over both nature and human selfishness, and himself …
feared, loved, and venerated. His pay was uncertain, and when received, often
in the form of produce. 12
Healing treatment generally sought to focus the body’s recuperative powers by
pronounced irritation, as when “cauterizing infection and wounds it was the iron
heated to gray heat which was the most irritating and torturous, hence the most
effective.” For fever “the patient was bled until faint and relaxed, an emetic of ipecac
administered, then a cathartic (calomel), then opium to allay irritability of the internal
organs.” Even a curious bit of exaggerated homeopathy, the bane of the profession in
the nineteenth century13 , was practiced, for to cure the ague “it was necessary to bring
on the shakes,” as Buley quoted a contemporary recommendation for the Native
American temescal in disguise:
12
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“Carry then your patient into the passage between the two cabins … and strip
off all his clothes that he may lie naked in the cold air and upon a bare
sacking—and then and there pour over and upon him successive buckets of
cold spring water, and continue until he has a decided and pretty powerful
smart chance of a shake.”

“No indirect attacks, these, but frontal assaults,” Buley remarked, “That any
patients survived both disease and cure speaks wonders for their constitutions and
powers of resistance.”14
“Crusaders,” Ackerknecht affirmed, “are not easily driven back just by a
worldly disease.”15
“The emigration to the West is a perennial stream,” Daniel Drake proclaimed
in an important and widely disseminated 1834 lecture. “Civilization is a transforming
power, and wherever its wand is raised, the surface of the earth assumes a new
aspect.” The source of that transforming power lay in the “extended limits of the
West” which “exert on the mind that expanding influence … opening new sources of
observation, and establishing fresh and profitable modes of intellectual communion.”
Where “in old countries” the mind was “narrowed down,” in the West “the same
person is compelled to do many different things” and “the restraints employed by an
old social organization, do not exist.” Drake recognized that in transformation the
pristine “teeming and beautiful landscape of nature fades away like a dream of
poetry” to be replaced by the “useful but awkward creations of art.” Drake meant the
practical art of settlers, farmers and the builders of cities. He advocated an early
archaeological investigation of the mounds and other “monuments of ancient labor”
13
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by the Indians before “the action of the elements, and the still more destructive hand
of the rude pioneer” reduced them to the “level of the earth.” Drake outlined his view
of an ethnology of the tribes of native people already displaced, and of “those which
remain in more distant and savage portions of the Valley.” His ethnology
encompassed their geography and demography, but also “the lives and actions of their
chiefs and prophets, the motives of their wars” and “of profound philosophical
interest … their objections to our civilization, and the causes of their extinction or
exile, as may be found practicable.” (My italics.) Drake noted the disinterest in
property by the “tribes of hunters,” even as they seemed to claim the lands upon
which they hunted; from this he deduced that “men may be pastoral before they are
agricultural.” Concluding his “moment’s notice” of the Native Americans in his
rather lengthy talk on the vast increase of European inhabitants and the “incalculable
… augmentation of human happiness, within the limits of their country,” Drake
acknowledged “it was, indeed, their country,”
The sepulchre of their fathers—they loved it as we love it now, for it is worthy
of being loved; and they fought for it, as men who love their country will
fight: they were vanquished by us; and as magnanimous conquerors we should
do justice to their character, and transmit to posterity the story of their heroic
and sorrowful fate.

After a stentorian digression into a repetitious series of anecdotes of frontier
hardiness, Drake enumerated a long list of the “present and prospective
characteristics” of the West. Paraphrasing Drake’s robust verbosity, on his list he
counted: the striking colloquial language in the West, which was strong rather than
elegant; the central theme of nature; the vibrant practical business sense; the absence
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of relics of the past; the public imagination for new ideas; the Christian spirit and
liberal republicanism, whose “powerful energies … in the great cause of personal
freedom” placed the people “beyond the grasp of tyranny.” Drake ended his talk with
an eleventh prospective characteristic, the patriotism with which the “genius of our
constitution and laws” embraced the “natural and moral world.” He closed with an
invocation of the satisfaction to be taken by a life well-lived at the fulcrum of frontier
expansion, where a “sisterhood of states … forever united by our Great River, as the
Milky Way, whose image dances on the rippling waters, combines the stars of the sky
into one broad and sparkling firmament.”16
“’An undevout astronomer is mad,’” Elisha Bartlett lectured in Lowell,
Massachusetts, four years later, naming “the spirit of sacrifice a higher and more
difficult attainment than a knowledge of the stars.” Starting with the proposition that
“in the multiplex organization of human nature, the highest element is the moral and
religious element,” Bartlett spoke on the subject of the relative importance of
intellectual and moral education, “the head and the heart.” To him it seemed the one
had been stressed by educational institutions at the expense of the other, to the cost of
society at large. “Strength of mind receives the homage,” judged Bartlett, “which
properly and of right belongs to goodness of heart and greatness of soul.” The central
moral task of man, his “highest nature,” was harmony in the sphere of human
ecology, the “whole universe of matter and of mind, so far as we can understand it,
has been arranged and is governed in conformity to the principle of this harmonious
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development of all the human capacities, and the supremacy of the highest nature.”
Bartlett elaborated upon the critical harmonic sequence,
Men can be sure that the functions of their own bodies, the workings of their
own spirits, the events of Providence, and all the infinite operations and
processes of the outer universe, will minister to their happiness and their good,
only in so far as they are obedient to the condition of… Hope, … Faith, …
Love, linking him … with his brotherhood; Reverence … and Conscience….
Only by this obedience, full and unqualified, can man bring himself into
harmony with his position. 17

For Bartlett, the frontier imperative abroad in early nineteenth century
America was a moral force, the “living action” that determined the “duties we owe to
the cause of humanity.” The prescient modernity that sometimes sprung from
Bartlett’s thought was, as Drake might have said, striking: “Only by this radiance can
the clouds and darkness, which have so long rested upon nature, providence, and
man, be dispelled; only by the brooding of this spirit over the waste, shall the chaos
be turned to order, and the void be filled.” One drew one’s moral strength from this
reflexive, recursive harmony, a process Bartlett called adoration. “Each individual
power of the soul must be excited by means which operate directly upon itself,”
Bartlett said, “the very act of adoration imparting to the spirit something of the
excellence which it worships.”18
Shortly after he delivered this lecture, Bartlett acted upon his highest nature to
vigorously defend in print “the Lowell factory girls.” 19 The Boston Times and The
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Boston Quarterly Review had cast aspersions on the character of the young ladies
who sought work in the Lowell textile industry. Citing the moral and religious fiber
of the Lowell urban milieu, Bartlett declared that these women, drawn from the
Massachusetts cohort of unmarried 15- to 22-year-olds, “have an honest and
conservative pride in the preservation of their character and respectability as a
class.”20 Bartlett applied the numerical method to exhibit the encouraging moral
benefit yielded by positive marriage rates and favorable vital statistics.
Coupled to Drake’s transformation of nature, Bartlett’s transformation of
mind shaped an ideal physician’s frontier where “the inevitable ills … of life shall be
transformed into ministering angels.”21 Some physicians reached Alta California
before 1849 with this ideal intact.
The pressures of settlement and agricultural development flattened the
epidemic peaks of malaria on the frontier. Ackerknecht saw the “fundamentally
social character” of intense malaria transmission as part of “’the pioneering phase of
land occupation and development,’” yet the latter ultimately dampened intense
transmission. The non-lethality of the disease in Europeans was doubtless a factor, so
“the eradication of malaria from the Upper Mississippi Valley was to a large extent
the work of indirect measures undertaken without sanitary intentions: better
agricultural methods, cattle breeding [the Anopheles mosquito demonstrated an
affinity, if not preference, for cattle], better housing, screening, more prosperity,
education, etc.”
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Ackerknecht did not overlook the help of quinine, which made possible
“unconscious socio-economic achievements.”22 Quinine, a sulphate of an alkaloid
extracted from the cinchona bark, was discovered in 1820; before that time various
preparations of the bark had been used to treat intermittent fevers. As the century
progressed, its efficacy became more apparent, especially after the Seminole War of
the late 1830s in Florida. Drake and Bartlett both endorsed its use, which
increasingly entailed larger doses as its price dropped. 23

In California, the epidemic entry of the parasite into one population set the
stage for its subsequent endemicity in another. Major agricultural development was
possible due to “the availability of land,” wrote Saunders, “especially in the vast
alluvial valleys of the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers, owing to the loss of the
Indian population by disease.”24
A “special article” by George D. Lyman, “The Beginnings of California’s
Medical History,” introduced the May, 1925 number of California and Western
Medicine that carried Twitchell’s seminal article about the 1833 pandemic. An
expanded version of Lyman’s article appeared the next month in the California
Historical Society Quarterly under the title, “The Scalpel under Three Flags in
California.”25 Lyman discerned three distinct eras of California medicine: the
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Spanish Period, 1769-1822; the Mexican Period, 1822-1848; and the American
Period, 1848 and after.
Lyman counted nine surgeons-general of the Spanish army dispatched to
Monterey during the Spanish period, one of whom, Jose Maria Benites, 1803-1807,
we have had occasion to cite. 26 Lyman credited California’s Native American
medicine men with three valuable herbal preparations. “In spite of their weird
performances,” said Lyman, the hechiceros “undoubtedly possessed considerable
ability.”27 Although there were very few, if any, degreed physicians in California
during the first years of the Mexican Period, one or two non-Hispanic doctors—such
as the Irish Den brothers—appeared at Santa Barbara or Los Angeles and the
southern coast, followed in the 1840s by several more. A number of seafaring
European, Russian, and American civilian and military doctors put in at Monterey
“’before the “gringo” came.’”28 In the late 1830s, Bostonian merchant Nathan Spear
served as apothecary to the tiny Northern California village on San Francisco Bay
called Yerba Buena.
By 1847, Lyman wrote, “there were seventy-nine buildings and a population
of 459” in Yerba Buena, and “three were doctors.” Lyman named Dr. John
Townsend, Dr. E.P. Jones, and Dr. Victor Fourgeaud. “There was much of the
adventuring quality about” these men, lauded Henry Harris in 1932, “civilians
arriving well before statehood … primarily attracted by pioneering.” Doctor Harris’s
California Medical Story was organized on Lyman’s chronology. These “pioneer
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aristocrats,” continued Harris, “who were fond of basing distinction on the time of
their arrival, made much of the fact that they had determined to come westward
before gold had been discovered.”29 Virginian Townsend and Kentuckian Jones
preceded Carolinian Fourgeaud to Alta California.
Victor Jean Fourgeaud was born in Charleston, South Carolina, on February 1,
1816, although the retrospective of his early career under the heading “The Earlier
Editors of the St. Louis Medical and Surgical Journal” in the 1893 volume of the
Journal gave 1815. His parents sent Victor to relatives at the age of ten to be
educated in France, where he received a B.A. from the College of Agen, a branch near
Bordeaux of the Universite de France, in 1836. He returned to Charleston, where the
Medical College of South Carolina awarded him the M.D. degree in 1837; the typical
American medical education in that era was to complete, then repeat exactly, the
semester course of instruction. 30 “In 1838,” the Journal retrospective recorded, “he
returned to France and entered the medical schools of Paris, where he remained for
three years, returning to America in 1841.”31 Fourgeaud was thus thoroughly
exposed in Paris to the same men and ideas that inspired Bartlett. “The spirit of
unrest,” recalled the unsigned 1893 retrospective, with what one senses may have
been the genuine affection of an old acquaintance, “was strong within him.”
Old, staid, and hum-drum Charleston was too quiet for him, and his eyes
turned to what was then the “Far West”— St. Louis with its large and
29
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heterogeneous French and Creole population; St. Louis, the frontier station of
the agents and employees of the American Fur Company, of the trade with the
plains and mountains of the Southwest, with all the wild adventure that this
trade then meant; and so in 1842 he left Charleston and made his way to St.
Louis. 32

Fourgeaud prospered in St. Louis, frequently contributing articles and
translations to the St. Louis Medical and Surgical Journal, “all upon subjects
comparatively new to the medical profession of America.”33 By 1846 he was one of
the Journal’s three editors. (Figure 4.) In August, 1845, Fourgeaud published the
first of his papers on “Eclecticism in Medicine,” a series which sealed his early
reputation as a cultured physician and serious medical historian. “Each day witnesses
the birth and death of systems … a cursory glance … will convince us of their
absolute insufficiency,” he touted the way of empiricism, “Was it reason that
discovered the efficacy of Peruvian bark in intermittent fevers? … Our inability to
explain … is no reason for their rejection … when their efficacy is incontestable.”34
In December, 1845, he concluded his lecture on the history of science to the MedicoChirurgical Society of St. Louis with the admonition, “Devote yourselves with
untiring vigilance to the observation of facts.”35
The most prominent member of the St. Louis medical community when
Fourgeaud arrived was William Beaumont, who had “earned celebrity status in
science in 1833” for his research on digestion, published in his book, Experiments
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and Observations on the Gastric Juice and the Physiology of Digestion. 36
Beaumont’s famous experiment began in Fort Mackinac, Michigan, in 1822, with the
fortuitous accidental discharge of a shotgun into the nearby abdomen of a young
French Canadian named Alexis St. Martin. 37 He survived the wounding, which left a
permanent hole in his stomach. Beaumont seized the opportunity to conduct a long
term observation of gastric function. His “’old fistulous Alexis’”38 was a troublesome
subject; a 1933 commemorative sketch of Beaumont and his achievement suggested
that “elusive, fistulous, drunken old reprobate” Alexis would better describe him. 39
Beaumont determined to persist with his walking window upon nature in the human
body, his work richly honored by the American medical establishment. Alexis died a
drunkard.
The obscure, if not sparse, record of the dissension Fourgeaud doubtless
witnessed among the medical elite of St. Louis in the 1840s suggests Beaumont may
have had a few character flaws of his own. Beaumont’s 1840 inaugural address as
president of the reconstituted Medical Society of Missouri did not appear designed to
reconcile the contentious parties in that nascent organization, some portion of whom
he described as an “anomalous assemblage of discontented spirits, deceived strangers
and duped imbeciles.”40 Current and subsequent events showed that Beaumont’s
rhetoric was not entirely without basis, not necessarily favorable to himself, when he
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self-righteously inquired “have not falsehood and misrepresentations been propagated
without, and malicious charges and prosecutions attempted within, the Society against
honorable members without their knowledge and in the absence?” The proximate
cause of discord was the Darnes-Davis episode, in which upstanding citizen Darnes
assaulted St. Louis Argus editor Davis with an iron cane. Following the multiple
consultation characteristic of medical practice in that era when faced with serious
trauma 41 , Beaumont “trephined the skull and removed spiculae of bone.” After the
operation, the unanesthetized Davis fell into unconsciousness and died in a few days.
At Darnes’ trial in late 1840, the defense argued that the court could not be certain
whether Davis died from the beating or the trephination. Several St. Louis
physicians, including Dr. White, who were not present at the operation, testified that
the symptoms did not justify the dangerous procedure. “Does not gratuitous swearing
or rank perjury before courts of law,” Beaumont’s inaugural asked, “designed to
screen a murderer from condign punishment … and blast the fair reputation of …
honorable members of the profession … go unpunished?… Can we not discern
green-eyed jealously, envy, fastidious folly and disgusting arrogance disseminating
their baneful influence amongst us?” Beaumont’s biographer adduced that on this
occasion, the new society president Beaumont “was evidently not successful in
bringing harmony into the discordant assemblage.”42 More of the same was soon to
come.
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In the same year, Beaumont was summoned for consultation by a colleague,
Stephen Andreon, in the case of Mary Dugan, a poor white female fifty-five years of
age. Fearful of a venereal cause, after some reticence, Dugan revealed to Andreon a
tumor in her right groin. “The women of her neighborhood had made unkind
comments about her moral character.”43 Secondary sources do not agree on the
precise details of what followed. 44 Beaumont concurred with Andreon’s diagnosis of
a swollen inguinal gland; he testified later that he saw the abscess, but no “vestige of
hernia.”45 Within a week, Andreon treated Dugan for an abscess, incising and
draining it. Andreon then invited a friend of Beaumont’s, Dr. Thomas Reyburn, to
visit Dugan. Reyburn pronounced the patient cured, but it seems that it was then
noted that there was “a small opening in the groin, above the point where Dr.
Andreon had punctured the abscess, ‘through which … fecal discharge was
discoverable.’”46 The doctors called this “typhlo-enteritis,” the general term for a
purulent inflammation of the large intestine, yet took no further action. Dugan’s
condition alarmed a local Methodist-Episcopal Churchman, G.C. Light, who called
upon his friend Dr. Thomas J. White, the enemy of Beaumont mentioned above, for a
second opinion. White’s diagnosis was that “Andreon had ‘punctured a hernia and
had cut an intestine.’” Eventually, allegedly after some further urging by White,
Mary Dugan filed suit for malpractice in St. Louis in October, 1844, naming Andreon
and Beaumont. Owing to the laissez-faire situation of the medical profession—
Jacksonian anti-elitism had fostered deregulation—malpractice allegations were rare
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in antebellum Missouri; no case reached the appellate court until 1860. 47 By
including Beaumont in the petition, the plaintiff’s attorney disqualified him by
common law to appear as a witness, eliminating his prestige as an asset for the
Andreon defense.
Mary Dugan v. William Beaumont and Stephen Andreon was tried in two
weeks in February, 1846, in St. Louis Circuit Court. “The Mary Dugan Case became
a media event,” wrote historian Cynthia Pitcock in 1992, “This case amplified the
theme familiar to the 1840s of the ‘haves-vs-have-nots.’”48 The jury, however, found
in favor of the defendants. The legal case ended there, but a vituperative war of
words erupted in the pages of the St. Louis Medical and Surgical Journal during the
summer of 1846, followed by an inconclusive and ironic third act in 1848. Mary
Dugan had been sufficiently persuaded by Dr. White’s concern to make legal
provision to give him custody of her corpse. Upon her death in 1848, White and his
associates conducted an autopsy. Acknowledging that “diagnosis of any disease
retrospectively from historical data is fraught with hazard,” Pitcock summarized the
results of the autopsy, “modern knowledge suggests that both groups of physicians in
the Mary Dugan Case erred in the diagnosis.” There was no suppurating enlarged
lymph node in the groin, and there was no “inadvisedly punctured” hernia. “The
autopsy suggested ileitis”—an inflammation of the small intestine. Pitcock
concluded that in 1844 “available medical knowledge made a correct diagnosis
impossible.”49
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The St. Louis physicians subpoenaed by the plaintiff and the defendants, and
those aligned behind them, carried their heated court battle into the columns of the St.
Louis Medical and Surgical Journal and beyond. The contesting doctors even printed
Journal supplements at their own expense. As an editor of the Journal and a member
of this fractious medical community, Victor Fourgeaud quickly became a full party to
the imbroglio. Fourgeaud and his fellow editor Linton fell seriously afoul of
Beaumont’s friend Thomas Reyburn, an implacable enemy of White. A
compilation50 of the disputatious titles and authors tells the ugly story of their
gathering, foaming, spewing, dangerously venomous enmity:
First to appear was a complete, unsigned Journal review of the case that
reproduced the testimony of various witnesses. Various diagnoses and
professional behavior were called into question. The probable author was
Thomas Reyburn, a friend and ally of Beaumont.
“Remarks of T.J. White, M.D., by way of vindication of himself from the
aspersions and misrepresentations contained in the following extracts from a
paper on typhlo-enteritis by Thomas Reyburn, M.D.” The Journal article
made sarcastic reference to the “far-famed case of Missouri typhlo-enteritis”
and the “Missouri typhlo-enterite, alias herniete.”
“A supplement to the July number of the St. Louis Medical and Surgical
Journal, by Thomas Reyburn, 1846.” The circumstances surrounding the
publication of Dr, White’s paper in the Journal enraged Reyburn. It appears
that neither were the three co-editors, Linton, Fourgeaud, and McPheeters, of
one mind on the matter. It was probably too late to try to be fair to both sides
in the Dugan controversy.
“Appendix to the supplement to the July number of the St. Louis Medical and
Surgical Journal, being Dr. Fourgeaud’s reply to Dr. Reyburn’s supposition.”
“Dr. Reyburn’s supplement to Dr. Fourgeaud’s appendix, etc., being a reply
to the lucubrations of Dr. Fourgeaud’s fancy.” Statements by Fourgeaud
about the process by which the editors permitted White’s “typhlo-enteritis”
paper to be published fueled Reyburn’s towering anger. On September 8,
1846, Reyburn said of Forgeaud, “The Doctor thinks it hard that I did not
calmly endure a blow at my reputation; but as it was my most precious, and
50
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indeed, almost my only possession, he must excuse me for being a little
moved at an attempt to injure it”51
At some point, Reyburn publicly made allusion to a story Fourgeaud told on
himself about an incident during the January 1844 wreck of the riverboat
Shepherdess, in which Fourgeaud’s overcoat containing $4,000 was for a time
misplaced.
”Dr. Fourgeaud’s second defense against the charges of Dr. Reyburn.”
Fourgeaud gave his account of the Shepherdess incident. The overcoat was
found on the pilot-house floor. 52 Reyburn insinuated that unstated facts of the
matter cast Fourgeaud in a bad light.
“Dr. Reyburn’s remarks to the readers of Dr. Fourgeaud’s second defense
against the charges of Dr. Reyburn.” This October 1, 1846 pamphlet gave
Reyburn’s own account of his charged interview with Linton in the Journal
office. “At this interview much was said, and I certainly was excited. Dr.
Prather and Mr. Taylor were present a part of the time”—one must wonder if
the two men were attracted by loud angry voices—“the interview was closed
between Dr. L. and myself in a friendly manner with a jesting tone. The
assertion of Mr. Taylor, that I spoke of powder and shot, is not correct.” The
pamphlet also included correspondence from Fourgeaud clearly couched in
the language of the code duello. Reyburn quoted the September 12, 1845 note
he received from Fourgeaud, in which Fourgeaud tersely requested, “You will
please state in writing, and explicitly, the fact to which you allude.” Reyburn
complied with a direct attack on Fourgeaud’s behavior in the Shepherdess
incident. Addressing Fourgeaud about his overcoat, Reyburn wrote, “Looking
among the passengers you discovered it on a female ... the person at first
refused to give it up, as she was shivering and in her night dress. You
persisited in your demand, and finally stripped from the shivering form of the
half clad female, your over-coat, though you were at the time warmly clad.
This was on the night of January 3, 1844. As if not content with this exposure
of your inhumanity, you further demanded of the person what had become of
the money in the pocket. She indignantly replied, go find your money—
would anyone steal on an occasion like this? And you did find it … The
above facts are as you stated them to many, for so lost to all sense of shame
were you, that you told them as an interesting anecdote of the occasion.”53
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“A vindication of character and an examination of the accusation contained
in Dr. T. Reyburn’s supplement to the St. Louis Medical and Surgical Journal,
by F. Knox, M.D.” Contra Reyburn by a supporter of White.
“A discussion of charges preferred in the Dugan controversy, being a reply to
the publication of Dr. Franklin Knox.” Contra White and Knox.
“A vindication of the character, etc., by S.W. Andreon.” Clinical elements of
the case reviewed in excruciating detail, contra White.
“A discussion of the charges preferred in the Dugan controversy, with a
demonstration of the facts in the case, by T.J. White, M.D.”
One may well wonder why this affair did not end in a stiff caning, or even an
exchange of shots. Probably because the Dugan autopsy was still two years in the
future. The infuriated Reyburn may have shifted to an ad hominem attack on
Fourgeaud because he was educated and civilized enough to possess a deep unspoken
uncertainty about any medical opinion, even his own.
When he declined an 1846 invitation to the national organizing convention for
the American Medical Association, the nasty aftertaste of the Dugan case on William
Beaumont’s lips was not difficult to detect:
We are a great people out here in this “far West,” and have several would-be
most astonishingly eminent M.D.’s and Professors of every grade and
character, from the truly meritorious, accomplished, and skillful surgeons and
Physicians to the veryest charlatan and ignorant asses in Christendom … the
honorable high-minded and nobly aspiring young minds, radiant with vanity,
… the invidious, jealous and obsolescent minds; the egregiously egotistical
and ignorant blockheads and dunces; some mean and vindictive, and others on
a descending scale even down to the very bottom of baseness and rascality. 54

There can be little doubt that Victor Fourgeaud harbored the same distaste for
the St. Louis scene. “Disillusioned, disappointed, and deeply perturbed,” Fourgeaud
penned his last article for the St. Louis Medical and Surgical Journal in December
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1846. “Medical Responsibility—The Public and the Physician” asked, before what
tribunal is the honorable and skilled physician to be dragged, where high-minded and
conscientious jurors will adjudicate his cause, “wholly ignorant of everything
appertaining to our science”? 55
Fourgeaud’s answer was to tell his wife they were going to California. At the
time, California “was looked upon as a wild and savage country, beyond the pale of
civilization.”56 He first considered the sea route, but in 1846 the hide and tallow trade
justified that “only two vessels a year sailed from the Atlantic coast for the Sandwich
Islands and … they occasionally extended their voyages to San Francisco.”57
Overland was the timely choice. Together with his vision of “Oregon, the Pacific and
the distant shores of California” Fourgeaud had acquired considerable practical
knowledge from his clientele among the trapper community associated with the
American Fur Company, for he assembled his outfit quickly and reliably. “As the
physician of a number of the leading spirits of the American Fur Company,” the
Journal explained, “he had abundant opportunities to become more or less conversant
with the dangers and hardships of the journey that he had determined to make.”58
Fourgeaud was supplied with information and charts by Colonel Thomas H. Benton,
Missouri senator and father of Jessie Benton Fremont, father-in-law of John Charles
Fremont, the gringo California conquistador. Mrs. Fourgeaud recalled that Benton
gave him Fremont’s “Exploring Expedition,” which “contained accurate charts of the
54
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route, on which were clearly marked all the best camping grounds. It proved of
inestimable value throughout the journey.”59 (Figure 5.) At the Lone Elm
rendezvous point some twenty miles west of St. Louis in April 1847, accompanied by
his wife, young son, their little dog, and his brother, Fourgeaud pointed his prairie
schooner westward.
On the trail west, a little girl broke her leg. Fourgeaud was summoned to help
her. The femur was broken high above the knee, so that the available means of splint
stabilization failed in the violently bouncing and rocking wagon. Fourgeaud devised
an ingenious box within which the girl’s leg was suspended as she reclined,
dampening the worst of the shaking. Before their trek was done, she had recovered,
and walked without a limp. 60
After the arduous journey across the Rocky Mountains and the alkali plains of
the Great Basin, they reached the summit of the Sierra by the Humboldt route. By
mid-September, they crossed and recrossed the Truckee River “twenty-seven
times.”61 Fourgeaud arrived at Sutter’s Fort, New Helvetia, in early October and
chose to make camp by himself west of there, on the river at the foot of J Street in
Sacramento. He sold his outfit and embarked down river for the recently renamed
San Francisco 62 on Sutter’s launch, landing eight days later at the foot of Clay Street,
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below Montgomery Street. Lyman told how Fourgeaud and his family “walked up
the sandy street to the Portsmouth House” and “stepped joyfully into the dining
room.”63
From this moment to the end of his life, Fourgeaud never regretted his
decision to travel west. 64 Fourgeaud was missed by at least some of his former
colleagues, who wondered lugubriously in the pages of the April, 1847 St. Louis
Medical and Surgical Journal “why a physician … surrounded by numerous friends,
in the enjoyment of all that wealth can afford, in a rapidly advancing and flourishing
city …should leave St. Louis for the shores of the far-off Pacific.” As he bade
farewell to his co-editor, M.L. Linton recalled none of the recent discord. He
conjectured rather that “the mysterious and yet all-potent … burning spirit of
adventure … which beckons with wizzard charms toward unexplored climes and
untrodden coasts” was responsible. 65 “Adventurism is an important source of social
change,” sociologist Gary G. Hamilton wrote in 1978. “Yet, as a social phenomenon,
adventurism is little understood” because “adventurers are a distinctive type of
migrants who seek wealth and fame beyond the geographical, but not the social,
confines of their own society.” Hamilton identified two components in adventurism:
the act of taking a risk whose outcome is uncertain, and the motive of “sizable social,
political, or economic gains that might occur if the venture is successful.” Drawing
upon Max Weber, Hamilton claimed that this type of risk differed from that taken in
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bourgeois capitalism. 66 The typical implication was that, having succeeded, the
adventurer returned to his point of origin, his social confines. This is the extraction of
wealth at the core of capitalism. Fourgeaud took his own society—that part of it he
wanted to keep—his cultural refinement and his medical knowledge, with him, to
seek a renewal of self not altogether materialistic on the most distant possible frontier.
This is the extraction of wealth at the core of colonialism, but it is more than that: it is
the mind of the frontier, moving in space in order to expand in spirit.
“’Just in time to dine in a civilized manner again,’” said Fourgeaud that first
day as his party was seated at a Portsmouth House dining table where sat Captain
Joseph L. Folsom, Folsom’s clerk and diarist, James C. Ward 67 , merchant Charles L.
Ross 68 , and Dr. and Mrs. John Townsend. After a successful stint in the public life of
San Francisco, “still revered for his judicial integrity,” Townsend moved his
residence to Santa Clara Valley, where he took up farming. 69 In November
Fourgeaud opened his office in the Jones’ Hotel. Lyman records that “the doctor
soon had a large and lucrative practice which extended twenty-five miles around the
environs of San Francisco.” Fourgeaud served with Townsend, Ross, William Heath
Davis, and others on the local board of education, establishing a school on
Portsmouth Square in 1848. The Fourgeauds cut a figure in local society. He also
found time to tour the surrounding country, from San Jose and Santa Clara to Sonoma
and Napa, and east to the Yuba River, where in early 1848 he bought property. 70
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It was to Fourgeaud in March of 1848 that Sutter sent a small package,
metallic flecks from the secret Marshall discovery of January 24. Sutter must have
regarded Fourgeaud, whose acquaintance he had noted the previous October, as the
most reliable scientist in Northern California. 71 Fourgeaud assayed the flecks to be
pure gold. 72 It is unlikely he foresaw this droplet as the harbinger of the deluge.
The third of Lyman’s Yerba Buena doctors, E.P. Jones, was not seated at the
table of Townsend and Fourgeaud that day in October 1847, but he may very well
have been in the room. Lyman was not convinced Jones’s title, a man Bancroft had
said possessed much talent and versatility, denoted training in medicine. The Doctor,
said Lyman, “was a most eccentric character.” This “disciple of Bacchus” soon left
San Francisco, reputedly with $200,000 in gold dust, and died in Charleston, South
Carolina, in 1852. Among the trades Elbert P. Jones plied in San Francisco, he
practiced law, owned many city lots, kept the Portsmouth House, and was the first
editor of the California Star. 73 The Portsmouth House connection makes it possible
that Jones introduced Fourgeaud to Mormon entrepreneur and California booster
extraordinaire Samuel Brannan, publisher of the California Star. (See Figure 6.)
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Sam Brannan was sufficiently impressed with Fourgeaud to engage him to
write “Prospects of California” for the April 1, 1848 “Great Express Extra” edition of
the California Star. On the day of its publication, a Saturday, Brannan dispatched
2,000 copies overland to be distributed east of the Mississippi. To defray expenses,
the express east also carried letters with a sixty-day delivery guarantee. 74 Fourgeaud’s
epic of boosterism forecast the almost incalculable promise of the agricultural,
mineral, and commercial prospects of California, and mentioned in passing that gold
had been discovered “on the south branch of the American Fork … thirty miles from
New Helvetia.”75 It was reprinted and paraphrased, notably by the New York Herald
in August. 76 It may have even begun to have the desired effect. The publication of
Doctor Victor J. Fourgeaud’s “Prospects of California” in the California Star marks
the very instant California medicine stepped from Lyman’s Mexican Period into the
American Period. But as an inducement to travel to California, Fourgeaud’s hefty
six-column, three-sheet herald of salubrious California and its vast potential was
quickly replaced by one word, shouted by Brannan himself—having already made his
own commercial arrangements at Sutter’s Fort—in San Francisco’s Portsmouth
Square: “GOLD!”77

The word from this epicenter radiated a tsunami of attraction. Accessibility to
California by oceanic travel changed overnight. The word reached Hawaii by July
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1848. “The rush to the gold fields began immediately upon the reception of the news
in Honolulu,” Doris Marion Wright wrote in 1940, “all available vessels departed at
once for San Francisco.” Wright’s inspection of the Hawaiian customhouse records
showed that in the second half of 1848 more than a score of merchant vessels left
Honolulu for California. An Oregon pioneer memoir recalled that “at least two-thirds
of the male population of Oregon, capable of bearing arms, started for California in
the summer and fall of 1848.” Like most of the fortune-seekers, the Oregonians
planned to “make their piles” and go home. News of the discovery arrived in
Valparaiso, Chile on August 19, 1848, carried by Hispanic maritime trade on the
American Pacific coast. A November 4, 1848 Valparaiso Mercury article, “The Gold
Mines of California,” caused intense excitement. “Several vessels left for California
during that month, and soon not enough remained to carry on coastwise commerce,”
said Wright. “Most of the Chilean gold seekers reached California between
September 1848 and May 1849, many of them preceding by six months or more the
overland emigrants from the United States.” The New York Herald story on August
19, 1848, drawing heavily on Fourgeaud’s “Prospects of California,” gave “an air of
authenticity to some of the fantastic reports that were circulating in the United
States,” Wright explained, “but it was not until early in December, when President
Polk’s message to Congress confirmed these rumors, that the rush to the Pacific Coast
began.” Wright estimated that the population of California in 1848, excluding
Indians, was approximately 15,000, comprised of 7,000 Californios and 6,000
Americans, with “a sprinkling of foreigners.” By 1850, the first year of reliable data,
Wright calculated there were 70,000 Americans in California, 27,000 from the North,
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25,000 from the West (the Mississippi Valley frontier contiguous with the United
States), and 18,000 from the South, a number that would decrease as the decade
drifted toward the “irrepressible conflict.”78
Doctor J.D.B. Stillman, who set sail from New York in January 1849 to make
for El Dorado by the Cape Horn route, numbered among Wright’s argonauts,
The President’s Message was given to the public on the 5th of December, and
the report of Colonel Mason, Military Governor of California, accompanying
it, appeared on the 8th . The effect was electric, though many still doubted; but
with every breeze that was borne from the shores of the Pacific came
confirmation of all that had been told, with still more startling revelations.
Wherever explorations were made throughout the region drained by the
tributaries of the Sacramento and San Joaquin, gold was found in
inexhaustible quantities. The Bay of San Francisco was thronged with vessels
of every nation, abandoned by officers and crews, all intent on gold digging.
A hundred dollars a day was said to have been the average reward to each
man…. And still the excitement grew. 79

The Boston Medical and Surgical Journal remarked on the exodus J.D.B.
Stillman had joined under the dateline “Boston, January 31, 1849.” The notice
entitled, Physicians for California, read in part,
Since the California epidemic began to prevail, we have been watching its
influence on society generally, and particularly on certain classes in maritime
and country towns. Physicians were at first almost invulnerable, but they have
at last become infected.

Expressing wry gratitude that the great numbers of practitioners turned out by Eastern
medical schools enjoyed “prospects so flattering,” the Boston Journal predicted that
“the same plethora” of physicians in the Atlantic States would one year later be found
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in California. “Several have been fortunate in securing passages … as surgeons of
the various ships which have sailed for California,” mused the editors, “but when they
reach Chagres, and other points of disembarkation, they must wend their way, like the
untold multitude of insane adventurers, to the auriferous sands of the far off interior.”
The Boston Journal offered its own prognosis for the future:
Circumstances, peculiar to the anomalous condition of things, may elevate
dunces, and also … render useless the first order of medical talent.
Disappointments, hardships, the vicissitudes of an untried climate, and the
diseases that are naturally developed under the alternations of heat, cold,
hunger, anxiety, and a thousand other circumstances that will characterize life
under an aspect so new, surprising and exciting, are both to be expected and
feared. One great good will result from this rapid emigration of young
physicians to California, viz., the foundation which will thus be laid for the
future elevated medical character of the country. A correct standard of
medical excellence will be recognized by the numerous intelligent persons
now on their way thither, who will give a tone to public sentiment, on this as
well as other matters of common interest.
The Boston Journal bade its plethora of departing physicians “to recollect that their
brethren at home reasonably expect that they will never lose sight of the honor of the
profession.”80
The plethora’s progress to California stampeded the pastoral fragrances of the
waning Mexican Period, its enchantment summoned by an 1894 reminiscence of
Ventura physician Cephas Bard,
De medico, poeta y loco,
Todos tenemos un poco.
Of medicine, poetry and insanity,
We all possess a little. 81
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Many British, Germans, Scandinavians, and especially French were drawn by
Brannan’s word. “Nowhere was the news of California gold received with greater
interest and enthusiasm than in France,” recounted Wright. Economic depression had
followed the 1848 Revolution. Substantial groups of Frenchmen responded to the
advertisements of companies organized to ship emigrants to California. “Most of the
emigrants … were going to California to make a fortune quickly, and once this was
accomplished they expected to return to their homeland."82 The young Parisian
Doctor Pierre Garnier signed on as ship’s doctor to the company “La Fortune” aboard
the Courier de Cherbourg, which set sail October 3, 1850. Recording that “we lost
no one on the voyage” that included a difficult month of tacking round the Horn,
Garnier described the “mental transformation” that gradually came over the company.
When they put to sea, “It seemed then that we had but to land in California and our
fortunes were made,” Garnier recalled,
These happy symptoms decreased the nearer we came to our destination.
Whether due to the dissension and misery on board or perhaps to the
inevitable boredom of the long voyage, each day brought us fresh doubts and
restlessness; our ambitions drained away as we rounded Cape Horn…. Fear
followed joy, and sad forecasts of our futures replaced our hopes. When, after
six months of painful journey our desired goal was reached, we were almost
afraid to reach out and grasp it. 83

Stillman’s passage round the Horn with Americans two years earlier did not
experience such anomie. Their biggest anxiety was port of call news that 8,000
Mexicans were driving their countrymen from the gold fields. “Wait until our fleet of
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California boys now in the Pacific get there, and you will hear of fun,” Stillman wrote
at sea on June 15, 1848.
It seems we did not know half the truth when we left New York; the whole
world seems to have gone crazy. Some of our folks begin to feel uneasy lest
gold will lose its rank as a precious metal…. If 100,000 people now in
California and on their way get each 500 pounds of gold, what will gold be
worth? 84
The Courier de Cherbourg dropped anchor at Monterey on April 7, 1851.
Relieved of his shipboard duties, Garnier spent the next eighteen months touring the
region around San Francisco Bay. He was not overly impressed by the “natives,” by
whom he meant the Californios and the Indians, “ignorant and superstitious people,
they often doctor themselves and place more trust in the weird remedies of the viejas
(old witches) and Indian healers than in the intelligent prescriptions of a doctor.”
Prejudiced by his European cultural sensibilities, Garnier was nonetheless an astute
medical observer. He found that among the Indians, the “slightest fever … plunges
these patients into prostration and dejection and prolongs their recovery a long
time…. This may help to explain the popularity of the Mexican steam baths, the
temazcalli, so much in fashion among the ancient Aztecs and the present natives of
Mexico.”85 In California, “Surgery plays the major role in medical practice,” Garnier
remarked, “Knife and gunshot wounds predominate, especially at the mines, since
everyone carries arms and uses them in the smallest quarrel.” Stillman corroborated
this Gold Rush custom, “Every man was a walking arsenal, prepared for every
emergency but that of not coming back loaded with gold.”86
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Travelling further afield, Garnier observed, “It is now recognized that
intermittent fevers and diarrhea are the predominant infections in the land of gold.”
However, he failed to understand malarial endemicity in its longer duration, because
in the Northern California central river valley, beyond the former Mission Strip, the
only remaining visible inhabitants were white. “In Marysville, for example, most of
the inhabitants were infected after a short stay,” he wrote, “Intermittent fevers appear
commonly in some places in the interior which were uninhabited before the gold
mines were discovered.”87 On the last leg of his tour, Garnier visited the French
Hospital in San Francisco and gained a physician’s appreciation for the new
metropolis, “No law regulates the healing arts in the land of gold.” His assessment
would disappoint the editors of the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal. “There are
very few serious medical practitioners among this rabble of charlatans,” penned
Garnier, “In San Francisco, for example, there are scarcely thirty of them out of two
hundred ‘doctors’ in this modern Babel.” Referring to the European doctors and
pharmacists who had come to El Dorado “to sell their skills for an abundant golden
harvest,” Garnier put his finger on a common pattern among Gold Rush physicians
and a disturbingly familiar facet of American life:
But the truth is that very few of these reputable doctors are practicing;
medicine has very little to offer as a result of its deplorable
commercialization. Serious practitioners cannot compete with their rivals and
are all the more burdened because public opinion has no effect among this
heterogeneous, roaming and vagrant population; good doctors are thus
deprived of the only support and protection available. In fact, the forces of
charlatanism are in complete control of public opinion, the supreme arbiter
and only natural limit to liberty. 88
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Stillman remarked on the same overload of quackery. “The ranks of the
medical profession were crowded with pretenders,” he lamented in 1849, “a feeling of
distrust was general where all were strangers, and caused many to reject all medical
aid.”89 The relatively large number of more or less practicing physicians in early
Sacramento organized their first Medico-Chirurgical Association in part to un-sully
the profession’s local reputation. 90
In this frame of mind, Garnier embarked late in 1852 on his return journey to
Paris, where “he launched a notable career in medicine.”91
Garnier returned to a Europe still charged by the political, socioeconomic, and
philosophical effects of the “mad year” 1848. A rising star of the German medical
and political scene, Ruldolf Virchow, spoke of the personal impact of the short-lived
democratic paroxysm he called the “spring of nations,”
This has given me the advantage of being now not half a man, but a whole one
whose medical beliefs fuse with his political and social ones. As a natural
scientist I can be but a republican. The republic is the only form in which the
claims, derived from the laws of nature and the nature of man, can be
realized. 92
Virchow personified the short-lived German medical reform movement of 1848,
“now largely forgotten,” whose ripples were felt throughout German social and
political science. Virchow’s influence, emanating from Berlin’s “golden age in
science and thought” would soon extend far beyond the German frontier; citations of
89
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Virchow’s research in cellular pathology appeared in American journals before
1860.93 Medical reform “had been growing since the 1820’s in Germany,” explained
Virchow’s English language biographer, Erwin Ackerknecht, “and had received many
inspirations from parallel English and especially French movements.”94 Virchow was
something of an intellectual prodigy whose early work garnered an unusual level of
respect from the conservative elite. He was assigned by the Prussian government to
survey the medical situation in Upper Silesia, where a population of minority Poles
crushed by famine was devastated by a typhus epidemic in the winter of 1847-48.
The event was a key moment in Virchow’s phenomenally productive interdisciplinary
career that “gave him a unique occasion to crystallize his … critical and constructive
ideas in the fields of politics and science into one consistent structure.” Virchow
sought to solve the problems of medicine with integrated social and scientific
solutions. Virchow’s report on the epidemic was “certainly quite an unusual and
original document” for his time and place,
Its fine clinical and pathological findings are embedded into an amazingly
competent “anthropological” (sociological) and epidemiological analysis. The
report squarely blames the government for the catastrophe. Its
recommendations are, not some new drug or articles of food for the one and a
half million paupers in Upper Silesia, but a full and unlimited democracy, or
education, freedom, and prosperity.95
Virchow wrote of his work in Upper Silesia, “In analyzing the cause of this epidemic
I became convinced that the worst were the consequences of social evils.” The
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outcome of this analysis was what Virchow called an attempt to unify scientific
medicine. “The medical reform that we meant,” he later wrote and often repeated,
“was a reform of science and society.” Virchow conceived the social sciences as a
sub-field of medicine, “Although verbally medicine is only the art of healing, it has
always been, and was bound to be the task of scientific medicine to contain the
unified science of man.”96
Virchow reflected the deep pattern of unification that appeared across the
front of European intellectual development at mid-century, for “just as Darwin
seemed to Marx the biological foundation of his sociology, thus cellular pathology
was to Virchow far more than a biological theory.” Virchow saw the importance of
his theory of cellular pathology, where the role of the cell shifted from the structural
to the vital, “omnis cellula a cellula”—that life itself resided in the cell, therefore so
did disease—as an integrated view that “seemed to show objectively in the human
body a situation he strove for and regarded as ‘natural’ in society.”97 Virchow thus
scientifically articulated the essential conceptual linkage of human ecology, the
premise of Humboldtian medicine: cell to body to society to nature.

Contrary to the powerful advertisements of Fourgeaud, Brannan, and other
early boosters, news from the forty-niners themselves painted a somewhat different
picture of the salubrity of Gold Rush California. The Edinburgh Medical and
Surgical Journal introduced J.D.B. Stillman’s “Observations on the Medical
Topography and Diseases (especially Diarrhoea) of the Sacramento Valley,
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California, during the years 1849, 1850” by noting that “all the newspapers have
given statements, showing that the Valley of the Sacramento is a very unhealthy
district, and has caused great mortality among those who have visited that region.”98
As Stillman described the climate, he remarked on the tranquil spring, “during the
time that the Atlantic coast in the same latitude is convulsed by thunder-storms,” and
detailed the extraordinary extent of the inundation of the Sacramento Valley that
typically followed the winter rains. Stillman’s California memoir gave a detailed
account of the “calamitous flood” of January 1850 that spread “death and destruction
through the valley.”99 He and his colleague, John Frederick Morse, the most
prominent citizen-physician of Sacramento in the statehood era, and all their patients
were driven to the second floor of their Oregon pine hospital at K and Third Street for
days. The same kind of flooding had delayed Work’s Fur Brigade at the Buttes near
the Feather River for many weeks in 1832. Stillman summarized the “topography of
that part of California … that can be supposed to have had a necessary influence upon
the health of the immigrants” in a way that employed John Bell’s empiricist logic to
reject an old idea in favor of an expectation for the progress of frontier development:
The vegetation is too scanty to furnish the highly concentrated or putrid
miasm of the tropic; but the whole valley contains … the intermittent malaria,
there can be no doubt; and that it will continue so until the greater part of its
surface shall be renovated by the plough is my confident persuasion. 100

Doctor J.P. Leonard twice reported his observations of the same region in the
same year to the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal. Unlike Stillman and Garnier,
Leonard made the Panama passage by way of Chagres out of New Orleans,
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witnessing deaths during the isthmus crossing, reaching San Francisco in June 1849.
He wrote his first report of June 30 before the season of autumnal fevers but noted
that the “complaints most common in the mining districts are congestive, intermittent
and remittent fevers, and disorders of the bowels.”101 Leonard also remarked on the
distasteful salinity of the local well water. Stillman concurred that the water from
wells was “highly impregnated with saline ingredients, and often offensive in taste
and odour.” Stillman much preferred the snow melt water of the rivers, which was
“remarkably sweet and pure.”102 Leonard’s second letter, dated October 24, 1849,
contained a clear clinical description of malaria, and he repeated himself to add rather
more emphatically than in his first letter, “Remittent, intermittent and congestive
fevers are common diseases, and are generally associated with dysentery or
diarrhoea.” The living conditions of his patients in Sacramento drew Leonard’s
special attention:
The same disastrous results have obtained here, as I have spoken of as sources
of disease at San Francisco, and for the same reasons many cases have proved
fatal. I have referred to want of means, care, etc., and to the dissolute and
improvident habits and management of the patients themselves…. Patients
who had good nursing, comfortable apartments and early treatment, generally
speedily recovered. 103
Leonard wondered that “so many of the sick, … men of dissolute habits, do recover
under these circumstances” because he saw as many as five coroner’s inquests in a
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single day, “By far the greater number of burials are paid for from the public
treasury.”104
J.D.B. Stillman witnessed the same conditions and response. “A provisional
government was organized,” he wrote, “but without resources it could do little more
than furnish coffins.” Sacramento filled with thousands of wintering gold seekers.
By the next spring, early 1850, Stillman “counted close on to one thousand graves in
the vicinity of Sacramento, over which the grass had not yet grown.” Stillman
elaborated on the course of the common malady,
Imperfect digestion and irritability of the bowels was an early, constant, and
almost universal affectation, and, from the habits of society, abundant
facilities were afforded for observation…. This diarrhoea was so general
during the fall and winter months … that it has been popularly regarded as the
disease of California. 105

Gold Rush newcomer Doctor Thomas M. Logan reported his clinical
observation of “diarrhea … the disease of California” to E.D. Fenner’s Southern
Medical Reports, his letter also printed in The New Orleans Medical and Surgical
Journal number of March, 1851:
In almost all cases there is tenderness on pressure over the large intestines,
and sometimes over the left hypochondrium. In severe forms, the abdomen is
often swelled, hot and painful to the touch, and the discharges are announced
by searching pains.… In a great number of cases the disease, if not properly
treated, runs on to a fatal termination so rapidly, that it may be considered as
differing from dysentery only in degree. 106
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At the time, Logan mistook this presentation for “a typhoid form of fever.” With
more time in country, he would recognize, as did Stillman, the enlarged spleen of
malaria.
Doctor Stillman did not doubt this was evidence of a pathological relationship,
“The great tendency to diarrhoea in convalescence from intermittent and remittent
fevers is well known.” Stillman conceded that some gastro-enteric cases were
possibly asymptomatic vis a vis autumnal fever, “Many cases of Californian
diarrhoea were preceded by intermittents; and although many do not appear to have
suffered in that way, still it must be admitted that all were much exposed to the
intermittent malaria.”107
The degraded health of many patients led to fatal outcomes, but Doctor
Stillman retained faith in the healing powers of trained physicians, “Intermittent
fevers were still very prevalent, but not fatal. Remittents were common, but I thought
not necessarily fatal, with proper comforts and care.”108 He placed less faith in the
Sacramento Common Council to reimburse the proper care of the penniless. “Of
those who are destitute, and who get well, we take their notes,” Stillman wrote after
the flood, “if they die, we take a check on Heaven.”109
Victor Fourgeaud was among the many residents who instantly deserted San
Francisco in June of 1848 to grab their pile. His cosmopolitan diet and affluence
probably saved his life. Before he reached the gold fields, in Bear River country, “he
was attacked by the fever of the valley.” Severely stricken, he was not even able to
return to the City by the Bay until September. His 1875 obituary recalled that after
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his return, he “engaged in mercantile speculations.” Not long afterward, he left
California for a time to visit his family home in South Carolina. Was the prominent
doctor and famous booster still ill? Recalling that falciparum and vivax are the most
probable California Plasmodium parasites, modern prognosis holds that
Plasmodium vivax seldom persist for more than two or three years. The
duration of P. falciparum infections is seldom more than one year.
Plasmodium malariae, however, may remain latent for many years even in the
absence of demonstrable parasitemia or clinical evidence of infection. 110
The great malariologist Boyd was reluctant to accept durations of infection of
more than two years, since in the absence of re-infection, “the trend of the disease is
toward a natural cure.”111 Back in San Francisco by August, 1850, Fourgeaud
attended “only to his private affairs” until he embarked on an extended tour of Europe
in 1853. Fourgeaud did not soon “resume the practice of his profession.”112
The same number of the Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal that
contained Stillman’s “Observations” followed with another report from a California
physician, Doctor James Blake. Although more medically conservative, not to say
less imaginative, Blake 113 held a different opinion of the prevalence of “diseases
arising from malaria” in the immediate urban environs of Sacramento, he
corroborated Stillman’s observation of atypical symptoms. Note Blake’s use of the
noun “malaria” refers to a set of conditions in the environment:
The influence of malaria does not show itself by producing any of the more
marked forms of disease by which its presence is usually manifested, yet we
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have constant indications of its existence, by the character it impresses on
almost every form of disease occurring in this locality. 114
No less an authority than Boyd later supported the perceptions of Stillman and
Blake that this was endemic malaria (a term they would not have used): “The severity
of malaria in so-called normal and epidemic years is strikingly different. Regardless
of the species of parasite, the disease in normal years is mild and fatalities are
unusual.” Boyd showed that the case fatality rate of “pernicious malaria” likely ran
to more than 26 per cent, but episodes of the normal variety yielded a rate of less than
3 per cent. 115
Ireland’s serpent now sported two heads, the medical and the social. As
Leonard deduced in his second letter, for a man who "indulged in dissipation and
imprudencies,” taken ill “out of doors without anyone to care for him,” it was “not in
the least degree mysterious or strange” that he died. 116 To understand the potential
lethality of “the disease of California” Blake advised that “the causes of its ravages
are to be looked for principally in the unfavorable circumstances in which the
population was placed, rather than to any malarious influence.”117
The Northern California physicians, by 1849 awash in the medical and social
Gold Rush reality of endemic malaria and chronic severe gastrointestinal disease,
were also well aware of the ever more ominous series of reports in the medical
journals. The second coming of cholera had crossed the Atlantic.
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Figure 4. Victor Fourgeaud
Source: The St. Louis Medical and Surgical Journal, Volume LXIV, January-June, 1893, facing page 246.
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Figure 5. Fremont’s table giving the position of New Helvetia.
Source: Report of the Exploring Expedition to the Rocky Mountains in the Year 1842, and to Oregon and
North California in the Years 1843-1844, Printed by Order of the House of Representatives, (Washington:
Blair and Rives, Printers, 1845).
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Figure 6. Advertisements from the California Star, April 1, 1848.
Note the names of Ross, Ward, and Jones.
Source: Facsimile, Douglas S. Watson, “The Great Express Extra of the California Star of April 1, 1848,
California Historical Society Quarterly, Vol. 11, No. 2 (Jun., 1932), pp. 129-137
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Chapter 6
Cholera Follows Man

From the point of view of an animalcule of epidemic disease, a gold rush is as
good as a war.
The term “cholera” had been applied in various combinations since
Hippocrates to a set of symptoms presented by somewhat less virulent gastro-enteric
maladies. Some scholars thought the word was derived from χολη, “chole,” the bile;
a second derivation was supposed from χολαδεσ, “cholades,” the intestines; a third
derivation, the interesting connotative transliteration χολερα , “cholera,” was
suggested from eaves, or gutter. 1
“One can clearly perceive the ominous role played in the propagation of the
disease by military operations and by pilgrimages, when ample fuel became
available” to spread cholera en route and at the journey’s end. 2 The U.S. Treasury
Department Supervising Surgeon’s 1875 report on the introduction of epidemic
cholera summarized what was then known of the most deadly nineteenth century
plague:
The outbreaks of Asiatic cholera were founded on the arrival of the infection
of the disease, either in the confined air or bilge-water of vessels, or in the
persons and soiled clothing of those suffering either with the diarrhoeal or
fully developed form of the complaint. It added to any or all the causes which
produce similar disorders in the country to which it was brought, especially to
filth, overcrowding, bad ventilation, miserable drainage, poor water,
indigestible or soiled food, and bad habits of all kinds. Its march along the
great traveled roads, kept time with the movements of travel and never
outstepped them. It followed the lines of commerce, attaching itself to armies,
and to caravans of pilgrims and merchants. It was never found outside the
1
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lines of travel and commerce, but always and everywhere commenced after
the arrival of persons or things from previously affected places. 3
Cholera reached California simultaneously by land and sea. The arrival at San
Francisco of the dead and dying on ships from Panama and around the Horn was
perhaps more precisely recorded, but the overland route to Sacramento was strewn
with the corpses of pioneers and native people known and unknown. On April 21,
1849, a large body of California emigrants arrived at rendezvous to prepare for the
journey across the plains. There had been a cholera death on board the steamer that
delivered them to St. Joseph, Missouri, ironically named the Sacramento. “Other
infected steamboats followed,” the 1875 report stated,
On one of which, the Mary, over fifty deaths had occurred. By these
emigrants cholera was carried westward over the Platte route, and being taken
up by succeeding emigrants, the disease reached Sacramento in October,
1850, at almost the same time that it was brought into San Francisco by the
steamer Carolina from Panama. 4

J.D.B. Stillman wrote that “Asiatic cholera, which had made its appearance in
the Atlantic seaboard early in the Winter, began its ravages on the parties moving by
the southern routes…. While encamped at the frontier towns, Independence and St.
Joseph, the mortality was very great, and it followed the emigrants like wolves on the
track of the buffalo: the camps were everywhere marked with hurriedly made
graves.”5
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The surge in overland emigration injected cholera into the Plains Indian trade
network. Investigators of the disease’s impact on horticultural and nomadic Native
Americans from the Arkansas to the Platte Rivers during “the peak mortality period,
1849 to 1852” concluded that “virtually no tribe on the Plains escaped the 1849
epidemic.” James Mooney reported in 1898 that “’The Kiowa say that half their
number perished’” during the scourge of cholera along the Arkansas River. 6 Farther
north, at the Council Bluffs Agency, wolves fed on Pawnee corpses. 7 Of cholera
among the Comanches in the summer of 1849, said T.R. Fehrenbach in 1974, “The
raging pestilence of a single season wiped out at least the increase of a century on the
meat-rich plains.”8 The life ways of plains people, clustering at communal water
sources or at hunt processing sites, even the custom of visiting sick relatives, favored
the spread of cholera. Dispersal, before infection, meant survival. When an Osage
trading party brought cholera to a massive inter-tribal 1849 Kiowa Sun Dance—
known by native oral historians ever afterward as the “Big Cramps Dance”—Mooney
recorded that the Kiowa survivors “’saved themselves by scattering in different
directions until the disease had spent its fury.’”9
As they assessed the factors that rendered the Plains Indians vulnerable to
epidemic disease, Ramon Powers and James L. Leiker commented in 1998 that a
modern “anthropologically-conscious definition sees disease as any disturbance to the
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finely adjusted internal balance that permits an organism to survive in a shifting
environment.”
This definition is not far from the Humboldtian perspective of American
medicine in 1850. To make the cultural connection, Powers and Leiker gave the
example of the sudden death “in mysterious fashion” of many, if not most, tribal
elders when the disease struck. The disruption of the transmission of sacred
knowledge by holy men cracked the community’s morale as the “people’s
relationship with the supernatural realm lay severed.” The relationship of man and
nature implied by human ecology was an intrinsic part of the Plains Indians’
comprehension of the world. The deadly confrontation with epidemic disease was the
profoundest kind of empiricism. “Indians’ own cosmological view of health and
sickness resembled that of nineteenth-century whites in one crucial way,” wrote
Powers and Leiker. “Both saw disease as having a moral dimension, manifested
power that lay outside the observable world and therefore was scientifically
incomprehensible.”10

“The cholera epidemic,” French historian Francois Delaporte noted in 1986,
“highlights a necessary stage in the epistemological development of scientific
knowledge.”11
The eminent cholera authority R. Pollitzer showed that the Gold Rush
visitation was in fact the second American spur of a sequence of nineteenth century
world pandemics. According to August Hirsch’s 1883 chronology, the first pandemic
10
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struck in 1817, followed by recurrences in 1826-37, 1846-63, and 1865-75.12
Emanating from Bengal in eastern India to follow the tracks of armies and maritime
traffic, the first pandemic afflicted a wide region of the southern Eurasian continent,
circulating from China westward through Afghanistan to Arabia, into east Africa
southward to Zanzibar, and touching Europe at the Caspian and Black Seas. Many
parts of the world distant from the Ganges basin felt the subsequent pandemic waves.
At Mecca, for example, already beset by the plague, cholera broke out in 1831 among
pilgrims, killing perhaps half of them, estimated to be about 12,000 deaths by
Pollitzer’s source. A second advance southwards, probably arriving at Jidda on the
Red Sea, from Persia and the Caucasus “culminated in an epidemic killing more than
15,000 people at and near Mecca in November 1846.”13 The second pandemic
reached Paris in the spring of 1832, “killing 18,000 people in a population of
785,000.”14 Atlantic commerce first brought cholera to the United States, directly
and also by the St. Lawrence River, at New York City, Baltimore, and Philadelphia in
1832. In 1833 the disease made a second entry by way of Havana into New Orleans.
Coastal ports and inland market hubs linked by commercial turnpikes or navigable
rivers and lakes were quickly infected. The first American visitation penetrated the
interior of North America as far as Michigan, Kentucky, and Ohio, including Daniel
Drake’s Cincinnati. 15 Pollitzer’s nineteenth century sources claimed cholera spread
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farther west on this occasion, but the U.S. Surgeon’s Office 1875 Report made clear
that it did not. 16 The last three pandemics brought much death to Europe, Asia, and
the Americas.
“It is generally conceded that the name Cholera is not to be applied till
certain symptoms of a peculiar character exhibit themselves,” Doctor Henry Gibbons
explained in 1866, “the most characteristic of which is the profuse discharge from the
bowels of a milky or flocculent fluid, resembling rice-water.” His articles for his own
Pacific Medical and Surgical Journal and Press recapitulated the 1850 San Francisco
epidemic and discussed diagnosis and treatment. “A similar fluid is also ejected from
the stomach,” he wrote,
Cramps in the muscles of the legs and abdomen come on at the same time, or
soon afterwards, and the patient sinks rapidly into the stage of collapse, which
is marked by coldness of the surface, of the tongue and the breath, profuse
perspiration, shriveled skin, the hands appearing as if they had been soaked in
water, blueness of the surface from the stagnation of blood, a remarkably
sunken countenance, and a husky feeble voice. 17

“It is not my design,” Gibbons added, “to give a full description of the disease.”
The first symptoms of cholera “appear with little or no warning” and are, in
Charles Rosenberg’s vivid word, spectacular. They can not be romanticized like the
”equally deadly, but more deliberate ravages” of the white plague, tuberculosis, or
even malaria:
The onset of cholera is marked by diarrhea, acute spasmodic vomiting, and
painful cramps. Consequent dehydration, often accompanied by cyanosis,
gives to the sufferer a characteristic and disquieting appearance: his face blue
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and pinched, his extremities cold and darkened, the skin of his hands and feet
drawn and puckered.
“Death may intervene within a day, sometimes within a few hours of the appearance
of the first symptoms.”18
Without immediate medical attention the typical patient’s condition was
“comparatively hopeless,” Gibbons confirmed. “In the sphere of my own
observation, I can safely say that in nine out of every ten cases resulting fatally, death
had set his seal on the patient before medical aid was obtained.”19
“It was probably not accidental that the onset of the first cholera pandemic fell
within a period during which abnormal meteorological conditions prevailed,”
Pollitzer noted,
In India in particular, the year 1815 and still more that of 1817 had been
marked by extremely heavy rainfalls followed by disastrous floods and
harvest failures, while the year 1816 had been extraordinarily hot and dry.
Whether propter hoc or post hoc, it is certain that in 1817 cholera began to
show an unusual violence in India. 20
In the Northern Hemisphere, the year 1816 to this day is known as “the year
without a summer.” The cause was the largest volcanic eruption in recorded history,
when the Indonesian volcano Tambora exploded in April 1815. It is estimated
Tambora's planetary cloud of ash and dust lowered global temperatures in some areas
of the world by as much as 3 degrees or more Centigrade. 21 The dangerous endemic
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cholera known for centuries along the Ganges, commonly referred to as cholera
nostras in Bengal, may have been superceded when “a wholly new, much more
contagious and virulent variant, also known as Asiatic cholera, sprang up in Jessore”
in 1817. 22 An historical study on cholera in India and the Indonesian archipelago in
1885 connected the origin of the putative new strain of cholera with the abnormal
conditions of 1815, "exceptionally cold, wet weather," and 1816, "extreme drought,"
with the assertion:
It is quite likely that the flooding of vast tracts of land, the great irregularity of
the seasons, and the subsequent famine in Bengal, which in 1816 gave rise to
epizootics and epidemics of known diseases in which numerous animal and
human corpses remained unburied, are also to be regarded as the prime
causes, through their combined action in 1817, of the origin of two new
diseases in those regions, namely cholera Asiatica and the virulent form of
contagious pharyngitis. 23

To which one historian conceded in 1976, "There may have been some mutation in
the cholera vibrio which enabled it to spread with greater speed and savagery, but
more likely the cause was some change in the economic and social conditions of
India."24
“The cholera epidemic also raised the question of what conditions favored the
disease,” wrote Delaporte. “The Report on the Progress and Effects of Cholera
Morbus in Paris (1834) clearly established that inequality with respect to death
coincided with inequality with respect to life.” Foreshadowing the principles Bartlett
proposed to American physicians, the report showed how “the epidemic mobilized
22
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medical thought” in its articulation of the major issues for French medicine. The
report found an “urgent need for a new code of public health,” citing “neglect of
traditional Hippocratic theories” to ask “how social factors might contribute to
disease.” The aristocratic rebound from the French Revolution had produced a
certain complacency in public affairs. Delaporte remarked that the observed
mortality rate of only 2.3% was taken “as a justification of civilization.” He declared,
“It is simply a fact that issues of public health and disease prevention were
inextricably associated with issues of wealth, public order, and the survival of the
poorest.” As he noted that “medicine failed utterly to stem the tide of cholera in
1832,” Delaporte offered an incisive comparison of capitalism and colonialism to
explain why cholera killed who it killed when he observed “the working classes were
to the privileged classes as India was to France.” As the world pandemic spread,
carried by men at arms and men at sea, traders and travelers, it was clear that “the
weaker and poorer the population, the more it is subject to disease.” The epidemic
sorely challenged the early nineteenth century inclination “to confound medical
progress with political progress.” Because French “physicians saw a connection
between [the Paris School’s] medical revolution on the one hand and liberalism and
humanism on the other,” Delaporte explained, “The progress of the disease seemed to
contradict the idea that progress accompanies civilization.” 25
Concern for the contradictions presented by the imminent threat of cholera to
England prompted Doctor George Hamilton Bell, late Residency Surgeon at Tanjore,
to address a long letter to Sir Henry Halford in the latter’s post as President of the
24
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Board of Health in October 1831. Bell was a Fellow of the Royal College of
Surgeons in Edinburgh, and Halford President of the Royal College of Physicians,
where we first encountered him when he read John Ireland’s paper on the Plague of
Athens. Bell entreated the Board to reconsider its rules prescribed to meet the
epidemic, for he was convinced they “could not be acted upon” and that “any attempt
to enforce them would be attended with disastrous consequences, both to the sick, and
to the healthy.” Bell objected to the Board’s underlying assumption that cholera was
contagious, for which “we have as yet no conclusive evidence.” While such
“uncertainty on that point prevails” Bell claimed,
Nothing … can be more dangerous … under the authority of your high name
to excite a degree of panic, the inevitable effect of which must be,
immediately on the breaking out of a disease, to deprive the sufferers of those
attentions from their families, friends, and servants, which are indispensable
to their recovery.

“It is impossible for an unprofessional person to read the directions lately published
in the Gazette,” argued Bell, “without being impressed with the belief, that, if he
touch a patient laboring under Cholera, he does little less than inoculate himself with
a mortal poison.” Bell asked Halford “what has our European experience of Cholera
taught us?” Bell’s answer was that in the face of all “rigorous quarantine regulations”
and “sanitary cordons, enforced with all the power of despotic governments … the
disease has advanced westward with undeviating and irresistible strides.”26
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“Nor is this all,” Bell continued. “The obnoxious surveillance under which
those affected by the disease are to be placed, would lead inevitably to evasions of the
rules, even were they sanctioned by the Legislature.” Bell reminded Halford that
“this is a disease in which a delay … may be fatal, and yet no one can doubt, that the
natural repugnance of the lower classes … to be removed to a hospital … will lead to
many such fatal delays.” Bell predicted the “irksome and impracticable system of
plague-regulations” would be “a more serious misfortune than the disease itself.”27
“In India, one in eight of the persons attacked dies. In Europe,” Bell persisted,
“with all the advantages of superior medical skill, the deaths … have been nearly in
the proportion of one to two.” Bell attributed the “extraordinary mortality” to
“rigorous sanitary regulations” and the panic they promoted, which “in no respect
arrested the progress of the disease” but only “increased its evils.”28
Bell included in his letter a discussion of symptoms and his recommendations
for treatment and administration. Acknowledging medicine’s total ignorance of
cholera’s “remote cause,” he turned to “the character of predisposing causes.” His
experience in India had shown him that clean, well-fed people, when exposed, had
“the best chance of escape,” but “above all, intoxication and dissipated habits …
powerfully … predispose to Cholera.” Bell also recommended that the “vexatious
and useless” regulations should leave the higher classes to themselves, and that
officials charged with enforcement be directed toward the “poorer classes.”29
Finally, Bell returned to the point where he had begun, drawing on his own
experience with cholera in India, “It may afford some consolation to alarmists, that it
27
28
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is a disease which seems to speedily exhaust its violence at any one place.” This was
irreconcilable with perceptibly contagious maladies like plague and smallpox. 30
“This peculiarity in Cholera has been observed by all who have witnessed it either in
Asia or in Europe, and is relied on as proving … that the disease is not communicable
by contagion.”31
Bell expressed the double-faceted view held by many of his relatively young,
liberal European colleagues that ill health had a social as well as a scientific cause. 32
In the first half of the nineteenth century, the social causes of epidemic disease,
noticed by the empiricist generation of French and English physicians coming after
the Napoleonic era, were less mysterious than the scientific. “Contagion, before germ
theory, was visualized as the direct passage of some chemical or physical influence
from a sick person to a susceptible victim by contact or fomites or, for a relatively
short distance, through the atmosphere,” wrote public health expert C.-E.A. Winslow.
As dangerous as cholera was, Bell had learned in India, there was abundant evidence
that it was not passed by direct personal contact. Until “the concepts of longdistance transmission by water and food supplies and, above all, of human and animal
carriers” replaced the theory of inanimate contagion, “the hypothesis of contagion
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simply would not work.”33 But in the face of such a dire threat, the authoritarian
political reflex to centuries of plague and smallpox was automatic and irresistible.
“After the introduction of quarantines in most Christian countries in the 15th
and following centuries the notion of contagion had … the official backing of the
state, the worldly authority,” Erwin Ackerknecht explained in his important 1948
lecture, Anticontagionism between 1821 and 1867. “Contagionism had found its
material expression in the quarantines and their bureaucracy,” Ackerknecht insisted,
“The whole discussion was thus never a discussion on contagion alone, but always on
contagion and quarantines…. Contagionism would, through its associations with
the old bureaucratic powers, be suspect to all liberals, trying to reduce state
interference to a minimum.” By these associations, compounded by the cultural
trauma of medical futility in the face of earlier massively lethal epidemics, contagion
itself was regarded by the 1830s as an outdated concept. “The anticontagionists were
motivated by the new critical scientific spirit of their time…. It is no accident that so
many leading anticontagionists were outstanding scientists. To them this was a fight
for science, against outdated authorities and medieval mysticism; for observation and
research against systems and speculation.”34
Francois Delaporte softened the polarization of thesis and antithesis to unroll
the debate onto a synthesized spectrum of potential disease transmission mechanisms
by referring to anticontagionism as infectionism. In doing so, Delaporte pointed out,
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“All physicians agreed that collective diseases were either contagious or infectious.”
Delaporte distinguished between contagion as direct person-to-person transmission,
and infection, where transmission was mediated by an agent of infection bound to the
source of infection. He saw the anticontagionist debate as semantic dissonance
between complementary aspects of nature, its uniformity and its diversity. “The
contrast between systems of contagion and infection was heightened by this
dissimilar use of identical principles.” The difference between the two “was at once
infintesimal and irreconcilable.” In the event, “the empirical objects on which each
theory focused” were irreconcilable. The reaction to miasmatism did not exclude all
possible modes of communicability except human to human. The anticontagionist
debate captured the deep medical conceptual continuity that translated miasm into
infection. Something in nature, probably alive, transmitted disease. Here was a
uniformity of process with a diversity of agents. The social reality saw two faces, the
sheer numbers of an urban hospital and the sick child in the farmhouse down the road.
As Delaporte put it, “city doctors saw infection whereas rural doctors saw contagion”
because “the infection theory treated populations, whereas the contagion theory dealt
with individuals.”35
With the anticontagionists in ascendency, there was no contagion; the agent of
infection was filth. Ackerknecht quoted Johns Hopkins University School of
Medicine Dean William H. Welch that the filth theory was a “’useful working
hypothesis concerning the source of epidemics.’” Said Ackerknecht, “From the
miasmatic or ‘filth’ theory to a purely social concept was but a short step.” For urban
populations attacked by disease, this short step launched a grand leap. “’Hypotheses
35
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born before their time are often sterile,’” Welch had remarked, “’history affords many
instances of the useful purpose served for a time by inadequate and even erroneous
theories.’” The vigor of anticontagionism “would remain largely unexplained, did we
not realize the powerful social and political factors that animated this seemingly
scientific discussion.” Ackerknecht emphasized that anticontagionists were “not
simply scientists, they were reformers, fighting for the freedom of the individual and
commerce against the shackles of despotism and reaction.”36
Ackerknecht turned to the urgent challenge of the second pandemic
approaching Europe, “The anticontagionists of the General Board of Health were
pragmatists insofar as their emphasis was no longer on a discussion of the scientific
problem of contagion, but on exposing and removing those conditions whose
elimination would prevent cholera, no matter what the rationale.”37 This pragmatism
fell short when cholera made its appearance in the English port of Sunderland in
October 1831. Impervious to class boundaries and conventional medicine, the
disease set off plague-like “unimaginable terror in Britain” and struck a paralyzing
blow to “material progress and all the perceived benefits of modernity.” In the role it
frequently played on the stage of the industrial revolution, “cholera became a
compelling propagandist for urban betterment,” driving French and English public
health reform in the 1840s through the work of Louis Rene Villerme, William Farr
and Edwin Chadwick. 38 The third pandemic was even more catastrophic than the
second. “Far from attributing [the increased morbidity and mortality of 1848-49 as
36
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compared to 1831-32] to a relaxation of quarantines,” Ackerknecht commented on the
1850 Report on the Epidemic Cholera of 1848 and 1849 by the British General Board
of Health, “it attributed it to the increase since 1831 of those conditions which it
regarded as the causes of the disease and sources of the ‘miasma’: overcrowding,
filth, dampness, faulty drainage, vicinity of graveyards, unwholesome water, and
unwholesome food.”39 Pragmatic public health measures got their second wind.
The practical successes of anticontagionists were not limited to their victories
over quarantines. Their operations against ‘filth’ increased greatly their
prestige. While it was difficult for the contagionists to prove that a respective
epidemic would have been even worse without quarantines, health
improvements after removal of ‘filth’ seemed to be causally related to the
latter action. 40

Ackerknecht admired how “the anticontagionists skillfully interspersed
political arguments in their discussion.” In Ackerknecht’s reckoning they tipped the
scale of effective reaction to the wave of pandemics toward the social response:
Economic factors did not only determine the stand of many in the
anticontagionist discussion. Economic factors were consciously used by
many to give a causal explanation of epidemics in our period [1821-1867].
This ‘sociological’ (as contrasted to biological) theory of epidemics can be
found already in the 18th century under the influence of the enlightenment.
Yet its spread is a feature of the 19th century. 41
Ackerknecht concluded with satisfaction that anticontagionism was “an
eminently ‘progressive’ and practically sometimes very effective movement based on
a wrong scientific theory.”42
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Not every forty-niner intended to grab his pile and head home. Some saw the
new path to opportunity and prosperity that the far edge of the American frontier
offered. “There are some reasons why I should like to live in California,
independently of its charming climate,” Stillman wrote in May 1850,
There is more intelligence and generous good feeling than in any country I
ever saw. Men are valued for what they are. There are great rogues here, it is
true; but there is a smaller proportion of mean and dishonorable men, and one
feels that he has a standing here that it takes a man until he is old and rich to
enjoy at home. 43

Statehood was all but certain in the wake of the victory over Mexico. “Land
for investment and land for improvement into farms was the lodestone which drew
immigrants westward,” land grant historian Paul Gates asserted in 1962. 44 Many
California pioneers meant to stay, to settle on the land. About “six miles up the
American Fork,” Stillman jotted in his diary in June, “I saw the first results of
agriculture, and I am perfectly astonished.” Corn, wheat, barley, and peas grew
abundantly. Stillman told of the “laziest man” of the disbanded Phoenix company,
who “took the garden patch to cultivate vegetables” and, paying his rent in produce,
“will make more money this summer than any five men in his company.”45
Settlers who began to arrive by 1850 discovered their anticipation of
government largesse, such as the free land grants received by settlers in Oregon and
Washington, was not well founded. “The people who rushed to California,” wrote
Gates, “took with them a view long held on the frontier that it was one the
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fundamental rights of Americans to enter upon the public lands, make improvements,
create a farm, and eventually acquire ownership at a modest price.”46 This view was
obstructed by a maze of over 700 indeterminate, overlapping, “inchoate, incomplete,
conditional, inexactly surveyed, and in some instances unlocated” Spanish and
Mexican land grants guaranteed by the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. The
antebellum congressional and judicial delay, compounded by the uproar in Kansas, in
adjudication of California land claims “was responsible for some of the worst social
disorder and vigilantism in American history.”47 Agrarian warfare, said Gates,
“occurred at every stage of the development of the frontier,” but in California most
particularly, “the rigidity of Anglo-Saxon common law with its deep respect for
property rights untempered by equity clashed with frontier conceptions of settlers’
rights based on natural law.”48 The California pioneer expectation of ownership
based on labor was consistent with mining camp law, where “miners were required to
work their claims to hold valid titles.” The settlers in the neighborhood of the
confluence of the American and Sacramento Rivers believed the ground “’in and
around Sacramento City’” to be public land. 49
In Sacramento, the complicated statewide issue of Mexican land grants was
overlaid by a specific bone of contention. Speculators vied with settlers for
possession and occupancy of city land. “The site of this city is claimed by General
Sutter,” Stillman explained, “and city lots have been sold under his title … in the
46
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meantime, the settlers take possession of unoccupied grounds, claiming that the grant
did not cover the site of the city.”50 Except for the commerce and business focused
on the embarcadero, Sacramento lacked an urban center such as a central plaza or
town square. The main artery, J Street, ran from the riverfront to Sutter’s Fort. The
city of new wood buildings and the tent camps of transients overlapped, merging into
clusters of city-dwellers, each a civic center to cater to basic needs for food, shelter,
trade, and entertainment. The diversity of the Gold Rush population in Sacramento
failed to dilute the animosity engendered by local land disputes. The heated
opposition of the mercantile entrepreneurs and the most active settlers polarized into
extremes, the Law and Order Party and the Settlers’ Association. 51
Paul Gates wrote that the settlers’ opponents always used the term “squatter”
as one of opprobrium, but it seems the name stuck. 52 Writing in the twentieth century
civil rights era, Gates displayed considerable sympathy for the position of the
squatters. In his 1885 account of the events of August 1850 in Sacramento, Josiah
Royce declared his aim to “distinguish the good from the evil tendencies of the
popular mind, and to feel the difference between healthy and diseased states of social
activity.”53 Royce sided with Sacramento’s landed interests, perhaps out of the
American proclivity to support free market behavior, no matter how devilish, over
schemes that resulted in a perceived redistribution of wealth. With pragmatic insight,
Royce added, “That all the rights of the [Mexican-period] Californians should
49
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ultimately be respected was, indeed, in view of our rapacious Anglo-Saxon land
hunger, and our national bigotry in dealing with the Spanish Americans, impossible.”
He suggested an additional point in favor of the “plan of legal recognition and equally
legal spoliation of the Californians” over the “atrociously wicked” squatter procedure:
it “would have been analogous to that fashion of dealing with Indian reservations
which our honest settlers have frequently resorted to.” 54
The “Squatter question” in Sacramento boiled into agrarian warfare on August
14, 1850. A few days before, the squatter faction had claimed and fortified a vacant
lot. On August 10, Stillman recorded, “Today the Sheriff, with a small party,
surprised and took possession of their fortified place, with a garrison of five men and
a twenty stand of shotguns.” Two squatters were arrested, charged with resisting the
sheriff, and placed in the prison brig moored at the mouth of the American River.
Without further incident, the sheriff quietly returned the disputed lot to its owner.
The city’s Common Council had earlier prohibited as a misdemeanor, “imposing a
heavy fine,” anyone but the City Surveyor to survey within the city limits. “This was
regarded as a high-handed outrage upon individual rights,” Stillman concluded his
diary entry, “and has done much to bring about the collision that is threatened.”55
Around noon on August 14, about thirty armed squatters set the collision in
motion. They first assembled at the scene of the earlier action for a good haranguing
by their leader, named Maloney, then “proceeded down L street to the Levee …
toward the prison ship, a crowd of citizens gradually collecting behind them.”
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Alerted, Mayor Hardin Bigelow mounted his horse and called upon the citizens along
the area’s streets “to take up their arms for the defence [sic] of the laws of the city and
of California.” Many responded to the mayor’s appeal, “rushed for their arms,” and
gathered in numbers at the prison ship.
“The squatters,” Stillman wrote on August 16, “finding that the brig would be
an ugly place to carry by assault, drew off and marched through town to the number
of about fifty.” They were followed, reported the Transcript, “by a crowd of
unarmed citizens, who were hooting and laughing at them.” The formation of
squatters turned at Third and J streets to march out J. Stillman, standing at the corner
of Second and J, encountered the mayor, and warned him that he was acquainted with
some of these men, and knew that they would fire, “He said they would not, and rode
on toward the crowd.” The Transcript recounted the “tremendous excitement,”
When on the corner of Fourth, Maloney, their captain, turned round, and
seeing the Mayor, Sheriff, and several armed citizens after them, commanded
his men to halt.
They drew up in line across Fourth street, facing upon J; their leader
was at their right. The Mayor and Sheriff rode up and commanded the
Squatters to lay down their arms and deliver themselves up as prisoners. As
the citizens were approaching, Maloney commanded his men to fire, and said
distinctly in the hearing of a friend of ours, “Shoot the Mayor, shoot the
Mayor.” The Squatters leveled their pieces and fired. Some of their guns
were … pointed several feet over the heads of the citizens, others were aimed
lower and took more deadly effect. A general melee ensued, in which their
[sic] was firing upon both sides. After the Squatters had fired their guns they
drew their pistols. The citizens rushed upon them, and the Squatters broke
and dispersed.
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Stillman heard the volley and saw the melee, “The Mayor’s horse came flying back
without a rider.”56
For the moment, the shooting was over. The mayor was shot in four places,
one dangerously near the liver, not yet known if mortally. The City Assessor, J.M.
Woodland, was shot dead. The squatter leader Maloney was hit three times, in the
arm, the back, and, killing him instantly, the head. An Ohio man with a wife and
family, named Morgan, was killed by a ball through the neck, and a third squatter,
name unknown, was also killed. Doctor Charles Robinson, who Stillman and Royce
identified as the political mastermind of the squatters, was slightly wounded and
arrested. Three other persons, one a little girl, were also wounded.
The Transcript reported that “The County Attorney, Mr. McKune, who was
also arrested day before yesterday [presumably at the vacant lot], was brought before
Justice Sackett, but in consequence of the excited state of the public mind, it was
thought best to postpone the trial.” Doctor Stillman was in the Warbass Bank
makeshift headquarters when Law and Order men, Sam Brannan among them, voiced
“threats that a young man named McKune, who had been acting as an attorney for the
squatters, should hang before sunrise.” Stillman later tried to warn McKune, but,
resigned “to bide the fortunes of war,” could not find him. “All were eager for the
fray,” Stillman remarked of this Guard of the Law and Order Party, “I thought if they
fought as well as they swore, the country would be safe.”57
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At the end of August 1850, J.D.B. Stillman confessed to his journal, “I am
tired of excitement and long for the quiet of home. But to get home is almost as
difficult as it was to get here.”58
The only entry for September 1850 in his Seeking the Golden Fleece found
Doctor Stillman in San Francisco. “The ravages of cholera are so serious on the
Isthmus that I have resolved to go by way of Nicaragua,” he wrote tersely. “My
baggage I put on board the schooner Montague to go around Cape Horn.” By this it
appears Stillman meant his Gold Rush baggage would be loaded at Sacramento to
travel aboard the Montague when it put in upriver. He was under the care of friends
in Happy Valley, “I have had another attack of fever, followed by jaundice.”
Doctor Henry Gibbons recollected in 1866 that there was the “unmistakable
evidence”—the general prevalence of diarrhoea—of the approach of cholera in
California by late September and early October 1850. Although it was far more
likely to have been evidence, as Stillman himself described, of the sequel to a heavy
season of estivo-autumnal malaria, Gibbons was not wrong about cholera. The
disease had reached New York and New Orleans in December 1848. “About the first
of October,” Gibbons wrote, “the steamer Carolina arrived from Panama with several
cases on board, three of which died after landing.” Gibbons was fully aware of
cholera’s California Cannae, “At the same time the newspapers reported the disease
at Carson Valley, hundreds of miles in the interior, where it was said to have broken
out among the overland immigrants.”59 The chronic “disease of California” likely
masked the precise moment of the arrival of Asiatic cholera in Sacramento.
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Crossroads and port cities were vulnerable with every new traveler. Even when
alerted to the imminent approach of cholera to England, according to Pollitzer, when
it appeared in Sunderland “it could not be ascertained how or even when this outbreak
had originated.”60
The Sacramento Transcript column one headline of Wednesday, October 9,
1850 hailed the Monday arrival of the Carolina at San Francisco with news of the
California Bill in the House, and also with news of “twenty-two cases of cholera on
board and thirteen deaths.” The report added, “The cholera had entirely disappeared
from on board a few days prior to the steamer’s arrival at San Francisco. She was not
quarantined.” An item a few columns over joyously announced “the almost
miraculous recovery” of Hardin Bigelow. The “much esteemed Mayor … has so far
recovered from his severe wounds, that he was enabled to return to our city
yesterday.”61
“Autumn in California is a very melancholy season,” Doctor Stillman, still in
San Francisco, wrote on October 10, “it is the season of death.” The Transcript of
Thursday, October 17 noted under “Health of San Francisco.—The Cholera” that
according to “the Medical Committee at the Bay … the Cholera does not exist in that
city to an extent to require any unusual measures to be taken by the public authorities.
The committee recommend the cleansing and purifying of the streets.” The City
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Sexton recorded 24 deaths from diarrhoea and dysentery in the last three weeks and
five deaths from cholera, including three from the Carolina, in same period.
“Every successive day brought intelligence from the Bay that the newly
arrived passengers were still dying with cholera,” J.D.B. Stillman’s colleague Doctor
John Frederick Morse wrote in his 1853 First History of Sacramento City. He
recalled that the arrival of cholera in Sacramento came with the news of the
admission of California to statehood. The Transcript reported admission on October
21, 1850. Morse recorded that both arrived on the same vessel, the steamer New
World:
Associated with the glorious intelligence of our admission into the great
confederation of states was the sad assurance that a most malignant cholera
was sweeping on towards California, and that the passengers on the very
steamer that brought the news had many of them fallen victims to this terrific
scourge. 62

Morse believed the first case in Sacramento to be a “steerage immigrant” from
the New World. “We saw him at sunrise,” Morse remembered, giving the wrong date
as October 20. He was found collapsed on the levee, beyond help. The Transcript
corroborated Morse’s basic facts, reporting on Saturday, October 19, the coroner’s
inquest on the body of a 21 year old man named John Bradbury from Newton, Jaspar
County, Illinois, who “died on the Levee yesterday morning at ten o’clock.” By
using the phrase “the impression was,” it is perhaps too much to say the Transcript
deliberately gave the wrong cause as “Cholera Morbus,” the quasi-medical vernacular
for severe diarrhea, but Morse saw the dying man. “The cholera was now … in our
city, and from mouth to mouth the story was communicated … to darken the city with
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the very pall of death in a few hours.” Morse was convinced terror was a significant
factor in the epidemic’s virulence:
The next day several fatal cases were duly chronicled and as duly circulated
through the magnifying minds of thousands of individuals whose fear of the
disease made them the almost certain subjects of it. With such assistance any
disease of common severity might have decimated the city, and hence it was
not at all singular that cholera should have become a terrible destroyer. 63
Doctor Thomas Muldrup Logan, late of South Carolina by way of San
Francisco and the diggings in the spring of 1850, wrote E.D. Fenner from Sacramento
on October 29, “The first case I saw or heard of was brought to my hospital on the
18th October.” Fenner, publisher of Southern Medical Reports, deemed Logan’s
communication so important that he forwarded it to The New Orleans Medical and
Surgical Journal for immediate publication; the Journal obliged in March, 1851.
Logan described the clinical picture:
The patient was in that stage presenting severe gastro-enteritic irritation; the
tongue dry—skin cold and clammy, and pulse rapid, small, and irregular. In
addition to these incontestable symptoms, the countenance was anxious,
ghastly and shrunk—the voice feeble, and the … extremities contracted with
spasms.

In consultation, Logan’s associate Doctor Greenman concurred this was cholera.
Logan quickly began treatment. He immediately administered large doses of
“Sydenham’s laudanum, sinapisms, and infusion of chamomile, flavored with a little
Cologne water, for drink.” Roughly translated, Logan applied a poultice, probably
warm and moist, to the abdomen, relaxed the patient with an opiate, and hydrated him
with spiked herbal tea. “Under this treatment our patient soon rallied,” wrote Logan,
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“and in the course of twelve hours was comparatively well.” The next case Logan
was aware of, “reported by the city papers as the first case,” occurred on October 19.
“The patient was visited by Dr. Spalding, the city physician, who pronounced it
cholera, and the man died in twenty-four hours from the time of his attack.” In his
letter, Logan detailed the alarming increase in cholera cases during the week
following Spalding’s case.
Logan’s verbal mannerisms, reminiscent of fellow Humboldtian Drake’s
verbosity, must have amused his more prosaic colleagues. Promising more
information on the Sacramento epidemic “at some future date,” he ended his October
missive to Fenner, “I purpose reverting to the history of the cholera in California.” 64
The Sacramento Transcript announced the admission of California to the
United States on Monday, October 21, 1850. A small item was buried in a column
far below: “Cholera in town.—Two or three cases of Cholera have appeared in town
during the past two or three days.”
On the evening of October 21, the Sacramento City Physician, Volney
Spalding, stated to the Common Council that seven cases of cholera, with five deaths,
had come to his notice. A Medical Society report recommended “a proper degree of
caution in habits and eating.” The Transcript of October 22 noted a difference of
medical opinion in the matter. An individual pronounced to have cholera by the City
Physician was diagnosed by their M.D. as having cholera morbus, and that if death
ensued, it was for “want of proper care when the person was first taken ill.” The
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Common Council of Sacramento City was not so divided. Effective upon
publication, it passed
AN ORDINANCE TO PROVIDE FOR THE SANITARY CONDITION OF THIS
CITY.

The Council ordained: (1) all owners or occupants of property cleanse all filth
or rubbish within twenty-four hours, under penalty of not over $500; (2) after that
time the City Physician remove all filth or rubbish, at the expense of the owners or
occupants of the property; (3) such filth shall be removed to a place designated by the
City Physician. 65
The evidence of the appearance of cholera upon the shores of California,
wrote J.F. Morse, “created such a dread … such an inexpressible fear … of the
malignant and hopeless rapidity with which it hurried its victims into eternity, that the
people watched its manifestations with an excitability of mind that can seldom be
induced by any scene of earth.”66
On Thursday, October 24, 1850, The Sacramento Transcript gave column one
notice to the exertions of citizens to render the city as clean as possible. The bonfires
from Third to Eighth streets on J gave the appearance of a general conflagration. As
seen from the levee, “the red glare, and volumes of thick smoke roiled off towards the
south, while figures moving among the fires, collecting together material, seemed like
anything but earthly beings.” Even as it printed the names and causes of twenty-six
deaths in four days, sixteen of which were cholera, the paper promulgated its sense of
otherworldliness:
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Considering the sanitary condition of our city, considering the habits of many
of our citizens, who wantonly expose themselves, and indulge in every species
of intemperance, we think our city is even now comparatively healthy, and
that if our Physicians are correct in stating that the cholera is here, it has
certainly made a very feeble beginning.

The column two headline read, “Cholera on Board the Montague.” The
newspaper reported that the schooner, which left Sacramento on the 18th , “arrived at
San Francisco on the morning of the 22nd, with six of her passengers lying dead on
board, all having died within twelve hours previous to her arrival, with the cholera.”67
That Thursday Doctor J.D.B. Stillman set sail for home on the Plymouth. The
Plymouth passed the Montague, lying at quarantine. Of her company of forty men
out of New Haven, half had died. Of four Kanakas visiting her with the Health
Officer’s boat yesterday, two were dead today. “Our ship passed rapidly through the
Golden Gate,” Stillman wrote, “before night we lost sight of the land that had proved
a grave to so many who but a year before had landed there, full of hope and daring.”68
Advertisements for cholera nostrums began to appear in the newspapers. A
Transcript testimonial to E.S. Billings’ “cholera mixture” was signed by Hardin
Bigelow. (Figure 7.) Another medicine, “modified” from its application to dysentery
and diarrhoea, stood “unrivalled” for the prevention and cure of cholera. At two
dollars per bottle, the Boston Drug Store on J between First and Second warned, “No
one should be without a bottle of it in his pocket, in case of any sudden attack.”69
Under the head “Cholera Specifics,” Doctor James Blake, “as all sorts of quack
nostrums and specifics against the cholera are now being puffed up,” addressed the
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editors of the Transcript to caution the public against their use. “The experience I
had [as] physician to the Cholera Hospital in St. Louis,” Blake wrote, “led me to the
conclusion that the indiscriminate use of these cholera specifics is as fatal as the
epidemic itself.” Stressing the risk of “the stimulating and inflammatory effects of
these nostrums,” Blake advised “mustard poltices over the bowels” and recommended
against eating salmon.
As in 1793 Philadelphia, the medical advice of readers was published in the
newspaper. To the Transcript, Samuel McClure, M.D., respectfully forwarded the
treatment recommended by Dr. Cartwright of New Orleans. Denying that diarrhoea
was a premonitory symptom, but rather a result of the prior disease, Cartwright
explained that the “pouring back process must be arrested.” This he proposed to do
by administering “a stimulating sudorific cholagogue, formed upon the basis of the
celebrated composition of the ancients,” but somewhat simplified by him for the
modern adult patient: “20 grains of chalk mercury, (Hydrargyum cum creta,) or
English calomel, 20 grains cayenne pepper, 10 grains gum camphor, 15 grains
calcined charcoal, and the same quantity of gum arabic.” Given with two tablespoons
of cold water, Cartwright instructed, “It should be swallowed at once, without
stopping to taste it.” Regarding most victims “trifling with the diarrhoea,” Cartwright
offered an eerie observation, “What kills so many people with cholera, is, they will
not believe they have the disease until they begin to die.”70
On Saturday, October 26, the Transcript printed an extraordinarily learned
“interesting communication … from one of our first citizens” who signed himself
“Ex-Medico”:
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That this mysterious disease is now in our midst, and that the causes that give
it potency are here, no one can doubt…. The slow progress of the disease
should not lull us into fancied security…. Sometimes, like the sweeping
flood, it bears all before it, and soon passes away … it follows the great
thoroughfares of travel; at other times it leaps whole kingdoms…. There are
only two conditions … that have had any evident effect in stopping its
progress or lessening its fatality. They are, the extreme cold of winter; the
other embraces those sanitary measures that make a city clean and the air
pure, and that private hygiene that consists in regular habits, proper regimen,
and a mind free from anxiety, or at ease.

Ex-Medico pressed his point, citing the city’s clean-up work and its hospital for the
sick, “Now let the city provide a house under the direction of a judicious person,
where persons, poor and infirm, may have dispensed food and clothing … and you
can save many valuable lives who would be the victims of cholera.” Before finally
castigating nostrums as cures or preventatives, he earnestly added, “There should also
be a place where the poor can get medicine at public cost.”71
The following Tuesday the Transcript printed Doctor T.J. White’s “Remarks
on the Cholera.” White, “with no ordinary anxiety,” urged every physician and
philanthropist to “ameliorate our condition, and especially that of the destitute and
indigent poor, and extenuate the consequences of this malignant scourge, which
spares neither age, sex, or condition.” From his practice in the years 1832 through
1834, “and the summer of 1849, as it existed on the plains,” he stressed “the
imperious necessity, and incalculable importance of arresting, and at once, without a
moment’s delay, the invariable premonitory symptom, diarrhoea.” White reiterated
the connection for his readers, most of whom were all too familiar with the California
70
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disease, “It is essentially part and parcel of the disease itself, and nature’s caveat, and
must be speedily obviated, or the stage of intense suffering, collapse and death, must
ensue in most instances.” In his experience, diarrhoea preceded every attack of
cholera, and signaled the last moment for direct remedial means: “Beware! It is a
disease of prevention in its incipient stage, not of cure in its advanced or collapsed
condition.” White’s preventive measures fell into two categories. First, he
commended his readers to “habits of temperance, both in eating and drinking.” Then,
he insisted:
Every thing calculated to depress the mental and physical system, such as fear,
grief and anxiety, and excessive fatigue and exposure of every description, but
more especially to a cold, dreary night atmosphere, insalubrious and malarious
emanations from certain filthy, low localities and ill ventilated places, must be
scrupulously avoided … occasional ablutions of the skin and rigid cleanliness
should be resorted to.
Above his signature, White concluded, “For if there is a disease within the
whole range of science to which the maxim ‘an ounce of prevention is worth a pound
of cure,’ Asiatic or Epidemic Cholera is that disease.”72
The next day, October 30, found the letter of John F. Morse at the top of
column four, “Cholera—The Effects of Fright.” Morse had replied to a request from
Transcript editors Ewer and Fitch concerning the case of Doctor George W. Noble.
Noble was listed in that day’s “Mortality Report” from the record kept by undertaker
J. W. Hansel; his name appears in the column adjacent to Morse’s item. Morse’s
account of what had transpired began with an odd opening scene:
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On going to his room, I found him lying on a cot, so completely covered up as
to make it impossible for a particle of fresh air to get to him. He had over him
a thick quilt, I believe three heavy blankets, and hot bricks along his sides and
around his extremities … from his voice, which was muffled by this weight of
bed-clothes, and the excitement with which he spoke, I was at once convinced
that the man was more affected with fear than any … symptoms of the disease
which he supposed himself to have.
Morse continued his graphic recital,
He told me in a hurried manner, that he had for two days, whilst attending
some cholera patients, taken morphine for the purpose of relieving himself
from a liability to irritation about the bowels … and he thought proper to
make use of an enema. The enema operated in a short time, and … he said he
was taken with severe cramps and cold extremities, and that the discharge
from the bowels was of a copious rice-water character.
In the hour before Morse and a fellow doctor, Weld, arrived, Noble had taken
camphor and “hot brandy sling in large quantities,” and was sweating as profusely as
Morse had ever seen. With due medical diligence, Morse and Weld examined
Noble’s discharge (presumably in a chamber pot nearby). “To our surprise,” penned
Morse, they “found it almost of natural consistency, somewhat bilious, and no more
fluid … than what would inevitably result from the enema.” Morse and Weld
reassured Noble, begged him to be calm and careful with the stimulants, and
promised to return in the morning. 73
“This morning we called, but found Dr. Noble a corpse,” related Morse. “He
had no other discharge from the bowels, and I could not ascertain that there was any
vomiting.” Here is where, declared Morse, “the main impulse to this disease
originates.” Where there was one case of cholera originating with foreign or remote
causes, “I believe nine cases originate in the excessive anxiety and depressing fear
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which prevail in the community.”74 Whatever the cause, George (Noble) Knoble is
commemorated among the seventeen doctors who died in the epidemic. (Figure 8.)
“I have seen men who … have not drank a glass of brandy and water for
years, who are now swallowing it with a voracity that … staggers an old toper,”
Morse complained. “Others are carrying about them constantly, the various specifics,
which are, I believe, doing more to spread the disorder, than the vilest malaria that
ever committed aggressions upon the animal economy.” He closed with the hope
that, contemplating this malady, “individuals will become more rational.”75
On Saturday, November 2, a committee appointed by the Medico-Chirurgical
Academy appealed to “the intelligence and humanity of the community” to ask, what
is the duty of the public? A Grand Jury of citizens including White and Morse had a
few days before reported to the Common Council that its ordinance against filth had
been ineffective. As recorded by the city undertakers, E.S. Youmans and J.W.
Hansel, in the Transcript’s “Mortality Report,” 149 men and eight women had died in
the previous seven days, more than 22 deaths per day, with 99 deaths attributed to
cholera, 21 to diarrhoea, and 19 more to dysentery and fever. In light of these facts,
the Medico-Chirurgical committee ventured to offer suggestions, “believing if the
public will see that they are properly carried out, the greatest and most desirable
benefits would accrue from them.” First, the committee asked that each citizen
devote “this day to a thorough cleansing of the streets, alleys, and back yards of the
city.” To encourage “one day’s labor,” the committee claimed the best available
statistics proved a reduction in relative mortality of 50% in favor of cleanliness, “One
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half of the lives now daily sacrificed may be saved by this means.” Second, the
committee urged all persons to avoid the immediate causes of the disease, which they
enumerated as “the neglect of a relaxed condition of the bowels,” poor ventilation and
crowding especially during sleep, “keeping very late hours,” and “indulgence in
taking stimulants.” They also suggested avoiding cabbage, radishes, beans, meat
pies, raisins, fruit-cake, and salmon. The committee particularly recommended that
persons “should not take the nostrums with which the community is already
flooded.”76
Beyond the effort to manage the filthy urban environment, assuage individual
anxiety, and control the public’s fear, it is clear the serious physicians of Sacramento
genuinely believed early medical attention was efficacious against the cholera
outbreak. “Delay in taking advice,” the Medico-Chirurgical committee concluded,
“is the certain ruin of many who die with this malady.” The entire committee signed
their emergency broadcast:
T.J. WHITE,
J.F. MORSE,
G.W. DEAL,
J.R. RIGGS,
R.A. PEARIS,
J. BLAKE. 77
As death notices of the high and the humble continued to stack up its columns,
the Transcript editorialized throughout the first week of November in favor of a
Board of Health. On Saturday, November 2, because “too many duties are at present
devolving upon a few individuals,” the paper modestly proposed a board of two
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physicians and one citizen. On Monday the editors pointed to the shortfall in sanitary
improvement and noted the weekend effort of the Medico-Chirurgical committee to
induce the Common Council to act, “The evening came, but a quorum of the Council
could not be got together…. We trust there will be no further postponement.” As it
surveyed the need for a Board of Health, most importantly to install a decisive
authority to act during the emergency, the Transcript remarked, “Our city just at this
time, is strangely deficient in the number of her officers.” On Tuesday, the
Transcript ran a heated editorial rejoinder to the Placer Times objection to a Board of
Health on the grounds of expense. Sarcastically admitting their amusement, the
editors wrote of the Times, “To say that it sees things with the eyes of the Common
Council … is perfect folly. What if it does agree to the line, to the word, to the letter,
with every, even the slightest act of the Council?” Then the Transcript confessed it
astonishment to see the Times “wake up and cry economy, when in the present state
of our city the medical profession arise in a body and recommend the establishment
of a Board of Health.” The Transcript asked angrily, “Why didn’t the Times come
down for economy, as it should have done, when the Council voted to themselves
double salaries?” In an adjacent item, the Transcript once again reported no quorum
present at the Council to receive the recommendation of the committee of the
Medico-Chirurgical Society to establish a Board of Health. The next day an item
named the board nominees to be T.J. White, J.R. Riggs, and James Blake. The last
paragraph of the November 5 editorial revealed the focus of the Transcript’s—and
doubtless the Medico-Chirurgical Society’s—dissatisfaction, Volney Spalding, the
City Physician, who also sat on the Common Council:
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We earnestly hope that the sanitary condition of our large and growing city
will no longer be entrusted to the hands of one man, whose other duties,
public as well as private, must necessarily put it out of his power to devote
that attention to the health of our city which the lives of the many citizens
demand.

A few columns over, below the “Mortality Report” for November 3 and 4, the
Transcript noted with no fanfare “a decided falling off in the number of deaths by
cholera yesterday,” adding they had learned the number of new cases was
“comparatively small.” The trend in declining mortality, and entrenched support on
the Council for fellow member Spalding, ultimately killed the proposed Board of
Health ten days later. 78
And death marched on in Sacramento City. Yet another “Coroner’s Inquest”
on Friday, November 8 told the sad tale of so many. Lawrence Wolfe, a Galena,
Illinois man of 23 years was found dead in a wagon standing at the corner of I and
Fourteenth street. “It appeared that he had been suffering from diarrhoea for three or
four days past, during which time he had lain in the wagon, without attendance or
medical aid.” The coroner called it “death from Diarrhoea.”79
The Transcript reprinted an Alta California report of “Sickness at Mission
Dolores,” where two Indians had died of cholera, on November 7. The same issue
ran a Herald report of “great panic among the Mexicans” caused by the approach of
cholera to San Jose. 80 George Lyman wrote in 1925 that from the San Francisco
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harbor “the epidemic spread rapidly down the beautiful Santa Clara Valley.”81 Henry
Gibbons unwittingly presented a perfect picture for posterity of the social as well as
the medical situation on the San Francisco peninsula when he recorded in 1866,
“Early in November the cholera made its appearance in San Jose … but without
severity, its operations being confined mainly to the Mexican and native population in
the suburbs.”82 In those suburbs, Victor Fourgeaud’s first acquaintance among
California physicians “did everything within his power to minister to his neighbors
and to stay the scourge.” Cholera swept away Lyman’s first physician Doctor John
Townsend and his wife, leaving only their young son, John H.M. Townsend. 83
Two acrimonious eruptions the following week marred the sublime sense that
the epidemic was on the wane. The first was an exchange between the Transcript and
San Francisco’s Alta California. The Transcript proclaimed as “unjust” the charge of
an unnamed Alta correspondent that it had suppressed, from day to day, the actual
number of deaths by cholera in Sacramento. The editors flatly stated that “mindful of
our duty to the absent friends of the deceased, we have been unremitting in our
endeavors to procure the name, age, and residence of every individual who has died
in Sacramento City, since the cholera first broke out.”84 Incensed by the Alta’s
challenge to its veracity, which seemed to boil down to a line by line critique of the
body count, the Transcript returned to the matter on Saturday, November 16, to
emphatically and eloquently reiterate,
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So far as we know, we have performed our duty conscientiously towards the
hundreds of bereaved families the other side of the mountains, to whom no
way is open save thorugh the exertions of the press, to learn the sad fate of the
father, the husband, or the brother, who has come to this far land and laid him
down to die, without a single friend to smooth his pillow, or perform with
tenderness the last melancholy rites. 85

A much uglier yet somehow familiar battle emerged, “To the Public,” with
accusations of “gross official misconduct” in the management of the City Hospital
during the “late occurrence of epidemic Cholera.” The target was city physician and
council member Doctor Volney Spalding, his chief inquisitor was Doctor T.J. White.
A lengthy if not bewildering array of Grand Jury—the same Medico-Chirurgical cast
who had made the case against filth in early November—findings, depositions,
itemized charges, newspaper reports, and correspondence pro and con, filled column
after column of the Transcript. One correspondent of the Transcript, John L. Taylor,
M.D., who had visited the hospital, conceived it to be his duty to state that the report
of the Grand Jury “as to the miserable condition of the Hospital, is founded on fact.”
A reply in defense of Spalding by Mrs. Nancy A. Feather was printed in the
Transcript. It gave a different perspective on the issue and Doctor White, “The
hallucination under which that gentleman has labored in regard to hospitals since his
failure in securing the city patronage, is well known, and … he has indulged in flights
of fancy only equalled [sic] by his ‘St. Louis Letter.’” Volney Spalding’s own note
disavowing all the allegations was printed below Feather’s. In conclusion he wished
Doctor White “more charity, a better temper, less bile, and easy digestion.”86
Reputations were stained, but no blood was spilled. This was indeed Victor
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Fourgeaud’s and Thomas Reyburn’s Doctor White from the Mary Dugan case in St.
Louis!87
Floating above all the fuss and feathers, at the top of the rightmost column of
the Transcript on Friday, November 15, 1850, a ray of sunshine broke through the
dark clouds: “The Last of the Cholera.—The mortality reports for the last three or
four days show the most gratifying improvement in the health of the city … cholera
… has almost if not entirely passed from among us.” This week’s daily body count
had decreased from eight to two. The next day, calling at the undertaker’s office to
get “the usual list of deaths,” the Transcript editor found Mr.Youmans’ employees
“looking disconsolate,” for they realized it was “the close of their business season.”88
When Thomas Muldrup Logan reverted to his purpose in his November 1850
letter to his brother-in-law E.D. Fenner, he turned first to the mortality of the
Sacramento visitation of “this cosmopolitan disease.” He gave the number of “364
victims, out of a population of 6000,” roughly 6%, which he called unprecedented.
“Even at Paris, in 1832, when I first encountered the disease,” Logan reckoned, at
odds with Francois Delaporte’s longue duree evidence of civilization, “the mortality
was regarded as excessive—amounting to 18,000 out of a population 800,000, the
proportionate number of deaths was not so great, by more than one-half.” Even with
his rounding up, Logan’s 2.25% for Paris fell within Delaporte’s range. Logan
acknowledged his Sacramento number was “a most modest calculation, based solely
upon the mortuary record of the two principal coffin-makers and undertakers.” He
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knew there were many more deaths, “Doubtless many others were interred by friends
of the deceased … for I know by experience that there was a greater demand … than
the undertakers could comply with.” The Transcript confirmed that Youmans, the
city undertaker, had even been obliged to turn away “scores of ‘good customers.’”89
Logan quoted the Transcript report of November 19 that “a friend who has taken the
pains to count the graves in the two cemeteries”—here Logan added “of this twoyear-old city”—“makes the number 1170, of which 700 were made during the late
epidemic.”90 Local medical historian Irma West, M.D. noted in 2000 that a recent
City Cemetery record compiled by Bettencourt and Mills listed over 900 cholera
victims in the 1850 outbreak. 91 This number of cholera deaths, with Logan’s value
for the Sacramento population, yields a mortality of 15%.
Doctor Henry Gibbons calculated that on the worst day there were forty
deaths, “a mortality of one per cent per day!” This was the awful soul of cholera. “In
California, as in all parts of the world where epidemic cholera has shown itself, the
same invariable death-rate was observed, one-half the cases resulting fatally,”
Gibbons reflected in 1866. “Whether the cases be few or many in a given locality,
this has been the rule, with scarcely an exception.”92
Gibbons’ case fatality rate and the number of deaths above suggest that
approximately 1400 to 1800 persons in Sacramento were infected by cholera in about
twenty-six days, a mean morbidity of 50-70 cases per day. Gibbons mused that
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“never was the earth visited by a plague which could be more easily avoided than the
epidemic cholera.” About two-thirds of the population of Sacramento avoided
cholera. “Fortunate for Him,” the Transcript noticed on Friday, November 8, “Mr.
Wm. F. McLean states, through several newspapers of the papers at the Bay, that he
is not dead.”
To unlock the significance of these numbers, I surveyed the Sacramento
Transcript “Mortality Report” from October 20, 1850 to November 14, 1850. My
survey found 456 deaths listed, 27 women, 11 “colored,” and 9 doctors. Cholera was
given for 321 causes, with 49 diarrhea, 15 dysentery, 19 fever, 30 unknown or cause
not given, leaving 22 deaths from all other causes, including tuberculosis, typhoid
fever, homicide, etc., summarized by Chart 4. Assuming all sources are in a
reasonable neighborhood of the truth, this body count appears to be a bit more than
half the grave count, thus the statistics of the Transcript’s mortality reports are likely
to be a good rough cut demographic sample of who died. As Logan mentioned, the
Transcript of November 16 reported the 1850 U.S. Census. Taken early in the
epidemic period, the census conducted by assistant marshal William N. Johnson listed
“inhabitants near 6000.” Johnson reported many houses south of K street were
vacated within days of the cholera break out. He guessed that “Sacramento City has a
floating population (which is impossible to get) of about 2000 persons.”93 My
survey, confined to Transcript “Mortality Report” data only, therefore finds an
overall death rate during the epidemic of 7.6%, still three times higher than Paris in
1832. Deaths by age group are particularly poignant. As shown by Chart 5, nearly
40% of the Sacramento dead whose ages were known were in their twenties. The
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distribution of unknowns probably follows the age group percentages, biased to the
twenties and thirties. Deaths by original residence of the victim in Chart 6 track well
at 40% for the North in Doris Marion Wright’s 1940 analysis of California
immigration, less so, by about half, for the South, West (including the Midwest), and
foreign origins. 94 Wright’s proportions of southerners and westerners in the 1850
California population were 26% and 36% respectively. Several explanations are
possible. For example, the Sacramento demographic mix varied from Wright’s
California for various reasons 95 , or Sacramento emigrants from the South and West
may have been more robust, or even more fastidious regarding the use of water, or
touching the possessions of the dead. Chart 4 presents the mortality by day in English
cholera pioneer John Snow’s Table 1, which depicted the progress of the Broad Street
pump cholera infection in London and established the premise of Snow’s theory of
cholera transmission by a contaminated water source. 96 I take Chart 7 to show the
course of cholera infection from a single source. Chart 8 illustrates the course of the
Sacramento epidemic in deaths per day from all causes, from cholera, and from the
complex of maladies, including unknown, constituting the California disease. Of
great interest in Chart 8 is the evidence for multiple local sources of infection over
time suggested by the multiple peaks. In light of the Transcript’s professed sincerity
with regard to the accuracy of its mortality reports, this does not seem to be an artifact
of the undertakers’ record keeping. Also, by all accounts, the undertakers’ records
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generally covered the contiguous city near the river; any additional deaths were
hypothesized to have occurred in the direction of Sutter’s Fort and beyond. To the
best of my knowledge, there is no viable record or map, as Snow constructed in
London, for the exact locations of most of the Sacramento deaths. English public
health investigator and statistics expert William Farr was able to show in 1849 that
“cholera mortality is inversely related to the elevation of the soil.”97 Given the
relative flatness of 1850 Sacramento along the river, and the apparent lack of
sufficient topographical detail in any record before the construction of the railroad, a
deduction based on Farr’s theorem seems out of reach. The reservoir of cholera in
Sacramento appears to have shifted geographically as the source of infection struck
every susceptible person in its vicinity, producing a series of lethal cholera clusters.
“In a few days many of our most substantial citizens were numbered among
the victims of the sweeping epidemic,” J.F. Morse wrote in his First History of
Sacramento City. The terrible virulence of cholera dislodged medical notions of
social responsibility founded on moral economy. “The victims of the malady did not
seem to be confined so much to those of intemperate and irregular habits as had been
the case in almost all the previous manifestations of the disease,” wondered Morse.
“People of the most industrious, regular, and careful habits seemed alike vulnerable to
the dreadful enemy.” Newspapers like the Transcript had put on a bold face of
normalcy while reporting catastrophic losses to illness. Morse described the human
reaction to the remorseless advance:
As soon … as the daily mortality became so great as to keep men constantly
employed in carrying away the dead, the citizens began to leave town in every
97
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direction and in such numbers as to soon diminish the population to probably
not more than one-fifth of its ordinary standard. In this pestilential reign of
terror and dismay the most dreadful abandonments of relatives and friends
took place.
Even among these horrors, “Not a single educated physician turned his back
upon the city in its distress,” Morse bore witness,
There were a few men, as there will always be, whose warm hearts throbbed
with an uncontrollable anxiety to convey relief to the distressed and dying,
men who lingered around the death scenes of the epidemic so spellbound by
sympathy that they endured anything and everything as long as there remained
a solitary hope of even palliating the agony of dissolving nature.

Morse called such human spirit “the only real divinity of man during this terrible
slaughter scene of 1850.”98
Thomas Muldrup Logan, “one of the most remarkable of the physicians
dominated by the Humboldtian dicta on climatology and its extension to a science of
health,” offered his view of the epidemic to Fenner’s Southern Medical Reports.
“Adverse,” Logan wrote in November 1850, “to the doctrine of contagiousness, I am
disposed to attribute its origin rather to the extraordinary diurnal summer-heat
prolonged far into autumn, and the remarkable vicissitudes or extremes between the
days and nights.” Logan studied in Paris when Humboldt, residing in the city as a
diplomat, reached the height of his fame and scientific influence. J.B.deC.M.
Saunders facetiously observed that the world cholera pandemic followed Logan to
California. 99 “Preceding and accompanying the appearance of cholera,” Logan
explained this most recent manifestation of Ireland’s serpent, “influenza and bowel
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affections … particularly blended and alternated with cholera, as well as remittent
and autumnal intermittents, prevail to a greater or less extent.”100 Logan’s experience
with Asiatic cholera in Paris and California shaped his subsequent ideas on the
relationship of Humboldtian medicine to society. In his February 1858 exposition of
“the topography, meteorology, endemics, and epidemics of California,” published in
the transactions of the California Medical Society, an organization of which Logan
was a founding member on more than one occasion, Logan wrote in his own inimical
style:
In reference to the geographical distribution of disease, we believe that the
true philosophy of the causa morborum, as far as California is concerned, will
be found in the combined influence of the meteorological and physiological
conditions, modified by temperament, and that the varieties of disease, as
cholera, diarrhoea, typhoid fever, etc., here met with, depend greatly, if not
entirely, for their manifestation, on the mode of life (hygiene) of the
inhabitants. The history of the diseases we have traced reveal this—their
appearance and disappearance depending on the mode of life of our
inhabitants, and the increase and decrease of the comforts and ameliorations
of society. 101

“Under Providence,” Logan declared to Fenner, “I attribute my preservation
from ‘the pestilence which walketh in darkness and destroyeth at noon-day,’ to the
prophylactic use of quinine.” Logan’s mistaken confounding of cholera with malaria,
to the extent he self-medicated with quinine throughout that Autumn, may have saved
his life; he at least avoided the feverish attacks which struck Fourgeaud and Stillman.
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Two weeks after the scourge receded from Sacramento, the final blow fell.
Hardin Bigelow, the mayor whose “success ... decided the question of the
permanence of our then infant city,” died of cholera at the Union Hotel in San
Francisco “after an illness of some fifteen or sixteen hours.”102

There are many ways epidemic disease can terrify a population and its
physicians. Below the surface horrors of its progress churn raw mortality and case
fatality rate. The two waves of plague in Europe, separated by seven centuries,
brought sickness and death to many millions. 103 The sheer number of deaths caused
by the plague in the sixth and fourteenth centuries permanently transformed those
who survived, socially, economically, spiritually, and genetically. At Athens, a
civilization received a mortal blow. In Philadelphia, of those stricken, one quarter
were taken. One visitation of malaria east of the Mission Strip nearly erased the
existing Northern California native culture from the Central Valley landscape. In
Sacramento, of the four thousand who did not flee the city, half got sick and almost
1000 died miserably in those four terrible weeks of October and November 1850.
Early nineteenth century science arising from the Enlightenment formulated a
powerfully integrated view, disciplined by strict empiricism, of the relationship of
man and nature. Medicine renewed its Hippocratic origin, inspired by the
contemporary Humboldtian appreciation of the world.
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Against therapeutic frustrations, American antebellum medicine sought and
found other remedies for epidemic disease. If therapeutic medicine had yet to
conclusively prove its worth over alternative curative practices for a patient, a
morally reinforced human ecology—enlightened social medicine—could heal a
people. Philosophical interests that originated in the Paris School coursed through the
development of American medicine, nourishing the physicians of Sacramento at their
moment of crisis, finally to bend away from natural history—medical topography—to
carry nineteenth century medical reality—before bacteriology—toward public health,
personal hygiene, and professionalism.
The ancient truth of epidemic disease, for millennia an evil of nature that
drove men to do the good of healing, forged at last a rarely acknowledged human
bond of master and slave, patrician and plebian, lord and vassal, colonial and
aboriginal, capitalist and squatter: both die.
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Figure 7. “Cholera specifics” advertising in the Sacramento Transcript.
Note Hardin Bigelow’s testimonial. Bigelow recuperated from his Squatter Riot wounds
at the Columbia Hotel for a time. The ads are in the same column in the order shown, but
not adjacent in the original.
Source: Sacramento Transcript, October 24, 1850, California State Library.
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Figure 8. Plaque in Sacramento City Cemetery commemorating the seventeen doctors
who died in the Sacramento cholera epidemic.
Source: www.hmdb.org
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Chart 4. Deaths by Cause in Sacramento Epidemic October 20 to November 14,
1850.
Source: Sacramento Transcript, “Mortality Reports,” October and November 1850 issues.
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Chart 5. Deaths by Age Group in Sacramento Epidemic October 20 to November 14,
1850.
Source: Sacramento Transcript, “Mortality Reports,” October and November 1850 issues.
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Chart 6. Deaths by Origin of Victim in Sacramento Epidemic October 20 to
November 14, 1850.
Source: Sacramento Transcript, “Mortality Reports,” October and November 1850 issues.
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Chart 7. Deaths in John Snow’s Table 1.
Evident single source of infection was the Broad Street pump.
Source: John Snow, M.D., On the Mode of Communication of Cholera.
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Figure 9. Transcript’s meteorological table of Sacramento, Mid-November 1850.
Mean temperature difference from Sunrise to 3 PM is 18.6 degrees F.
Source: Sacramento Transcript, 26 November 1850.
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Appendix
Transcript “Mortality Report”
Data compiled from Sacramento Transcript “Mortality Report” October 20, 1850 to
November 14, 1850.
Date

Name

Age

Home

Cause

Oct 20, 1850

Deidrich

na

Chicago

Cholera

Oct 20, 1850

Candus

na

IN

na

Oct 20, 1850

Pendleton

na

NY

Diarrhoea

Oct 20, 1850

Coates

na

na

na

Oct 20, 1850

Astley

na

IN

Diarrhoea

Oct 20, 1850

Brown

na

na

na

Oct 21, 1850

Harrison

na

NJ

Typhoid fever

Oct 21, 1850

Train

na

na

Cholera

Oct 21, 1850

Hage

na

Germany

na

Oct 21, 1850

Stringer

na

na

Cholera

Oct 21, 1850

Pitman

na

NJ

Cholera

Oct 21, 1850

Keesee

na

MO

Typhoid fever

Oct 22, 1850

Davis

na

MA

Cholera

Oct 22, 1850

Frazer

na

Scotland

Cholera

Oct 22, 1850

Richmond

na

NY

Cholera

Oct 22, 1850

Edwards

na

New York City

Cholera

Oct 22, 1850

Coman

na

NY

Cholera

Oct 22, 1850

Kelly

na

Ireland

Cholera

Oct 22, 1850

Fowle

na

Boston

Cholera

Oct 22, 1850

Rose

na

na

Cholera

Oct 22, 1850

Saunderson

na

MO

Cholera

Oct 23, 1850

Breaston

na

MO

Cholera

Oct 23, 1850

Myer

na

IA

Cholera

Oct 23, 1850

Getze

na

OH

Diarrhoea

Oct 23, 1850

Bush

na

OH

na

Oct 23, 1850

McKune

na

WI

Cholera

Oct 23, 1850

Shackleford

na

MO

Diarrhoea

Oct 23, 1850

McKenzie

na

NY

Cholera

Oct 23, 1850

Evans

na

Ireland

Cholera

Oct 24, 1850

Steoud

na

CT

Cholera

Oct 24, 1850

Crabb

na

MO

Bowel inflammation

Oct 24, 1850

Baldwin

na

NY

Cholera

Oct 24, 1850

Whitney

na

MA

Bilious fever

Oct 24, 1850

Cheeney

na

na

na

Oct 24, 1850

Drake

na

MO

Diarrhoea

Notes

Race

"Colored"

Alfred

Davis B.

Gender
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Oct 24, 1850

Joe

na

Kanaka

Cholera

Oct 21, 1850

Ray

23

NB

Cholera

Oct 21, 1850

Wood

30

na

Cholera

Oct 22, 1850

Harvey

34

OH

Cholera

Oct 22, 1850

Powers

45

Philadelphia

Cholera

Oct 22, 1850

Delany

28

na

Cholera

Oct 22, 1850

Cook

35

na

Cholera

Oct 23, 1850

Drake

26

ME

Cholera

Oct 23, 1850

Lucas

6

na

Cholera

Oct 23, 1850

Campbell

35

na

Cholera

Oct 24, 1850

Ripley

32

NJ

Cholera

Oct 24, 1850

Rand

57

MA

na

Oct 25, 1850

Pogue

27

MO

Fever

Oct 25, 1850

Simons

22

OH

na

Oct 25, 1850

Wilcox

31

OR

Fever

Oct 25, 1850

Marsh

na

VT

Cholera

Oct 25, 1850

Leguire

na

na

Cholera

Oct 25, 1850

Cornet

na

France

Cholera

Oct 25, 1850

Thomson

46

Ireland

Cholera

Oct 25, 1850

Stumpff

27

IL

Fever

Oct 26, 1850

Pepper

34

OH

Cholera

Oct 26, 1850

Gage

60

IL

Cholera

Oct 26, 1850

Marcy

24

WI

Diarrhoea

Oct 26, 1850

Kelley

na

na

Cholera

Oct 26, 1850

Wonnack

52

Philadelphia

Diarrhoea

Oct 26, 1850

Collet

27

IN

Diarrhoea

Oct 26, 1850

Ward

45

NY

Diarrhoea

Oct 26, 1850

Anslow

50

Havana

Cholera

Oct 26, 1850

Haycock

na

Boston

Cholera

Oct 26, 1850

Smart

14

na

Dysentery

Oct 26, 1850

McLaughlin

25

St Louis

Cholera

Oct 26, 1850

Smith

na

na

Fever

Oct 26, 1850

Camel

35

na

Cholera

Oct 26, 1850

Ledley

na

IL

na

Oct 26, 1850

Whitlock

26

IL

Cholera

Oct 26, 1850

Roslin

32

Germany

Cholera

Oct 26, 1850

Card

53

NH

Dysentery

Oct 26, 1850

Henly

25

IN

Dysentery

Oct 26, 1850

Robb

21

OH

Scrofula

Oct 26, 1850

Byron

40

England

Cholera

Oct 26, 1850

Schooly

na

England

Cholera

Oct 27, 1850

Atwood

32

MA

Cholera

Oct 27, 1850

Block

30

OH

Fever

Oct 27, 1850

Northman

26

Germany

Cholera

Samuel

Nathaniel

Peter

Doctor
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Oct 27, 1850

McCune

26

WI

Diarrhoea

Oct 27, 1850

Marey

4

WI

Cholera

Oct 27, 1850

Starzewsky

42

Poland

Dysentery

Oct 27, 1850

Young

26

MO

Diarrhoea

Oct 27, 1850

Haffarman

26

Ireland

Cholera

Oct 27, 1850

Pandrose

42

IA

Diarrhoea

Oct 27, 1850

Fairchild

22

KY

Diarrhoea

Oct 27, 1850

Wilcox

na

OR

Cholera

Oct 27, 1850

Patterson

55

na

Cholera

Oct 27, 1850

Drake

na

IA

Cholera

Oct 27, 1850

Shook

30

OH

Cholera

Oct 27, 1850

Fawcett

31

Ireland

Cholera

Oct 27, 1850

Rose

26

IL

Cholera

Oct 27, 1850

Lales

40

OH

Cholera

Oct 27, 1850

Smith

28

OH

Dysentery

Oct 27, 1850

Bent

na

WI

Cholera

Oct 27, 1850

Mackey

22

MA

Cholera

Oct 27, 1850

Gray

25

NJ

Cholera

Oct 27, 1850

na

na

Portugal

Dysentery

Oct 28, 1850

Cross

33

NY

Dysentery

Oct 28, 1850

Shipp

34

VA

Cholera

Oct 28, 1850

Bayler

25

NY

Diarrhoea

Oct 28, 1850

Hopkins

22

CT

Dysentery

Oct 28, 1850

na

na

PA

Diarrhoea

Oct 28, 1850

Walker

22

OH

Fever

Oct 28, 1850

Simons

31

Boston

Cholera

Oct 28, 1850

Thompson

28

MS

Cholera

Oct 28, 1850

Howland

24

RI

Cholera

Oct 28, 1850

Nichols

37

NJ

Cholera

Oct 28, 1850

Kennard

23

TX

Cholera

Oct 28, 1850

Gage

33

TX

Cholera

Oct 28, 1850

Allison

na

MO

Dysentery

Oct 28, 1850

Dewels

30

IN

Diarrhoea

Oct 27, 1850

Chichester

43

NY

Cholera

Oct 27, 1850

Holmes

25

NY

Cholera

Oct 27, 1850

Clark

30

Montreal

Dysentery

Oct 27, 1850

Wheeler

48

OH

Cholera

Oct 27, 1850

Packard

na

na

Cholera

Oct 27, 1850

Beach

25

na

Cholera

Oct 27, 1850

Simpson

26

na

Cholera

Oct 27, 1850

Clark

20

na

Cholera

Oct 28, 1850

Adams

27

MA

Cholera

Oct 28, 1850

Green

26

TN

Bilious fever

Oct 29, 1850

Allen

33

Sydney

Fever

J.A.

Mrs

F

Jasper

David

Martin

Dilman

Stephen
"Colored"

"Colored"
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Oct 29, 1850

Wallace

21

England

Cholera

Oct 29, 1850

Wells

21

na

Dysentery

Oct 29, 1850

McElroy

na

na

na

Oct 29, 1850

Kurtz

na

na

Diarrhoea

Oct 29, 1850

Miller

24

na

Lung inflammation

Oct 30, 1850

Jenkins

30

NY

Cholera

Oct 30, 1850

Kling

na

NY

Cholera

Oct 30, 1850

Holmes

na

IL

Fever

Oct 30, 1850

Bates

35

DC

Cholera

Oct 30, 1850

na

40

France

Cholera

Oct 30, 1850

Brooks

na

MI

na

Oct 30, 1850

Parrot

36

France

na

Oct 30, 1850

Menda

na

Spain

Cholera

Oct 30, 1850

James

na

na

Cholera

Oct 30, 1850

Nicholas

19

IL

Fever

Oct 30, 1850

Howard

30

KY

Cholera

Oct 30, 1850

Sexton

38

AR

Diarrhoea

Oct 30, 1850

McPherson

22

Scotland

Cholera

Oct 30, 1850

Kicher

19

ME

Cholera

Oct 30, 1850

Saunders

49

na

Cholera

Oct 30, 1850

Pendleton

24

Stonington

Cholera

Oct 30, 1850

Goram

27

Boston

Cholera

Oct 30, 1850

Steele

37

NY

Cholera

Oct 30, 1850

Lodine

28

DE

Cholera

Oct 30, 1850

Woodruff

45

NY

Cholera

Oct 30, 1850

Hall

45

NY

Cholera

Oct 30, 1850

Pratt

25

ME

Cholera

Captain A.

Oct 30, 1850

Pratt

21

ME

Cholera

Enos

Oct 30, 1850

Engleman

30

IN

Cholera

Oct 30, 1850

Harris

22

ME

Fever

Oct 30, 1850

Johnson

30

ME

Cholera

Oct 30, 1850

Merrill

na

na

na

Oct 30, 1850

Carter

20

MO

Cholera

Oct 30, 1850

Hughes

20

MO

Typhus Fever

Oct 30, 1850

Johnson

30

ME

Cholera

Oct 31, 1850

Smith

44

na

na

Oct 31, 1850

Donald

50

Australia

Diarrhoea

Oct 31, 1850

Carver

40

MO

Diarrhoea

Oct 31, 1850

Pearce

30

na

Diarrhoea

Oct 31, 1850

Barrett

90

NY

Cholera

Oct 31, 1850

Tay

na

Portugal

Cholera

Oct 31, 1850

Taylor

30

PA

Cholera

Oct 31, 1850

Folger

15

OH

Cholera

Oct 31, 1850

Brooks

40

ME

Diarrhoea

Samuel

Mrs

F

Charlotte

F

"Colored"

Flora

F
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Oct 31, 1850

Mason

23

KY

Cholera

Oct 31, 1850

Blair

na

New Orleans

Cholera

Oct 31, 1850

Moore

na

MO

Diarrhoea

Oct 31, 1850

Squire

na

na

NA

Oct 31, 1850

Silsby

32

VT

Diarrhoea

Oct 31, 1850

Barker

na

NY

Cholera

Oct 31, 1850

Norcross

27

IL

Cholera

Oct 31, 1850

More

40

Ireland

Cholera

Oct 31, 1850

Howe

29

NY

Diarrhoea

Oct 31, 1850

Fields

30

Mobile

Cholera

Doctor George H.

Nov 1, 1850

Aldrich

2

na

Cholera

Celia Emma

Nov 1, 1850

McNamer

27

NY

Cholera

Doctor Robert

Nov 1, 1850

Hilderbrand

30

MO

Cholera

Nov 1, 1850

Green

42

MS

Cholera

Nov 1, 1850

Tomlinson

24

MI

Cholera

Nov 1, 1850

Reed

na

MS

Cholera

Nov 1, 1850

na

na

na

Cholera

Nov 1, 1850

na

na

na

na

Nov 1, 1850

na

na

na

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Crexim

32

NJ

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Kimbal

26

na

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Taft

24

MI

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Eggleston

36

OH

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Breyer

18

Germany

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Hale

26

TN

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Nelson

na

IN

na

Nov 2, 1850

Garey

na

New Zealand

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Lowall

40

TN

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Hulbert

28

OH

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Richeford

30

IA

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Tomlinson

22

MI

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Warbass

21

NJ

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Wilcox

21

OR

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Funham

31

na

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Wheeler

32

NY

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Kelly

32

OR

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Croton

52

NY

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Ward

30

OH

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Strong

30

IA

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Dixon

30

Philadelphia

Cholera

Nov 3, 1850

Herman

35

NY

Cholera

Nov 3, 1850

McKibbou

28

na

Nov 3, 1850

Holmes

47

Nov 3, 1850

Caten

21

F

Doctor

Female

F
"Colored"

Hart

Harriet

F

Mrs Amanda

F

Cholera

Elizabeth

F

IN

Cholera

Doctor A.

Germany

Cholera
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Nov 3, 1850

MaMahen

27

OH

Cholera

Nov 4, 1850

Harney

28

Philadelphia

Diarrhoea

Nov 4, 1850

Houghton

26

IL

Diarrhoea

Nov 4, 1850

Titus

65

MO

Diarrhoea

Nov 4, 1850

Cluxton

na

IL

Diarrhoea

Nov 5, 1850

Keffer

na

OH

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Kelley

55

WI

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Christy

30

St Louis

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Urner

na

OH

Fever

Nov 5, 1850

Brown

23

Poland

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Mason

na

Boston

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Reed

40

AL

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Van Cleave

39

IA

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Booz

40

IL

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Lycan

45

WI

General debility

Nov 5, 1850

Dierson

36

MA

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Bassin

30

NY

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Hatfield

40

NY

Diarrhoea

Nov 5, 1850

Brown

na

na

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Nenrich

24

New Orleans

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Cole

24

NY

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Mollen

23

Bengal

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Moneyman

22

VA

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Robinson

15

MI

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Welsh

25

New Foundland

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Boyd

25

NY

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Emerson

50

MA

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Bassin

34

NJ

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Ayr

26

CT

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Sadler

29

RI

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Pratt

45

na

Cholera

Mrs Jane

Nov 5, 1850

Metcalf

60

na

Cholera

Doctor

Nov 5, 1850

Griffin

32

MD

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Dodson

na

KY

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Leet

na

na

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Kingsbury

42

IL

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Bell

30

Scotland

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Sterett

23

na

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Nelson

35

MA

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Ball

25

na

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Bruce

24

na

Cholera

Nov 5, 1850

Fornan

23

na

Cholera

Nov 6, 1850

Parmeter

24

na

Cholera

Nov 6, 1850

Mason

27

VA

Cholera

"Colored"

"Colored"

F
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Nov 6, 1850

Smith

30

MO

Cholera

Nov 6, 1850

See

45

NY

Cholera

Nov 6, 1850

Burke

33

Ireland

Cholera

Nov 6, 1850

Lawless

50

Ireland

Diarrhoea

Nov 6, 1850

Pratt

28

TN

Cholera

Nov 6, 1850

Townsend

20

WI

Cholera

Nov 6, 1850

Jaro

26

Spain

Cholera

Nov 6, 1850

Jarvis

50

DE

Cholera

Nov 6, 1850

Cargle

na

IL

Cholera

Nov 6, 1850

Butterfield

36

MA

Cholera

Nov 7, 1850

Raney

27

TN

Homicide

Nov 7, 1850

Steinegral

2

IL

Diarrhoea

Nov 7, 1850

Glidden

30

Boston

Cholera

Nov 7, 1850

French

30

VT

Cholera

Nov 7, 1850

French

52

Boston

Diarrhoea

Nov 7, 1850

Wood

26

MA

Cholera

Nov 7, 1850

White

25

MA

Dysentery

Nov 7, 1850

Smith

26

ME

na

Nov 7, 1850

Walker

na

na

Cholera

Nov 7, 1850

Smith

32

NJ

Fever

Nov 8, 1850

Harris

30

TN

Cholera

Nov 8, 1850

Froste

23

ME

Congestive fever

Nov 8, 1850

Brown

na

mna

Diarrhoea

Nov 8, 1850

Pierson

50

ME

Cholera

Nov 8, 1850

Gray

29

Canada

Cholera

Nov 8, 1850

Morris

22

PA

Cholera

Nov 8, 1850

Vanscoyoe

27

IN

Cholera

Nov 8, 1850

Ruffin

na

na

Cholera

Nov 8, 1850

Farney

36

na

Cholera

Nov 8, 1850

Owens

27

na

Cholera

Nov 8, 1850

Snell

40

PA

Cholera

Nov 8, 1850

McKee

na

WA

na

Nov 9, 1850

Warerhouse

33

IL

Diarrhoea

Nov 9, 1850

Koon

27

OH

Diarrhoea

Nov 9, 1850

Martin

22

Switzerland

Cholera

Nov 9, 1850

Riggs

6

MO

Cholera

Nov 9, 1850

DeAndes

25

PA

Cholera

Nov 9, 1850

Walker

na

na

na

Nov 9, 1850

Brown

35

Norway

Cholera

Nov 10, 1850

Clayton

30

OH

Cholera

Nov 10, 1850

Burke

60

ME

Cholera

Nov 10, 1850

Yance

35

England

Cholera

Nov 10, 1850

Faiker

37

France

Cholera

Nov 10, 1850

Carr

29

CT

Cholera

Mrs

F

Louisa

F
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Nov 10, 1850

Hess

26

IA

Cholera

Doctor Henry F.

Nov 10, 1850

Howarth

22

MO

Cholera

Sally

Nov 10, 1850

Butler

na

NY

Cholera

Nov 1, 1850

Gauss

22

CT

Diarrhoea

Nov 1, 1850

Evans

25

OH

Bilious fever

Nov 1, 1850

Gurch

25

IL

Intermittent fever

Nov 1, 1850

Ranbo

23

IN

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Mills

21

Ireland

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Graves

22

VT

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Barton

44

England

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Kennedy

23

Ireland

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Boyd

31

Ireland

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Heinrich

28

Germany

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Ward

21

OH

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Germain

46

PA

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Boyd

64

VA

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Bowers

30

Germany

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Kaster

21

Germany

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Wilson

26

IN

Cholera

Nov 2, 1850

Smith

22

OH

Fever

Nov 2, 1850

Washington

22

PA

Fever

Nov 3, 1850

Schenket

48

MO

Cholera

Nov 3, 1850

Hill

18

OH

Cholera

Nov 3, 1850

Watson

24

OH

Cholera

Nov 3, 1850

Menard

35

IL

Cholera

Nov 3, 1850

Ward

26

IN

Diarrhoea

Nov 3, 1850

Heeialnyer

41

NY

Diarrhoea

Nov 3, 1850

Saner

40

MI

Diarrhoea

Nov 3, 1850

Kelley

26

MO

Dysentery

Nov 3, 1850

Balls

35

MA

Cholera

Nov 3, 1850

Coyle

40

WI

Cholera

Nov 3, 1850

Melton

25

NC

Cholera

Nov 3, 1850

Jacobs

37

CT

Cholera

Nov 3, 1850

Hill

26

NY

Cholera

Nov 3, 1850

Wilbur

40

Prussia

Cholera

Nov 9, 1850

Nicholas

35

NY

Scurvy

Nov 9, 1850

Padon

23

IL

Cholera

Nov 9, 1850

Soper

27

MI

Congestive fever

Nov 10, 1850

Beckwell

na

NY

Fever

Nov 10, 1850

Peenrston

38

MO

Fever

Nov 10, 1850

Leggage

32

NY

Cholera

Nov 10, 1850

Hardy

21

OR

Cholera

Nov 10, 1850

Butler

31

NY

na

Nov 11, 1850

Covey

40

IL

Congestive fever

F

"Colored"
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Nov 11, 1850

Johnson

28

MA

Congestive fever

Nov 11, 1850

Wilson

na

IL

Cholera

Nov 11, 1850

May

na

na

Diarrhoea

Nov 11, 1850

Clark

na

na

Cholera

Nov 11, 1850

Marens

na

na

Cholera

Nov 11, 1850

Mills

na

na

Cholera

Nov 11, 1850

Maybel

36

GA

na

Nov 11, 1850

Morse

1

CA

na

Nov 11, 1850

Spies

26

NY

Cholera

Nov 11, 1850

Durfee

22

NY

Diarrhoea

Nov 11, 1850

Phillips

24

MA

na

Nov 11, 1850

Leinmeyea

22

Germany

na

Nov 12, 1850

Robinson

na

MA

na

Nov 12, 1850

Urie

33

OH

Dysentery

Nov 12, 1850

Vincent

30

AR

Cholera

Nov 12, 1850

Ferd

28

OH

Cholera

Nov 13, 1850

Hicks

50

NY

Cholera

Nov 13, 1850

Craig

na

KY

Cholera

Nov 13, 1850

Chance

50

VT

Cholera

Nov 13, 1850

Hays

25

na

Cholera

Nov 13, 1850

Bryant

21

MI

Dysentery

Nov 14, 1850

Brown

na

na

Cholera

Nov 14, 1850

Davis

50

na

Cholera

Nov 14, 1850

Strakan

25

Scotland

Diarrhoea

Nov 14, 1850

Shotwell

27

PA

Fever

Nov 14, 1850

Levi

na

na

Fever

Nov 6, 1850

Wolfe

23

IL

Diarrhoea

Nov 6, 1850

Daniel

37

Scotland

Cholera

Nov 6, 1850

Fox

21

Ireland

Cholera

Nov 6, 1850

Brown

42

Scotland

Cholera

Nov 6, 1850

Campbell

na

na

Cholera

Nov 6, 1850

Mitchell

50

MO

Cholera

Nov 6, 1850

Souillard

na

NY

Cholera

Nov 7, 1850

Winchel

45

IN

Cholera

Nov 7, 1850

Wheeler

21

OH

Cholera

Nov 7, 1850

Brewer

32

WI

Cholera

Nov 7, 1850

Armstrong

53

KY

Cholera

Nov 7, 1850

Christian

25

Boston

Cholera

Nov 7, 1850

Miller

24

na

Cholera

Nov 7, 1850

Cripe

22

IN

Cholera

Oct 24, 1850

Richardson

na

MO

Diarrhoea

Oct 24, 1850

Grant

na

na

Cholera

Oct 24, 1850

VanZandt

na

MS

Cholera

Oct 24, 1850

Cook

na

RI

Cholera

Cyrus

"Colored"

Joseph

"Colored"
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Oct 24, 1850

Thomas

na

England

Cholera

Oct 25, 1850

Hallenbeck

na

WI

Cholera

Oct 25, 1850

Sweetser

na

ME

Tuberculosis

Oct 25, 1850

Bartlett

na

MI

Cholera

Oct 25, 1850

Shideler

na

OH

na

Oct 25, 1850

Nichols

na

NY

na

Oct 25, 1850

Camel

na

IL

Cholera

Oct 25, 1850

Williams

na

MO

Cholera

Oct 25, 1850

Clark

na

Ireland

Cholera

Oct 25, 1850

Harden

na

England

Cholera

Oct 25, 1850

Webb

na

na

Cholera

Oct 25, 1850

Cobb

na

na

Cholera

Doctor

Oct 28, 1850

O'Brien

40

Ireland

Cholera

Mrs

Oct 28, 1850

Pryor

30

OH

Fever

Oct 28, 1850

Patten

na

IL

na

Oct 29, 1850

Oakley

41

OH

Cholera

Oct 29, 1850

Dibble

28

OH

Cholera

Oct 29, 1850

Bennett

32

WI

Cholera

Oct 29, 1850

Colton

25

MS

Cholera

Oct 29, 1850

Bertholf

30

WI

Cholera

Oct 29, 1850

Massey

30

NJ

Cholera

Oct 29, 1850

Corey

na

MA

Cholera

Oct 29, 1850

Burns

MO

MO

Erysipelas

Oct 29, 1850

Stranger

na

Ireland

Foul play

Oct 29, 1850

Graham

24

NY

Cholera

Oct 29, 1850

Heath

29

CT

Cholera

Oct 29, 1850

Richardson

40

KY

Cholera

Oct 29, 1850

Roulas

na

Belgium

Cholera

Oct 29, 1850

Goodrich

50

MA

Cholera

Oct 29, 1850

Johnson

26

AL

Cholera

Oct 29, 1850

Knox

24

AL

Cholera

Oct 29, 1850

Anson

28

OH

Cholera

Oct 29, 1850

Noble

30

GA

Cholera

Doctor Geo W.

Oct 29, 1850

Hart

na

na

na

Mrs C

Nov 3, 1850

Jump

na

England

Cholera

Nov 3, 1850

Barker

21

Boston

Cholera

Nov 3, 1850

Green

22

MA

Cholera

Nov 3, 1850

Locke

25

NY

Cholera

Nov 3, 1850

Stranger

na

Mexico

Cholera

Nov 3, 1850

Whittier

28

Boston

Diarrhoea

Nov 3, 1850

Isaacs

35

Poland

Diarrhoea

Nov 3, 1850

Stranger

na

Germany

Cholera

Nov 3, 1850

Martin

48

OH

Cholera

Nov 3, 1850

Archdale

35

MI

Cholera

F

F

F
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Nov 3, 1850

Cone

na

MO

Cholera

Nov 3, 1850

Irwin

na

MO

Cholera

Nov 3, 1850

Moran

40

MO

Dropsy

Nov 3, 1850

Heath

40

England

Cholera

Nov 3, 1850

Shannon

28

NY

Cholera

Nov 3, 1850

Saunders

22

Mobile

Cholera

Nov 3, 1850

Howard

33

London

Cholera

Nov 3, 1850

Young

25

NY

Cholera

Nov 3, 1850

Bails

35

MA

Cholera

Nov 4, 1850

Mellen

32

MA

Cholera

Nov 4, 1850

Garrison

29

Valparaiso

Cholera

Nov 4, 1850

Beach

na

CT

Diarrhoea

Nov 4, 1850

Flanders

45

MA

Bilious fever

Nov 4, 1850

Kennedy

24

OH

Diarrhoea

Nov 4, 1850

Clarendon

32

MA

Cholera

Nov 4, 1850

Davis

38

Sweden

Cholera

Nov 4, 1850

Crittendon

22

Canada

Cholera

Nov 4, 1850

Gordon

na

NY

Cholera

Nov 4, 1850

Messault

40

Portugal

Cholera

Nov 4, 1850

Dale

20

ME

Cholera

Nov 4, 1850

Merrick

27

VT

Cholera

Nov 4, 1850

Orr

na

na

Cholera

Nov 4, 1850

Hubbard

44

na

Cholera

Nov 4, 1850

Barroll

17

NY

Cholera

Nov 4, 1850

Phillips

24

Valparaiso

Cholera

"Colored"

Miss Mary

F
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